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Abstract 
Charge Transport Theory as Applied to Flexible Organic Materials: A 
Computational Analysis 
Matthew L. Rossi 
Karl W. Sohlberg, Ph.D. 
 
 
 
In the past decade, organic materials have been intensely investigated for use in 
electronic devices for applications ranging from LEDs and optics, to use as 
transistors. The work presented herein is a computational study to further 
understand hole mobility in organic materials by application of Marcus-Hush hop-
rate theory. All methods used in this research are derived from the approach as 
described by Deng and Goddard [Deng, and Goddard, J. Phys. Chem. B. 2004, 
108, 8614-8621], expanded to approximate the effects of differing conditions, 
such as thermal disorder, thermal expansion, and the presence of a defect. The 
bulk of this research was performed involving simple oligoacene species, 
naphthalene, anthracene, tetracene, and pentacene. All results reported are in 
good agreement with experimental values. The third research chapter of this 
manuscript includes a study of rotaxane systems, which have great potential for 
use in electronic devices, notably since a [2] rotaxane with two distinct binding 
sites is by virtue a binary system, giving rise to the basis of using molecules as 
data bits. 
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1. Introduction 
 
 In the past decade, extensive studies have been performed in the field of 
organic field-effect transistors. Organic materials have the potential to replace 
existing semiconductor materials in electronic devices due to their flexibility and 
low cost.1 Applications proposed include optoelectronics and sensors.1b An 
important property, hole mobility, can be used to anticipate the usefulness of 
organic materials for use in electronic devices. Thin-film materials are of 
particular interest for potential use in molecular electronic devices. One possible 
area of application is in large area displays where there is a potentially significant 
cost advantage over current technologies.1a Another possible area of application 
is in the detection of explosive agents, an important challenge to both defense 
and civilian security operations. In an organic thin-film material, surface binding 
by an adsorbate can cause changes to charge mobility in the material. These 
changes can be measured, and therefore have the potential to be used as the 
basis for chemical sensing. A compilation of mobility values, presented by 
Dimitrakopoulos et al.2 highlight possible materials for use in molecular electronic 
devices.  
 There are several approaches to predict mobility based on theoretical 
calculations. The central relation, attributed to Einstein3, shows a constant 
relation between mobility, μ, and diffusion coefficient, D, as: 
 
                                                     (1.1) 
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where e is the elementary electronic charge, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T 
is absolute temperature. Two important approaches to determining mobility are 
Miller-Abrahams theory4 and Marcus-Hush theory5. The former is based on 
energetic disorder between the pre- and post-hop sites, while the latter relies on 
non-adiabatic polaron transfer. 
 The Miller-Abrahams4 (MA) approach assumes that electron-phonon 
coupling is weak and that polaron effects are unimportant6. In the Miller-
Abrahams equations, carrier mobility is strongly dependent upon the intersite 
distance and energetic disorder between states. In the absence of polaron 
contributions, the energy barrier to charge transport is due to the static energetic 
disorder of the hopping sites6. In its original derivation, Miller and Abrahams 
assumed that charge carrier states occur in sufficiently low density as to avoid 
impurity band conduction.4 Systems that exhibit this behavior are often materials 
consisting of very large conjugated systems where polaron contributions are 
minimal. It is widely used for conducting polymers.7 In small organic molecules 
such as naphthalene, however, the polaron contribution is no longer negligible, 
as the monomer electronic structure is significantly altered by oxidation/reduction. 
It is often the case for polymers and doped materials that polaron contributions 
are negligible and the assumptions behind the Miller-Abrahams approach are 
valid. 
 An alternative approach based on Marcus-Hush (MH) theory5 has 
been popularized by Deng and Goddard8, (D&G) who presented its application in 
a practical protocol. The method describes nonadiabatic polaron transfer through 
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a molecular crystal, with significantly weaker dependence on radial distance, 
compared to Miller-Abrahams theory (quadratic as opposed to exponential). In 
the D&G approach, hole mobility is calculated from three independent 
parameters; V, the coupling matrix element, , the monomer reorganization 
energy, and r, the distance between monomer units in the molecular crystal (vide 
infra). There is a high dependence of μ on the energy of reorganization, which is 
effectively the energy barrier to polaron motion through the material. The above 
three parameters can be obtained in a systematic way from the material crystal 
structure and routine molecular electronic structure calculations. 
Since our work focuses on molecular crystals, in which charge hopping 
typically requires a significant distortion of the molecular monomer that accepts 
the charge, we employ the Marcus-Hush theory-based approach. 
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Reproduced from Rossi, M., and Sohlberg, K., Predictions of Hole Mobility in Molecular 
Organic Crystals: Incorporating Thermal Effects. J. Phys. Chem. C 2009, 113 (16), 
6821-6831. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society. 
2. Mobility and Thermal Effects 
 
2.1 Introduction: 
One shortcoming of the D&G approach is that it assumes a frozen crystal 
structure. While it has been generalized to account for thermal disorder in the 
crystal by averaging over a trajectory from a molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulation1, in practical application this approach usually involves the introduction 
of two new approximations: First, the dynamic trajectory is usually based on an 
empirical potential model of the monomer-monomer interactions within the crystal. 
Second, the interaction of molecular monomers within the crystal is assumed to 
be isotropic. 
In this paper, we describe a method of incorporating thermal disorder into 
the calculation of μ, mobility, without the need to employ an MD simulation and 
without the assumption of isotropic monomer-monomer interactions. The method 
is based on estimating the spatial probability distribution function for a 
representative monomer within the crystal by application of Boltzmann statistics 
to a discretized representation of the potential energy surface felt by the 
molecular monomer. In addition to avoiding the approximation of isotropic 
monomer-monomer interactions, the approach described herein has the 
advantage of computational efficiency. Once the potential energy surface (PES) 
felt by a representative monomer is sampled at sufficiently many points, the 
mobility can be calculated at any temperature without the need for an MD 
simulation. We show that the computational cost can be decreased still further by 
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sampling the PES with computationally efficient semi-empirical electronic 
structure calculations. Whereas previous work1 accounted for thermal effects by 
spherically averaging the inter-monomer interactions, our work preserves the 
uniqueness of the interaction types. 
Four oligoacene species, naphthalene, anthracene, tetracene, and 
pentacene have been studied, in addition to 3-phenyl-1-ureidonitrile (PUN), a 
molecule that has been proposed for its use in nano-scale data storage2.  
 
2.2 Methodology: 
Structural model: 
To compute hole mobility, we consider the rate of charge hopping 
between a representative molecular monomer within the crystal and its neighbors. 
To do so, we employ a cluster model consisting of a representative “central 
molecule” and its 1st shell of neighbors. Crystalline naphthalene and anthracene 
prefer P21/a symmetry1. Tetracene and pentacene possess P1 symmetry3. 3-
phenyl-1-ureidonitrile (PUN) has Pbca symmetry4. These symmetries were used 
in constructing the clusters. Depending on the symmetry of the crystal, one or 
more unique monomer-monomer interaction types (i.e. relative orientations of 
adjacent monomers in space) may be present. These unique interaction types 
are preserved in our approach, as described below. 
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Basic theory for static structures: 
The D&G protocol for computing μ is well known. We review it here to lay 
the foundation for our generalization. Hole mobility, μ, is related to the diffusion 
coefficient, D, for charge carriers by a standard textbook expression5 attributed to 
Einstein, 
 
                                                        (2.1) 
 
where e is the electronic charge, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is 
temperature. 
To compute the diffusion rate, one considers a representative molecular 
monomer within a cluster of neighbors, whose positions and relative orientations 
represent the first shell of monomers in the crystal structure as shown 
schematically in fig. 2.1. D is expressed in terms of a sum over the nearest 
neighbors in the crystal,  
 
                                              (2.2) 
 
where r is the radial distance between the centers of mass (com) for each dimer 
pair in which one of the monomers is the selected representative “central” 
molecule, W is the hopping rate between monomers in that dimer, P is the 
hopping probability and i denotes the ith interaction dimer. Probability P is simply 
the fractional contribution to the total hopping rate, 
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                                                                                    (2.3) 
 
Where j indexes a sum over interactions.  
The hopping rate, W i, for the i
th interaction, is given by:  
 
                                           (2.4) 
 
where ħ is the Planck constant, Vi is the coupling matrix element,  is the 
reorganization energy and T is temperature. This is effectively a three-parameter 
expression for the hopping rate, the independent parameters being the coupling 
matrix element, the reorganization energy and the monomer-monomer 
separations, upon which the coupling matrix elements depend. From this 
expression, it becomes apparent that of the three parameters, mobility is most 
sensitive to the reorganization energy, . 
In a homogenous system, the reorganization energy, , can be obtained 
from an electronic structure calculation on a monomer as follows1 (illustrated in 
fig. 2.2): 
 
                                   (2.5a) 
                                                    (2.5b) 
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The subscript +/0 refers to a single point calculation of the cationic-state on the 
neutral-state optimized geometry, etc. E is the energy of the molecule and 1, 2 
are equivalent to the differences between energy states for the given charge. 
As noted above, using this model the dominant parameter in determining 
hole mobility is the reorganization energy, with coupling matrix elements having a 
significantly weaker influence. Smaller reorganization energies give rise to 
greater hole mobilities, however, at sufficiently low values of reorganization 
energy, Marcus-Hush theory can become invalid because site disorder, which is 
not included in the MH model, overtakes polaron transport as the dominant factor 
governing mobility5-6. 
As noted in the introduction, we have selected the four lowest molecular 
weight oligoacenes and PUN for the present study. These crystals each exhibit 
several dimer types, depending on the crystal symmetry. The coupling matrix 
elements, V, are determined by dimer calculations, and reflect the splitting of 
orbitals in the dimer of a homogenous system,  
 
                                           (2.6) 
 
Here EHOMO, EHOMO-1 are the eigenvalues of highest and second highest 
occupied molecular orbitals of the dimer. In a given molecular system, there can 
be multiple differing interaction types based on crystal geometry. For example, in 
P21/a symmetry (assumed by naphthalene and anthracene) the three nearest-
neighbor interaction types, T1 (T-shape type 1), T2 (T-shape type 2), and P 
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(parallel type) are shown in fig. 2.5. Note that the com-com vectors for these 
three interaction types line in a common plane. For the oligoacene species, we 
utilized six interaction types, the three mentioned plus LT1, LT2, and LP. These 
L-type interactions are longer-range interactions that occur along the c-axis of the 
unit cell, describing molecules that occur fore and aft of the 2-dimensional 
interaction view shown in fig. 2.1. Generally, there are two dominating 
interaction-type dimer-coupling terms for each molecular crystal, and the 
remaining terms (such as the L-type) merely contribute to the potential without 
influencing the total hopping rate. For example, at the equilibrium geometry in 
naphthalene, terms of type LT1 and LT2 have hopping probabilities of 0.0155, or 
only about 15 times per thousand attempts. 
 
The Basis of Dimer Splitting: 
To describe the relationship between the dimer (HOMO – HOMO-1) splitting and 
the transfer matrix element, we start by writing the Hamiltonian for a (not 
necessarily symmetric) homo-dimer embedded in a crystal as, 
 
                                            (2.7) 
 
where Ha is the Hamiltonian for isolated monomer “a”, Hb is the Hamiltonian for 
isolated monomer “b”, V contains all terms that couple “a” to “b” in the crystal and 
W contains all other contributions to the chemical environment of the dimer from 
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the remainder of the crystal. Since the isolated monomers are identical, if we 
write, 
 
                                                     (2.8) 
                                                     (2.9) 
 
it follows that 
 
                                                       (2.10) 
                                                  (2.11) 
                                               (2.12) 
 
In the one-electron picture, the  and  may be taken as the HOMOs of the 
monomers. 
 
Direct solution of the secular equation: 
To relate the coupling matrix element to orbital splitting, one approach is to solve 
the secular equation directly. The basic equation is: 
 
                                                   (2.13) 
 
where bold denotes matrix quantities. In the basis of eigenfunctions of the 
isolated monomer Hamiltonians Ha and Hb this may be written, 
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                   (2.14) 
 
Using the definitions of the terms in the Hamiltonian we can simplify the 
individual elements as follows: 
 
                                 (2.15a) 
 
                                 (2.15b) 
 
                                 (2.15c) 
 
 
                                  (2.15d) 
 
The secular equation therefore reduces to, 
 
                           (2.16) 
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Since the monomers are weakly interacting in a van der Waals solid, we may 
assume that . Figure 2.3 shows S(R) for the strongest interaction in 
naphthalene (T1 type). Clearly  is a reasonable approximation in the 
physically relevant region. In cases where this approximation fails, we can force 
 by employing as our basis, orbitals produced by Löwdin orthogonalization 
of  and . It is important to note that the use of orthogonalized orbitals 
does not introduce any monomer-monomer coupling into the site energies Wii. An 
approximate illustration of this is as follows: The overlap matrix is, 
 
                                                    (2.17) 
 
Performing a similarity transform with P, which is the matrix of eigenvectors of S, 
yields the diagonal matrix D, 
 
                                     (2.18) 
 
 is the matrix that orthogonalizes the basis7, 
 
                  (2.19) 
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Expanding each element as a series in S and retaining terms through 2nd order 
yields, 
 
                                       (2.20) 
 
Multiplying this approximate transformation matrix by the vector of monomer 
HOMOs produces approximate orthogonalized orbitals  and . 
 
                         (2.21a) 
                         (2.21b) 
 
It is simple to show that, 
 
                                             (2.22a) 
                                              (2.22b) 
 (through terms of order S2)           (2.22c) 
 (through terms of order S2)          (2.22d) 
 
It follows that, 
 
      (2.23) 
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which contains no coupling terms. 
Given , the secular equation reduces to, 
 
                               (2.24) 
 
Note that,  Since E0 simply sets the zero of potential, we may 
choose . Solving this equation for the roots E we have, 
 
                 (2.25) 
 
Note that the splitting (Δ) of the final energy levels is given by, 
 
                                    (2.26) 
 
In the one-electron picture, this splitting is the energy separation of the dimer 
orbitals formed from the HOMO of monomer “a” and the HOMO of monomer “b”. 
If the site energy difference , such as in naphthalene and 
anthracene8, then following Migliore9, half the splitting is by definition the transfer 
matrix element, a.k.a. the transfer integral abt , where the sign depends on 
whether the orbital interaction is bonding or antibonding10, 
 
                                                 (2.27) 
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In a molecular crystal, such as pentacene, where there are two nonequivalent 
monomers in the unit cell11, as long as the monomers reside in very similar 
chemical environments,  and half the splitting of the monomer 
HOMOs is a reasonable approximation of the value of the transfer integral . The 
site energy difference in tetracene and pentacene is reported8 to be in the range 
3.6 10-4 - 7.3 10-4 hartree. This range is consistent with our estimate (1.03 10-3) 
obtained by comparing the total energy from an electronic structure calculation 
for a cluster of 43 tetracene monomers with the “central” monomer removed from 
site “a” to a similar calculation for a cluster of 43 tetracene monomers with the 
“central” monomer removed from site b. Note that the site energy difference is 
smaller in magnitude than the (HOMO – HOMO-1) splitting by about a factor of 
ten in the physically relevant range of intermolecular separations. Because site 
energy difference appears quadratically in the expression for level splitting, the 
impact on the estimate of the splitting of neglecting the site energy difference is < 
1%.  is therefore a reasonable approximation. The amplitude of 
thermal vibrations at 300 K is sufficiently small that changes in the site energy 
difference when the central monomer is displaced from its equilibrium position by 
thermal oscillations are typically not appreciable. By contrast, in a pseudo 1-
dimensional stack where the repeat unit contains two or more molecules, 
adjacent monomers may reside in distinctly different chemical environments and 
therefore have appreciably different site energies11. For this reason isolated 
dimer calculations generally provide a better description of a dimer embedded in 
a crystal than one in an infinite stack12. 
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The above analysis is the formal justification for using the splitting of monomer 
HOMOs in the formation of a dimer as an approximation to the transfer matrix 
element in a crystal. Note that this definition of the transfer integral implicitly 
assumes the use of basis orbitals that are orthogonal. This is widely termed the 
traditional “dimer splitting method” of estimating the transfer matrix element13.  It 
has long been employed in calculating bandwidth in molecular materials12, 14, and 
of particular relevance here, it has been successfully applied to oligoacenes1, 15. 
 
Perturbation theory: 
Another approach is to apply degenerate perturbation theory. To do so, we 
diagonalize the perturbation  in a basis of eigenfunctions of the isolated 
monomer Hamiltonians. Again we use an orthogonal basis. The basic equation is, 
 
                                                 (2.28) 
 
In simplified notation we have, 
 
                                                 (2.29) 
 
Solving this equation for the roots E we have, 
 
                     (2.30) 
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This is identical to the result from the direct solution of the secular equation 
(2.25).  
 
It is worth noting that the dimer splitting method can also be obtained using 
Koopmans’ theorem16, but as shown here, recourse to Koopmans’ theorem is not 
essential as the dimer splitting method is a straightforward result from the 
application of degenerate perturbation theory. This avoids concerns regarding 
the validity of Koopmans’ theorem for Kohn-Sham orbitals as no ionizations are 
being considered, only orbital energy splitting. Indeed, Prytkova et al. have found 
that transfer matrix elements based on the dimer splitting method as calculated 
from Hartree-Fock (HF) orbitals (for which Koopmans’ theorem is valid) and 
those from DFT orbitals17 are “essentially the same”, while Huang and Kertesz13 
actually found DFT/B3LYP results to be in better agreement with experimental 
values than those based on HF calculations. 
 
Accounting for thermal vibrations: 
In the method described thus far, the crystal structure is assumed to be 
static. We seek to generalize the method to incorporate thermal effects. For a 
static structure, T enters the expression for hop rate in equation (2.4) because 
increasing thermal energy increases the probability that a monomer will distort 
sufficiently (intramolecular vibration) to overcome the reorganization barrier, i.e., 
it is a kinetic factor. Not incorporated is the effect of increasing T on the crystal 
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structure. In addition to intramolecular vibrations, which can access the 
reorganization barrier, there are at least two other distinct classes of thermal 
influence: intermolecular vibrations, and thermal expansion of the crystal lattice. 
Of intra-molecular and inter-molecular vibrations, the latter are likely to be an 
especially important factor in determining hole mobility because they include 
lower frequency oscillations for which there will be appreciably populated 
quantum eigenstates at ambient laboratory temperatures. 
When an entire molecular monomer vibrates within the crystal matrix, the 
nearest-neighbor distances gain time dependence. In our cluster model, the 
position of the representative “central” molecule is no longer fixed, but may be 
represented by a distribution function ρ(r), see fig. 2.4a&b. This influences 
mobility in two ways; directly in the radial distances (ri), and indirectly through the 
coupling matrix elements, which depend on the radial distances (V(ri)). (What we 
describe here are local-mode vibrations of the molecular monomer. These do not 
include phonon modes, which are collective oscillations of groups of monomers 
moving in concert. Phonon modes are discussed below.) 
The reorganization energy, , is assumed to be unaffected by 
displacement of the representative “central” molecule, but factors that depend on 
the dimer structures, such as the potential and coupling matrix elements, now 
must be mapped as a function of the displacement of the central molecule. For 
example, the coupling matrix elements, Vi, (formerly scalar values, one for each 
interaction type) now acquire positional dependence, Vi(r). 
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The new positional dependence of Vi(r) also enters into the hopping rate, 
Wi, and similarly into the charge transfer probability, Pi(r). 
 
                             (2.31) 
 
                                              (2.32) 
 
In the calculation of the diffusion coefficient, D, the ri
2WP factor must be 
replaced by an integral over all possible positions of the central molecule, 
weighted by the probability distribution such that they too gain positional 
dependence, 
 
                          (2.33) 
 
The normalized positional density, (r), is the probability of finding the 
central molecule at position r.  
In practical implementation, we evaluate the integral over r=xi+yj+zk 
numerically as a triple sum, 
 
   (2.34) 
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Here i, j and k are the Cartesian unit vectors, ri is the position of the i
th neighbor 
(see fig. 2.1) and Δx, Δy and Δz are the step sizes for numerical integration in the 
corresponding directions. In addition to the sum over interacting neighbors of the 
representative central molecule that carries over from the frozen structure case, 
there are now sums running over discrete samplings of x, y, and z, from grid 
points in a rectangular volume shown schematically in fig. 2.1. 
The principal challenge in generalizing the formalism to include thermal 
effects is obtaining an efficient and reliable approximation to (r). To approximate 
(r) we apply Boltzmann statistics to the set of r points (created through 
partitioning, which is variable) used for numerical evaluation of the integral in 
equation (2.33). 
 
                                    (2.35) 
 
where req is the equilibrium position of the representative central molecule. Here 
U(r) is the potential felt by the representative central molecule in the cluster of 
neighbors. This potential U(r) is approximated by a sum of the dimer potentials 
Ui(ri) for each interaction at a given position r of the central molecule, 
 
                                           (2.36) 
 
In practice, to compute the dimer potentials, Ui(ri), and coupling matrix 
elements, Vi(ri), single point calculations of the dimer electronic structures were 
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carried out over a range of com-com separations ri = | r-ri | for each interaction 
type. Next, in executing the sums in equations (2.34) and (2.36) the Ui(ri) and Vi(ri) 
are determined by quadratic interpolation from the three single point calculations 
whose com-com (center of mass) distances were closest to the desired r value 
for the specific interaction type. Note that in evaluating the numerical integral in 
equation (2.34), r samples a finite volume. Consequently, the relative orientations 
of the monomers vary slightly from those present when the central molecule is at 
its equilibrium position. Since the displacements of the central molecule are small 
in comparison to the com-com distances, these orientational changes are 
insignificant and are ignored. Interpolation of Ui(ri) and Vi(ri) is based on the 
relative orientations manifest when the central molecule is at its equilibrium 
position. 
GAMESS18 software was used for the calculations of U and V. Both semi-
empirical AM1 calculations and DFT using the B3LYP functional and 6-31G(d,p) 
and 6-311G(d,p)19 basis sets were carried out. 
 
Validation of the Boltzmann approximation to (r) 
As described above, the positional density, (r), is determined by inverting 
the potential using Boltzmann statistics [shown in equation (2.35)] To validate 
this approximation, we compared the distribution function for a simple harmonic 
oscillator (SHO) obtained using our estimate of (r) based on Boltzmann 
statistics to that obtained from a Boltzmann-weighted linear combination of the 
absolute squares of the wavefunctions for the first forty eigenstates. A 
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comparison of (r) from these Boltzmann and quantum treatments is shown in 
figs. 2.4a and 2.4b. The spring constant was set equal to the second derivative of 
the fitted potential energy curve for the parallel-type interaction in napthalene. 
The discretized system shows excellent agreement with the quantum 
wavefunction-based approach. It is reasonable to conclude that this inverted 
potential indeed produces a suitable approximation of the distribution function. 
This approximation allows the incorporation of thermal vibrations into the 
calculation of hole mobility at multiple temperatures without the need to run a full 
MD simulation for each new temperature.  
 
Thermal expansion: 
As with intermolecular vibrations, thermal expansion also influences 
mobility in two ways; directly in the radial distances (ri) and indirectly through the 
coupling matrix elements, which depend on the radial distances (V(ri)). Previous 
research20 has provided information about the thermal expansion for the 
oligoacene species. For naphthalene and anthracene, we performed a simple, 
isotropic volume expansion of the unit cell. To scale the unit cell with temperature, 
we fit volume versus temperature data20 to a quadratic polynomial in T. At a 
given T, this scale factor is multiplied by the T = 0K cell parameters. Cell 
expansion increases the radial distances between the monomers and should 
give rise to a decrease in mobility due to weaker coupling at greater distance. In 
the cases of tetracene and pentacene, previous work shows that the thermal 
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expansion is anisotropic, and in the case of pentacene, there is even a negative 
coefficient of thermal expansion nearly parallel to the c-axis of the unit cell20c. 
Since we did not find any experimental data for the coefficient of thermal 
expansion for 3-phenyl-1-ureidonitrile (PUN), we guessed that it experiences a 
linear 5% volume increase per 100K, which is about two-fold the value for 
naphthalene. This value was chosen based on the structural similarity between 
PUN and urea. The coefficient of thermal expansion for urea equates to an 
approximate 3% increase in volume per 100K21. However, PUN is expected to 
have weaker hydrogen bonding, as the amines each have one bonded hydrogen 
atom, compared to two hydrogens per amine in urea, which allows for greater 
thermal expansion. 
 
Phonon modes: 
While our finite cluster model can not accurately describe phonon 
oscillations, we have endeavored to estimate the relative magnitude of the 
impact of phonon oscillations on μ(T). To approximate for the effect of phonon 
modes in the crystal, we have examined two possible types of shearing, “stack” 
and “side.” Stack shearing is movement of adjacent planes of atoms in opposite 
directions along an axis parallel to the com-com vector in the parallel interaction 
type. Side shearing is movement of adjacent planes of atoms in opposite 
directions along an axis orthogonal to the parallel interaction axis. These 
movements are illustrated schematically in figs. (2.5) and (2.6). The positional 
density term, (r), was modified to map the potential energy surface along the 
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phonon mode and then used to weight each value of hole mobility, , for each 
amplitude. This was accomplished numerically through a 4-dimensional 
integration taking into account the phonon positions in addition to the original 
central molecule displacements. 
Domestically written code was used to carry out all of the mobility 
calculations. As a test of the validity of our code, it was checked against 
published results for the special case of a frozen structure. Frozen structure can 
be achieved with our code in two ways: 1) by artificially adjusting the potential, 
U(r), such that U(r) = ∞  |r = re| ≠ 0, where re is the position of the central 
molecule in the frozen structure; 2) by reducing T for the thermal motion only so 
that T ≈ 0. (One can not set T = 0 exactly because certain terms become 
numerically impossible to evaluate.) In both cases, if we employ the Vi and λ 
values given by D&G, we recover their results to all reported digits. 
 
Selection of AO basis for electronic structure calculations: 
The most computationally demanding aspect of this work is calculation of 
the dimer electronic structures and total energies, from which the potential U(r) is 
constructed. Because we wish to compare several species, we investigated the 
use of reduced atomic orbital basis sets to decrease computational cost. 
Shown in figs. 2.7 and 2.8 are the coupling matrix elements for the 
naphthalene and anthracene leading terms, (interaction types T1 and T2, as a 
function of dimer separation using the 6-31G(d,p) and 6-311G(d,p) basis sets). 
The maximum difference is ca 5% for naphthalene and 11% for anthracene, 
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respectively. Table 2.1 shows the equivalent comparison for reorganization 
energy. The slightly higher value of reorganization energy found when using the 
6-311G(d,p) basis set indicates that overall hole mobility will be only slightly 
decreased relative to that obtained with the 6-31G(d,p) basis. This result 
supports the assumption that the smaller basis set, 6-31G(d,p), is suitable for the 
mobility calculations. 
Having selected the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory, calculations were 
performed to determine λ, Vi(r) and Ui(r) for all five species; the first four 
oligoacenes, naphthalene, anthracene, tetracene, and pentacene, and also 3-
phenyl-1-ureidonitrile (PUN). The dimer potentials Ui(r) were converted to U(r) 
and mobility subsequently computed according to the protocol described above. 
Based on the reorganization energies shown in Table 2.1, it is expected 
that PUN should exhibit the lowest mobility, followed by the oligoacenes in 
ascending molecular size, with pentacene having the greatest hole mobility. 
 
2.3 Results and Discussion: 
Naphthalene:  
Figure 2.9 reports our computed μ(T) curves for naphthalene and shows 
the effects of several specific contributions. These are; thermal expansion of the 
crystal lattice, thermal disorder (local mode oscillations of the molecular 
monomers) and two types of phonon vibrations. Of these, the greatest change in 
mobility (as compared to the case of a frozen crystal structure) is produced by 
thermal expansion, which causes a decrease in mobility. This decrease can be 
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attributed to weaker coupling between the monomers. When we estimate the 
influence of phonon modes we find that both shearing modes considered 
produce a slight increase in μ(T). Changes in coupling also explain the small 
increase in mobility produced by the phonon oscillations, which mildly 
counteracts the effect of thermal expansion. The phonon oscillations cause the 
interacting molecules in a dimeric pair to become periodically closer thereby 
increasing their coupling. Additionally, the phonon oscillations tend to emphasize 
one interaction type, which drives the mobility up by causing a single term to 
dominate the charge transfer probability term, P. 
Anthracene: 
Figure 2.10 reports our computed μ(T) curves for anthracene and shows 
the effects of thermal expansion and thermal disorder. Anthracene exhibits 
behavior similar to that of naphthalene. Thermal disorder increases the hole 
mobility slightly over the frozen structure case, but thermal expansion of the 
crystal lattice provides the most dramatic change to the mobility, decreasing it. 
Overall, the % change in μ(T) due to the thermal effects considered is smaller 
than in the case of naphthalene. This may be attributed to the larger monomer 
size in the anthracene crystal, which flattens the coupling curves. 
 
Tetracene: 
Figure 2.11 reports our computed μ(T) curves for tetracene, again 
including curves isolating the effects of thermal disorder and thermal expansion. 
Tetracene exhibits a small increase in μ(T) due to thermal disorder relative to the 
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frozen structure case, but, again, thermal expansion causes a decrease in 
mobility that is larger in magnitude. 
 
Pentacene: 
Figure 2.12 reports our computed μ(T) curves for pentacene, including 
curves isolating the effects of thermal disorder, thermal expansion and the two 
types of phonon oscillations considered in the case of naphthalene. 
In the case of pentacene, the crystal possesses a negative coefficient of 
thermal expansion in one direction20c, along an axis that is nearly parallel with the 
c (longest) unit cell axis. This direction is also nearly parallel to the longest axis of 
the molecule. This negative coefficient renders pentacene more resistant to 
thermal effects than the lower oligoacenes, in particular the observed decrease in 
mobility upon thermal expansion. As the crystal expands in two directions, 
leading to increases in monomer-monomer separations and weaker coupling in 
those directions, it simultaneously contracts in the third direction, leading to 
decreases in monomer-monomer separations and resulting in increased coupling. 
These factors oppose, and nearly cancel each other. 
Unlike naphthalene, when we estimated the influence of phonon 
oscillations in pentacene, we found that pentacene exhibits a large decrease in 
mobility upon the inclusion of phonon modes. This is quite possibly an artifact of 
our approximate treatment of the electronic structure. It is notable that for 
pentacene oscillations along the stack shearing coordinate, the minimum of the 
potential energy surface is not consistent with the known crystal structure, but 
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instead exhibits a minimum at 0.6 Å away from the frozen-structure position, as 
shown in Fig. 2.13. By contrast, the thermally expanded naphthalene phonon 
approximation exhibits a minimum of the potential energy surface at the known 
crystal structure. This is an indication of the inadequacy of the theoretical 
structural model in the pentacene case. A more complete structural model should 
exhibit a minimum at the experimentally known equilibrium position. Such a 
model, perhaps based on a structural model employing periodic boundary 
conditions instead of a finite cluster, is beyond the scope of this investigation. 
 
PUN: 
Figure 2.14 reports our computed μ(T) curves for 3-phenyl-1-ureidonitrile 
(PUN), including the now-familiar curves isolating the effects of thermal disorder 
and thermal expansion. It is of interest to compare the hole mobility in PUN to the 
oligoacenes because PUN has been proposed as a potential nano-scale data 
storage device due to its bistable conductance22 properties. As shown in Table 
2.1 the reorganization energy of PUN is significantly higher, which suggests that 
it should exhibit much lower hole mobility than the low molecular weight 
oligoacenes considered here.   
PUN shows no appreciable effects due to thermal disorder or thermal 
expansion. This can partially be attributed to the fact that hole mobility of PUN 
does not peak until approximately 1000K, an unphysical value well above the 
melting temperature. The largest observed effects in the other species occurred 
above the temperature at which mobility peaks. 
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Increasing computational efficiency: 
In the effort to create a fast and efficient procedure for computing hole 
mobility, a hybrid system was created, which uses the DFT B3LYP 6-31G(d,p) 
calculations to obtain the reorganization energy, and AM1 calculations for the 
coupling matrix elements and potential energy curves. This trade in accuracy in 
exchange for speed can be partially justified by the relationship of reorganization 
energy and coupling elements to mobility. The dominant factor controlling hole 
mobility in the oligoacene species is reorganization energy, with coupling playing 
a much less important role. Hole mobility depends exponentially on 
reorganization energy, whereas the dependence on coupling matrix elements is 
quadratic [eqn (2.4)]. It is therefore much more important to obtain a reliable 
estimate of the reorganization energy than of the coupling matrix elements, since 
mobility is much more sensitive to the former.  
While it is immediately apparent that the predicted hole mobility for each of 
the molecular species decreases when the hybridized data are used instead of 
the pure DFT data, it is notable that the values of mobility for naphthalene, 
anthracene, and pentacene all fall within the range of experimental error at 300 K 
(shown in fig. 2.16)1. 
 
Treatment of results: 
Based on our assumption of reorganization energy dominance, all 
molecular species appear in the expected order of mobility, with sizes smallest to 
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largest among oligoacenes ranking correspondingly in mobility. Pentacene is 
nearly an order of magnitude higher in mobiliity than naphthalene, as shown in fig. 
2.15. This is again primarily due to the exponential dependency of mobility on 
reorganization energy. There is distinct non-linear scaling of mobility amongst the 
oligoacene species, of which there are two main factors, reorganization energy 
and crystal symmetry. 
Our results show that as the coupling matrix elements become more 
similar across the interaction types, a general decrease in mobility occurs, due to 
weakening of the charge transfer probability term, P. This is exactly opposite of 
the effect of phonon modes mentioned above, where the phonon oscillation leads 
to a single interaction dominating P, and hence an increase in hopping probability 
and consequently an increase in mobility. 
Phonon-mode effects for the oligoacenes appear to be small for 
naphthalene and much larger for pentacene, but the latter result is inconclusive 
because the cluster model predicts a variation in potential along the shearing 
mode coordinate that is inconsistent with the experimentally determined 
equilibrium structure of crystalline pentacene.  
A characteristic curve was constructed, which captures mobility of the 
oligoacene species relative to their respective peak mobilities and temperatures 
at which the peak occurs (fig. 2.17). The characteristic curve of mobility shows a 
remarkable quality:  Regardless of level of theory (AM1 or DFT) or molecular 
species, the same characteristic curve is generated. This appears to be a natural 
consequence of the chosen theoretical model embodied in equation (2.4). This 
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result suggests that there is a possibility that reliable estimates of μ(T) can be 
obtained from measurement of μ at just a few values of T. 
It should be noted that hopping models typically fail at low temperatures. 
At low temperature, it is suspected that pseudo band-transport mechanisms, 
which are not included in the present model, become active, resulting in 
extremely large values of mobility.23 
 
2.4 Conclusions: 
We have generalized a method of computing hole mobility in organic 
molecular solids to account for thermal effects, including thermal disorder and 
thermal lattice expansion. We have also extended the method to estimate the 
effect of phonon oscillations on hole mobility. Our technique approximates the 
spatial distribution function for a representative molecular monomer within the 
crystal by applying Boltzmann statistics to a discrete representation of the 
interaction potential. Comparisons to a correct quantum mechanical distribution 
for a one-dimensional example suggest that the approximation is quite reliable. 
The technique has the advantage of preserving the unique monomer-monomer 
interaction types present in the crystal, as opposed to assuming isotropic 
monomer-monomer interactions as is typically done in MD-based investigations. 
We have observed that for the low molecular weight oligoacenes both 
thermal disorder and phonon modes moderately increase the mobility of the 
system, however, a decrease in hole mobility due to thermal expansion 
overwhelms these factors. In the case of pentacene, the negative coefficient of 
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thermal expansion in one axial direction causes the hole mobility to resist the 
decreases observed in other species due to thermal expansion. In general, 
thermal expansion has the greatest effect on mobility in most of the molecular 
systems studied and appears to be the most important thermal effect to model 
when seeking to improve accuracy in the prediction of hole mobility over what 
can be obtained with the frozen structure approximation. 
We have found that the hole mobilities in the materials studied follow the 
same reduced characteristic curve, as illustrated in fig. 2.17. This result suggests 
that there is a possibility that reliable estimates of μ(T) can be obtained from 
measurement of μ at just a few values of T.  
A hybrid modeling approach whereby reorganization energies are 
computed with first-principles density functional theory and potential energy 
information is computed with semi-empirical electronic structure methods 
appears promising. This hybrid approach shortens the required time of 
computation and still yields predicted mobilities that fall within the range of 
experimental error. Such a system may find application in rapid screening of 
molecular species for desired mobility properties.  
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Table 2.1: The reorganization energy values (in eV) for the molecular species 
studied, using DFT-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) and DFT-B3LYP/6-311G(d,p). 
 
 
 
Molecular 
Species 
Reorganization Energy – 
B3LYP 6-31G(d,p) (eV) 
Reorganization Energy – 
B3LYP 6-311G(d,p) (eV) 
Naphthalene 0.190 0.191 
Anthracene 0.139 0.143 
Tetracene 0.117 0.117 
Pentacene 0.094 0.099 
PUN 0.459 0.473 
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Table 2.2: The coefficients of thermal expansion for the oligoacene species used 
in calculation, e.g. (x(T)=x(c0+c1T+c2T
2). 
 
 
 
 c0 c1 c2 
Naphthalene20b 
(x=y=z) 
1 8.073 x 10-5 4.308 x 10-7 
Anthracene20a 
(x=y=z) 
1 -5.434 x 10-5 5.374 x 10
-7 
Tetracenex
20c 1 4.188 x 10-6  
Tetraceney 1 9.110 x 10
-5
  
Tetracenez 1 2.618 x 10
-5  
Pentacenex
20c
 1 1.323 x 10
-5 -4.537 x 10-8 
Pentaceney 1 -9.280 x 10
-5 3.174 x 10-7 
Pentacenez 1 -6.925 x 10
-5 2.397 x 10-7 
PUN 
(x=y=z) 
1 5.0 x 10-2  
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Figure 2.1: Schematic depicting the central molecule to its neighbors. As the 
central molecule moves, the value of ri changes accordingly for each of the 
neighboring interactions. The region of integration is depicted by the rectangular 
prism. 
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Figure 2.2: An illustration of the determination of reorganization energy, λ, from 
equations (2.5a) and (2.5b). The energy values are determined by electronic 
structure calculations on the monomer. The value of λ is independent of crystal 
structure, monomer-monomer interaction in the crystal lattice, and temperature. 
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Figure 2.3: The overlap integral value, S, as a function of radius for the 
naphthalene T1 interaction type.  
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Figure 2.4a: Probability distributions for the harmonic oscillator as determined by 
a Boltzmann-weighted sum of quantum eigenstate wave functions (solid line) and 
by application of Boltzmann statistics to a discrete sampling of the classical 
potential energy curve (dots), at 300K. 
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Figure 2.4b: Probability distributions for the harmonic oscillator as determined by 
a Boltzmann-weighted sum of quantum eigenstate wave functions (solid line) and 
by application of Boltzmann statistics to a discrete sampling of the classical 
potential energy curve (dots), at 500K. 
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of the stack-shearing phonon approximation for the 
naphthalene crystal, with the short-range interactions labeled. In this mode the 
T1 and T2 interaction-types shift with the opposing upper and lower monomers 
moving in opposite directions. In the stack-shearing mode, the adjacent planes 
move as noted. 
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of the side-shearing phonon approximation for the 
naphthalene crystal, with short-range interactions labeled. In the side shearing 
approximation of the phonon mode, the T1 and T2 interacting monomers shift, 
with molecules on one side moving opposite to those of the other side. This 
phonon approximation is orthogonal to the phonon mode approximation 
illustrated in Fig. 2.5. . In the side-shearing mode, the planes adjacent to that 
containing the central molecule move as noted. 
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Figure 2.7: Coupling matrix elements of naphthalene for leading interaction types, 
T1 and T2, as a function of interacting-dimer separation (in angstroms), using the 
B3LYP functional and 6-31G(d,p) and 6-311G(d,p) basis sets. Comparison 
between the basis sets shows variations no greater than 5% between coupling 
values. 
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Figure 2.8: Coupling matrix elements of anthracene for the leading interaction 
types, T1 and T2, as a function of interacting-dimer separation (in angstroms), 
using the B3LYP functional and 6-31G(d,p) and 6-311G(d,p) basis sets. 
Comparison between the basis sets yields a maximum difference of 11%. 
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Figure 2.9: Mobility curves for naphthalene (m.p. 353K)24 as a function of 
temperature. A small increase is observed when introducing thermal disorder, 
however, thermal expansion decreases mobility to a significantly larger extent. 
Introduction of the phonon-mode approximation yield very small increases in hole 
mobility. 
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Figure 2.10: Mobility curves for anthracene (m.p. 489K)24 as a function of 
temperature. Thermal disorder slightly increases the mobility, however, thermal 
expansion has a much greater decreasing effect. 
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Figure 2.11: Mobility curves for tetracene (m.p. 630K)24 as a function of 
temperature. Thermal disorder has a very minor effect in increasing the hole 
mobility. Thermal expansion significantly decreases the mobility. 
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Figure 2.12: The mobility curves for pentacene (m.p. 573K)24. Thermal disorder 
has a negligible effect on the mobility of pentacene. Thermal expansion has a 
self-canceling effect, due to the negative coefficient of thermal expansion along 
one axial direction in pentacene. The phonon-mode approximation suggests a 
significant decrease in mobility, but this is suspected to be unreliable as 
discussed in the text. 
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Figure 2.13: Relative potential energy curves for the approximate stack-shearing 
phonon mode in naphthalene and pentacene. 0 displacement represents the 
experimentally reported crystal structure, which differs by 0.6 angstroms from the 
theoretically predicted value in the case of pentacene, suggesting inadequacy of 
the theoretical structural model in the pentacene case. In the case of 
naphthalene, the minimum energy of the stack-shearing phonon mode 
approximation appears at the experimentally reported crystal structure. 
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Figure 2.14: Mobility curves for 3-phenyl-1-ureidonitrile (PUN) as a function of 
temperature. PUN (m.p. 434K) is essentially unaffected by thermal disorder and 
thermal expansion. At sufficiently high temperature, ca. 1000K, differences due 
to thermal effects can be observed, however, these are unphysical as this is well 
above the melting point of PUN. 
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Figure 2.15: The complete DFT B3LYP 6-31G(d,p) comparison of the four 
oligoacene species and PUN. As expected, increasing size of the oligoacene 
species increases hole mobility. 
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Figure 2.16: Mobility curves based on hybrid DFT-AM1 data. The oligoacenes 
show increasing hole mobility with increasing molecular size. It is notable that at 
300K, all predicted oligoacene mobility values except that for tetracene fall within 
the range of experimental error. The bars shown (in order from left to right), are 
the experimentally determined values of mobility near 300K for naphthalene (0.4-
1 cm2/Vs)25, anthracene (0.57-2.07 cm2/Vs)26 (as cited in 1), tetracene (0.14-1.3 
cm2/Vs)27, and pentacene (3-7 cm2/Vs)28. 
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Figure 2.17: Characteristic curve shows consistent shape regardless of the level 
of theory or molecular species. In the characteristic curve μmax refers to the 
maximum value of mobility for the molecular species, and Tp refers to the 
temperature at which the maximum, μmax, occurs. The DFT calculations refer to 
the B3LYP functional with the 6-31G(d,p) basis set. 
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3. The Impact of Defects on Mobility 
 
3.1 Introduction: 
 In this work we calculate mobility in an organic thin-film with adsorbed 
molecules by applying hopping theory to a static cluster structure model that 
contains defects. To test the procedure, the “defects” are first taken to be 
molecular vacancies in the cluster. The mobility in four species; naphthalene, 
anthracene, tetracene, and pentacene, is considered. Next, 
α,ω-dihexylquaterthiophene (DH4T) is studied as an independent test of the 
procedure. This species has potential for application in molecular electronic 
devices, because of its high field-effect mobility and strong emissive properties.1 
Finally the “defects” are taken to be molecules in the cluster with a bound surface 
adsorbate molecule. Naphthalene and pentacene are then studied for their 
mobility characteristics in the presence of nitrobenzene adsorption. (We have 
selected nitro-benzene because it is a simple nitro-aryl that is chemically similar 
to many explosive compounds such as picric acid, TNT and TATB.)   
The plan of the manuscript is as follows: In the Methods section we first 
describe the cluster models used and review the hopping formalism. We then 
present a detailed comparison of three techniques for estimating the coupling 
matrix element. Following this we derive expressions for the hopping probability 
in the presence of defects in the cluster model. In the Results and Discussion 
section we compare predicted mobility values with experimental data for non-
defect-containing cases. We then present the defect-dependence of mobility for 
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both vacancy and adsorbed-nitrobenzene type defects. In the latter case, we 
apply the Langmuir model of surface adsorption to relate the defect dependence 
of mobility to adsorbate partial pressure. This gives new insight into the electronic 
structure characteristics that render a thin film molecular material suitable for gas 
sensing. 
 
3.2 Methodology: 
Structural Model: 
 To compute hole mobility in monolayer films, we apply a hopping 
formalism to small cluster structures that encompass all of the short-range 
interaction types present in the corresponding semi-infinite films. An example 
cluster for the case of naphthalene is shown in Fig 3.1a. Longer range 
interactions are neglected for computational efficiency since previous work2 has 
revealed that longer range interactions are of little or no consequence in 
determining the hopping rate. The cluster models are based on a pseudo-2-
dimensional slab (single molecular layer). For naphthalene, anthracene, and 
tetracene, the slab used was a 2-dimensional slice cut from the single crystal. 
The pentacene thin film was constructed using the parameters given by Knupfer 
and Berger.3 The DH4T model was constructed using information given by 
Campione et al.4 The structure of each cluster is assumed frozen, i.e. thermal 
motion is neglected. This assumption is supported by earlier work2 showing that 
thermal vibrations introduce changes in hole mobility comparable to the probable 
magnitude of the error in the calculations. 
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 Once a cluster model is constructed, 0-7 “defects” are introduced into the 
cluster. A defect may consist of a vacant monomer position or an adsorbed 
molecule.  When the defect is an adsorbed molecule, introduction of a defect 
requires knowledge of the manner in which the particular species binds to the 
substrate. Systems with adsorbed molecules were constructed for naphthalene 
and pentacene by placing nitrobenzene onto the surface in-plane with the plane 
of the molecule forming the adsorption site (fig 3.1b.), since, among the known 
stable nitrobenzene-oligoacene dimer structures5, this is the only structure 
possible for adsorption onto the surface presented by the cluster model. In this 
chapter, several terms are used that require definition. Where “monomer” is used, 
it refers to one of the two moieties between which a charge hop is considered. 
“Dimer” refers to an interacting pair of monomers. We refer to a monomer that 
serves as a binding site together with its adsorbed molecule as the “defect 
supermolecule” (fig. 3.1c). This defect supermolecule is treated as a monomer 
when considering charge hopping to/from a “defect” site and may also be called 
a "defect monomer".  If one of the two moieties forming a dimer is a defect 
supermolecule, we refer to the dimer as a “defect dimer”. 
 Using the cluster models described above, our calculations of hole 
mobility employ Marcus-Hush theory based on a protocol described by Deng and 
Goddard6, with several modifications. In this protocol, mobility, μ, is expressed by 
a relation due to Einstein as, 
 
                                                               (3.1) 
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where e is the electronic charge, D is the diffusion coefficient, kB is the Boltzmann 
constant, and T is the temperature. The diffusion coefficient, D, is given by a sum 
over all possible hops between the representative central molecule in the cluster 
and its neighbors and may be written, 
 
                                                          (3.2) 
 
where n is the dimensionality, r is the com-com distance, W is the hop rate, P is 
the hopping probability, and i is an index that runs over all possible dimers in the 
cluster that contain the central molecule and one of its neighbors. The hop rate, 
W, is computed for each dimer by7: 
 
                (3.3) 
 
where V is the coupling matrix element, λ is the reorganization energy, T is 
temperature, εj is the final state energy, and εi is the initial state energy.  Note 
that the state energy values always appear as a difference between the initial 
and final states in the hop. In a homo-dimer, the state energy difference is zero 
and the second exponential factor becomes unity. In a hetero-dimer, such as one 
containing a defect, the state energy difference is determined from the pre- and 
post-jump optimized state energies of both monomers. This is achieved by 
geometry optimization of each body with and without the removal of an electron, 
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and comparing EA + EB+ with EA+ + EB, where EA is the total energy of monomer 
A in its neutral state, EB is the total energy of monomer B in its neutral state, EA+ 
is the total energy of monomer A in its cationic state and EB+ is the total energy of 
monomer B in its cationic state. The calculation of λ is shown schematically in fig. 
3.2. The second exponential factor in equation (3.3) reflects dependence of the 
energy barrier on the directionality of the hop. When the forward hop (that is from 
i to j), is endothermic, equation (3.3) reduces to: 
 
                     (3.4) 
 
If the hop is downhill from j to i, however, the state energy difference is 
negative and the hop rate expression becomes, 
 
                                               (3.5) 
 
Equation 3.5, corresponding to a downward hop, is also formally identical to the 
expression for hop rate in a homogeneous system that contains no defects, 
where the state energy difference is by definition zero. The essential difference 
between systems with and without defects lies in the reorganization energy. The 
reorganization energy, λ, is the energetic barrier caused by molecular 
deformation during charge transfer (fig 3.2). The asymmetric nature of the hop 
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across a hetero-dimer leads to different values of the reorganization energy and 
therefore different hop rates depending on the direction of the hop. 
 
Coupling matrix element: 
There are several approaches to estimating the coupling matrix element 
that are in common use. Here we consider their relative merits for the present 
case. 
Dimer splitting: 
Under the Deng and Goddard6 protocol, the coupling matrix element, V, is 
estimated by the well-known dimer splitting method, the origin of which we now 
review to lay the groundwork for the subsequent discussion. 
In a system of two molecules, a and b, embedded in a larger cluster (used 
to represent an extended crystal) the Hamiltonian operator H may be written: 
 
                                             (3.6) 
 
where Ha is the Hamiltonian for isolated monomer a, Hb is the Hamiltonian for 
isolated monomer b, V is the coupling term and W represents contributions to the 
dimer from the chemical environment. The secular equation in a basis of 
monomer HOMOs (φa,φb) that obey Hiφi=Eiφi, (i being an arbitrary index) is, 
 
                          (3.7) 
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If we assume <φa|φb>≈0, this simplifies to: 
 
                                (3.8) 
 
with the solutions: 
 
                  (3.9) 
 
These roots are approximations of the energies of the HOMO and HOMO-1 in 
the dimer. Denoting the energy difference between the HOMO and HOMO-1 of 
the dimer system as Δ, we may write, 
 
                               (3.10) 
 
Solving for Vab yields an expression for the coupling matrix element in terms of 
the energy difference between the HOMO and HOMO-1 of the dimer, the 
monomer state energies (Ea and Eb) and the site energy difference (Waa - Wbb). 
 
                               (3.11) 
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In a homogenous system, the energy difference between the HOMOs of 
the isolated monomers is by definition zero, therefore, only the site energy 
difference remains, which yields the well known dimer-splitting expression: 
 
                                          (3.12) 
 
The site energy difference is a notoriously difficult value to determine with 
accuracy. In cases of high symmetry where the monomers in the crystal are 
symmetry-equivalent, the site energy difference is zero. In certain non-symmetric 
cases where the monomers feel similar chemical environments the site energy 
difference may be neglected. For example; in the case of naphthalene, which 
exhibits P21/a symmetry, the site energy difference between any two internal 
molecules is zero.2 In crystalline pentacene, which possesses P1 symmetry, the 
site energy difference introduces changes to the coupling less than 1% in total 
magnitude,2 and can be justifiably approximated as zero. When the site energy 
difference is non-negligible it can be approximated using “cluster” calculations8, 
wherein shells are built around the dimer to simulate the interior of a crystal. 
Previous work2 has shown that when computing hop rate, the longer-range terms 
are of no consequence. In the case of naphthalene for example, the first-order 
shell shown in fig. 3.1a is sufficient. Such a structure, however, is insufficient for 
site energy difference calculations, and the system must be extended to include 
higher order shells. The addition of more shells around the central dimer creates 
a chemical environment at the central dimer similar to what the molecules 
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experience within the bulk crystal. Once the system is constructed (generally 3 or 
more shells), one molecule is removed from the central dimer, and the total 
energy is calculated. The molecule is replaced, an adjacent molecule is removed, 
and the energy is calculated again. The difference between these two energies is 
an estimate of the site energy difference. Such a procedure is not necessary if 
the two molecules are related by translational symmetry, as the site energy 
difference in that case is by definition zero.  
In order to estimate site energy difference in a system that contains 
defects, such as a naphthalene molecule with an adsorbed nitrobenzene, the 
scheme described in the preceding paragraph needs to be modified somewhat. 
First, one needs to redefine “monomer” and “dimer”. In our proposed defect-
containing system, use of the dimer-splitting method requires treatment of the 
defect site as a single molecule, such that the defect supermolecule is treated as 
a single body. The definitions are shown pictorially in fig. 3.1c. Second, one 
cannot simply compare the total energy of the cluster with a monomer removed 
from one interior site to that of a cluster with a monomer removed from another 
interior site because the monomers are non-identical and do not have the same 
total energy when in isolation. Instead, one must compare E(cluster-a) + E(a) to 
E(cluster-b) + E(b), where E(cluster-a) is the total energy of the cluster with a 
monomer removed from the “a” interior site and E(a) is the energy of monomer a 
in isolation. In such a system, typically the state energy difference, as 
approximated by the energy difference between the isolated monomer HOMOs, 
is of greater magnitude than the site energy difference. Therefore, accounting for 
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the state energy difference is of greater importance than site energy difference. 
In practical application, the coupling matrix element in a system containing 
defects can be approximated by: 
 
                                            (3.13) 
 
where Δ is the energy difference between the HOMO and HOMO-1 of the defect 
containing dimer, and ESED = Ea - Eb is the state energy difference.  
In an ideal case, the HOMOs of the two molecules in the dimer are 
energetically isolated from all other molecular orbitals of the dimer and interact as 
in eqn. (3.12). Figure 3.4a shows the Δ values of the dimer splitting approach as 
a function of distance between the naphthalene and the (naphthalene-
nitrobenzene) defect supermolecule in the dimer. The dashed line indicates the 
state energy difference (SED) between naphthalene and the naphthalene-
nitrobenzene defect supermolecule, as approximated by the energy difference 
between the isolated monomer HOMOs. At large separation, the calculated value, 
Δ, must converge to the value of this state energy difference, as observed. By 
the above theoretical analysis, the Δ value should exceed the absolute SED as 
the molecules come together, but we observed a decrease in the splitting energy 
of the dimer HOMO and HOMO-1 orbitals relative to the isolated monomer 
HOMO energies. In all regions where the Δ value falls below the SED, dimer 
splitting is invalid, which, in fig. 3.4a, corresponds to the entire medium-to-long 
range region of interaction. This suggests that other monomer orbitals in addition 
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to the monomer HOMOs mix in as shown schematically in fig 3.3. In some cases, 
such as the symmetric parallel naphthalene dimer, the dimer splitting approach 
also fails at close separation (<3.5Å) (fig. 3.4b). One can conclude that, in many 
cases, dimer splitting is inadequate for estimating the coupling matrix elements in 
both homo- and heterogeneous systems. A different approach is required. 
 
Semiempirical methods: 
An alternative method to estimate the coupling matrix element, V, that 
evades the site energy difference problem is to use a semi-empirical (SE) 
approach. Several different approximations have been introduced.9 One of the 
most common approximations is analogous to the Mulliken-Wolfsberg-Helmholtz 
approximation from extended Hückel theory10 
 
                                                 (3.14) 
 
where Ea and Eb are the HOMO energies of the two monomers, and S=<φa|φb>. 
Coupling of the monomers is highly dependent on the orientation of one 
monomer relative to the other. One benefit of the semiempirical approach is that 
this orientational dependence is explicitly accounted for by use of the overlap 
integral, since its value is directly related to relative molecular orientation. The 
semi-empirical method is not rigorous because it requires an empirical parameter, 
which is assumed independent of the specific system. This free parameter 
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introduces error of unknown magnitude to the computed coupling matrix 
elements. 
 
Fock transfer integral: 
In the present work we have chosen to compute the coupling matrix 
element with a third method, direct computation of the Fock transfer integral11. 
Direct calculation of the coupling avoids the necessity of calculating site energy 
difference. Since the calculation is carried out using the molecular orbital vectors 
and overlap integral from electronic structure calculations on the dimer and its 
constituent monomers, there is no empirical parameter. Specifically, the coupling 
matrix element is written as,  
 
                                            (3.15) 
 
where F is the Fock matrix (obtained from the output of an electronic structure 
calculation on the dimer). The calculation is carried out using orthogonalized 
orbitals. Here φ’ is an orthogonalized monomer HOMO orbital. To second order 
in the overlap integral Sij, the orthogonalized orbitals are 
2 
 
|                                      (3.16a) 
|                                      (3.16b) 
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with α = (1+3S2/8) and β = (-S/2). By substitution of (3.16a) and (3.16b) into eqn. 
(3.15) we arrive at: 
 
         (3.17) 
 
A comparison between methods for all species considered here is presented in 
fig. 3.5. Because it is the theoretically most rigorous approach and does not rely 
on any empirical parameters, the Fock Transfer Integral (FTI) method was 
chosen for this work. Therefore, eqn. (3.17) was used to compute coupling matrix 
element in the present work. 
 Given the inequivalence of Kohn-Sham (KS) and HF orbitals, it is 
desirable to test the validity of the FTI method with respect to using DFT-based 
KS orbitals instead of their Hartree-Fock counterparts. A comparison is given in 
figs. 3.6 and 3.7. Figure 3.6 shows the FTI as a function of monomer-monomer 
separation for symmetric parallel naphthalene. The DFT based FTI closely tracks 
the HF based FTI. Figure 3.7 shows an analogous comparison for symmetric 
parallel nitrobenzene and similar tracking is observed. From these examples it 
can be concluded that the DFT-FTI method produces values comparable to 
those based on Hartree-Fock orbitals. This finding is consistent with observations 
that KS orbitals, despite their lack of concrete physical interpretation, hold some 
predictive capability for orbital-ionization-energy based properties.12 
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Hopping probability and diffusion constant: 
The normalized hopping probability, P, (required for eqn. 3.2) is given by: 
 
                                                 (3.18) 
 
where the sum runs over all possible hops of the charge from the representative 
central molecule to one of its neighbors.  
To model cases where defects are present, we must consider the 
possibility that the representative central molecule, or any of its neighbors, or any 
combination of these, is the site of a defect. Since a defect can occur at any 
location in the cluster, and the presence of multiple defects increases the number 
of possible combinations, the diffusion factor in eqn. (3.1) must be modified to 
reflect all combinations. We therefore generalize the expression for the diffusion 
coefficient to, 
 
                                  (3.19) 
 
where the k is the number of defects and N(k) is the binomial expansion 
coefficient for the number of possible combinations of k defects in 7 sites. Each 
possible distribution of the k defects corresponds to one term in the outer sum, 
which is normalized by 1/N(k). The system mobility has defect-concentration 
dependence; for example, in naphthalene, there are seven molecules in the 
cluster. This allows us to compute the mobility  at eight levels of defect 
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concentration, k = zero through seven possible total defects in cluster. The index 
"i" on the inner sum in eqn. 3.19 denotes the neighbor to which the charge is 
hopping and may take on the values a, b, c, α, β, γ as described in the paragraph 
below. Each term in the inner sum may be thought of as an individual 
contribution : to . The character(s) in parentheses in the subscript denote 
the specific position(s) of the k defects. 
 
                                                  (3.20) 
 
and enters expression (3.19) as: 
 
                                              (3.21) 
 
 Consider the naphthalene cluster system into which we introduce a single 
defect, that is, one position in the seven-molecule cluster (fig 3.1a) has an 
adsorbed nitrobenzene. We refer to each molecule by its relation to the central 
molecule. There are seven positions at which this defect can occur. As shown in 
fig. 3.1a, these positions are denoted a = T1, b = T2, c = P, α = T1’, β = T2’, γ = 
P’, and σ for the central molecule. The central molecule, σ, interacts with six 
neighbors, thus for each position of the defect, there are six possible jumps. The 
first term in the outer sum of eqn. (3.19) applies when the defect occurs only at 
the "a" (T1) position, 
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   (3.22) 
 
The subscripts of W, and P denote the location to which the hop is occurring, and 
the superscripts on W and P denote the position of the defect(s). The first of 
these six terms in eqn. (3.22) fully expanded becomes: 
 
                               (3.23) 
 
These six terms (the first shown in eqn. 3.23) describe the six jumps possible 
from the central molecule when the defect occurs at a. Upon inspection, it is clear 
that each term has the same denominator, thus we can collect these terms into a 
single expression: 
 
                   (3.24) 
 
Equation (3.24) is precisely the contribution to the diffusion coefficient from the 
case where the defect occurs only at a. If we assume that the defect has equal 
probability to occur at any position in the seven-molecule cluster, then we can 
write seven such diffusion coefficient contributions for the one-defect system, 
(corresponding to the defect at; a, b, c, α, β, γ or  σ.) Similar treatment of the 
diffusion coefficient when the defect is located at each of the remaining sites (b, c, 
α, β, γ, σ), yield similar diffusion coefficient contributions.  looks identical to 
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 with the exception that the superscript for all W terms becomes b. Thus, we 
can sum all  to find the overall diffusion coefficient, D1, as shown in equation 
(3.21), for the case of one defect, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (3.25) 
 
Examining the denominator of each term in this sum, we find that the variation 
occurs in the superscript of W, and each term corresponds to the defect at a 
specific site in the cluster. The prefactor arises from the 1/2n (where n is the 
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dimensionality) multiplied by , which is the reciprocal of the binomial 
expansion coefficient for the number of possible permutations of k defects in 7 
sites. We have applied this treatment to all to all levels of defect concentration, 
but the complexity rapidly increases when the number of defect increases. 
 A system containing two defects yields a similar result, though there are 
more terms due to the increased number of permutations of defect positions in 
the system. In the two defect system, a defect occurs at two distinct locations 
simultaneously, such that the individual diffusion coefficient terms,  become 
more numerous. Let us look at the case when the defect occurs at positions a 
and b. 
 
           (3.26a) 
 
If we fix one defect location to always occur at a, then we find the other 
contributions to the diffusion coefficient are: 
 
              (3.26b) 
            (3.26c) 
           (3.26d) 
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              (3.26e) 
             (3.26f) 
 
This pattern continues for each new choice of the first defect location (b, c, α, β, γ, 
σ). Since all a location terms have been described by expressions (3.26a-f), each 
subsequent set of expressions must not have a as a defect location. Thus, when 
the defect is fixed at b, the first diffusion contribution is: 
 
        (3.27a) 
 
and the others are: 
 
        (3.27b) 
        (3.27c) 
         (3.27d) 
        (3.27e) 
Continuation of this pattern leads to the overall diffusion coefficient, D2: 
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(3.28) 
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The next case, involving three defects in the single crystal, introduces even more 
combinations of positions for the locations of defects: 
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(3.29) 
 
The four and five-defect cases are analogous to the three and two-defect 
systems, respectively. To prove this symmetry, let us look at the six-defect 
system in its relation to the one-defect system (shown previously). Let us use the 
superscript -i to denote the absence of a defect, as there are seven total sites, 
the negative will represent the non-defect site, rather than listing the six defects 
in the superscript. The six-defect system is as follows: 
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(3.30) 
 
In the six-defect case, the defect is now the "lattice normal" and the unchanged 
molecule is now the "defect." Coupling values indeed are different, but the terms 
are treated in precisely the same way as the single-defect case. In other words, 
substitution of i for species -i in the superscripts gives rise to the 1-defect case, 
the only difference existing in the coupling matrix values. 
 
 All electronic structure calculations, including total energies, overlap 
integrals and Fock matrix construction, were performed using GAMESS13 2009 
software, with the B3LYP14 functional and 6-311G(d,p)15 basis set. The binding 
energies calculated for the Langmuir model were performed with the B3LYP-D16 
functional and 6-311G(d,p) basis set.  
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3.3 Results and Discussion: 
As a first step, mobility values for thin-film DH4T and pentacene were 
computed with defect-free clusters and compared to the experimental results 
reported by Dimitrakopoulos et al.17. Our predicted value for the mobility of DH4T 
is 0.076 cm2/Vs, which differs from the experimental value18 of 0.23 cm2/Vs by a 
factor of three. Our predicted value for the mobility of pentacene is 0.99 cm2/Vs, 
which falls within the range19 2x10-3-2.4x100 cm2/Vs reported from experiments. 
The resultant values produced by us are subject to systematic error, that is, error 
arising from intrinsic parameters in the computational software.20 Minor errors in 
the reorganization energy, upon which the mobility has exponential dependence, 
can cause large differences in the final result. From these results we can 
conclude that our procedure yields results of the correct magnitude. More 
thorough validation awaits more precise experimental data. 
 Next, the mobility of naphthalene was computed as a function of the 
number of defects, for both the nitrobenzene- and vacancy-type defects. The 
results are shown in fig 3.8. For the vacancy-type defect (absence of a molecule) 
mobility decreases as the number of defects increases, and reaches zero when 
there are six or more vacancies in the cluster. At six vacancies, the remaining 
molecule is isolated, causing the coupling matrix elements to all become zero, 
thereby reducing mobility to zero. This simple case serves mostly as a test of the 
methodology.  
 The system in which the defect is an adsorbed nitrobenzene produces a 
more interesting result: There is an initial decrease in mobility followed by an 
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increase. This is due to a crossover point at which the hop from a defect site, 
with increasing adsorbate concentration, becomes more likely than a hop from a 
non-defect site. To understand this phenomenon, note that the reorganization 
energy, λ, the dominant parameter in the mobility expression, is large when the 
charge is hopping to a defect site, but small when the charge is coming from a 
defect site. As the number of defects increases, at a critical defect concentration, 
the starting location for the hop is more likely to be a defect site than a non-
defect site, at which point the most probable hop is from a defect site to another 
defect site. The reorganization energy associated with the defect supermolecule 
is slightly higher than that associated with a non-defect site, which favors 
decreasing mobility. Coupling between neighboring molecules is stronger 
between a pair of defect monomers, however, which counteracts the 
reorganization effect so that the mobility in the case of full molecular coverage of 
nitrobenzene actually exceeds the case of zero defects. 
 The mobility of pentacene was also examined in the same manner as for 
naphthalene, and similar trends were observed (see fig 3.9). In the presence of 
vacancy defects, the mobility uniformly decreases to zero as the number of 
defects increases. When the defect is adsorbed nitrobenzene, the system 
behaves similarly to naphthalene as well, but the crossover point occurs at lower 
adsorbate coverage due to a closer match between reorganization energies for 
the forward hop to a defect site and the backward hop from a defect site than in 
naphthalene. 
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 The initial decrease in the mobility with increasing prevalence of defects, 
followed by increase in mobility at higher defect concentrations, for the 
naphthalene and pentacene systems interacting with nitrobenzene is consistent 
with experimentally observed phenomenon in doped semiconducting systems7, 21. 
This trend can be attributed to changes in the single-crystal observed at the 
molecular scale. When there are no defects present, the hopping proceeds 
exactly as in the homogeneous case. When there are few defects, each defect 
presents a deep potential well, thus downward hopping occurs into each defect 
site, which acts as a pseudo-trap for the hole. For purposes of this discussion we 
will refer to the naphthalene site with the adsorbed nitrobenzene the “defect”, and 
to the naphthalene with no associated nitrobenzene as “naph”. In such a system, 
naph-naph hopping continues as in the pure material, but there is naph-defect 
hopping as well. The jump from defect to naph is endothermic, however, and 
lowers the mobility. As the number of defects increases, defect-defect hopping 
becomes increasingly prevalent and defects no longer present a large potential 
energy well. Since the addition of nitrobenzene adsorbed to the surface 
increases coupling (greater π-bonding interactions between neighbors), while 
introducing relatively minor changes to the reorganization energy, the mobility 
should, and does increase with the increasing number of defects in the cluster. 
Finally, in a system where all sites are defects, the system again becomes 
homogenous.  
 Mobilities for anthracene and tetracene were computed in the presence of 
vacancy defects. As shown in figure 3.10, the predicted μ(θ) curves obey the 
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expected uniform-decrease with increasing defect concentration. Both 
anthracene and tetracene show lower mobility than naphthalene. This is due to 
weak coupling between interacting molecules in their representative clusters, as 
the reorganization energies for the systems are smaller.  
 To investigate the sensitivity of mobility to the partial pressure exerted by 
the adsorbate on the surface we apply the Langmuir model. In this model the 
adsorbate establishes an equilibrium between the gas-phase (A) and the 
adsorbed state (AS) that may be written: 
 
                                           (3.31) 
 
This may be expressed mathematically as, 
 
                                        (3.32) 
 
where K is the equilibrium constant, [As] is the concentration of substrate-
adsorbate complex, that is, the defect supermolecule, [V] is the concentration of 
the vacant binding sites (S), that is, a substrate molecule with no adsorbate, (not 
to be confused with “vacancies” discussed earlier, which are sites in the surface 
where substrate molecules are missing) Pa is the partial pressure, ΔG is the free 
energy of adsorption, R is the gas constant, and T is Kelvin temperature. Each 
concentration can be related to the fractional coverage, that is, [As] = θ, and by 
the complementary relation, [V] = 1-θ. Substitution yields: 
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                                                 (3.33) 
 
solving the equation for partial pressure, Pa as a function of fractional coverage 
and binding energy results in the following expression: 
 
                                            (3.34) 
 
This expression allows us to convert the μ(θ) curves in figures 3.8 & 3.9 to μ(Pa) 
shown in figures 3.11 & 3.12, respectively. To do so we must estimate the free 
energy of adsorption ΔG. The value of ΔG was determined by estimating both 
the enthalpy and entropy of the reaction (shown in eqn. 3.31). The enthalpy value 
(ΔH) is taken to be the total energy of the optimized defect supermolecule minus 
the total energy of each optimized free component as computed with electronic 
structure calculations. To approximate the entropy change a translational-loss 
model described by Marathe22 was used. The model approximates the entropy 
change by comparing the unbound state, which has three translational degrees 
of freedom (eqn. 3.35), to the adsorbed state. The system loses one translational 
degree of freedom upon adsorption, but gains a vibrational degree of freedom. 
The translational entropy in the unbound (3D) state is, 
 
                                  (3.35) 
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where R is the gas constant, M is the molecular weight, and T is temperature. 
The translational entropy in the adsorbed (2D) state is, 
 
                       (3.36) 
 
The vibrational entropy in the adsorbed state is given by,  
 
                              (3.37) 
 
where h is the Planck constant, ν is the frequency of vibration of the molecule 
relative to the surface, and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The vibrational 
frequency was determined by fitting three points near the minimum (r = 0, ± ≈0.1 
Å) on the potential energy curve for adsorption to a quadratic polynomial. The 
total entropy change is given by the sum of the 2-D and vibration entropies, 
minus the 3-D entropy of the unbound state, 
 
                            (3.38) 
 
The Gibbs free energy of binding is therefore taken to be, 
 
                                       (3.39) 
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The mid-range crossover point in naphthalene leads to similar mobility 
values for the heavily saturated and lightly saturated systems. The early 
crossover point in pentacene yields an interesting result. At 30% system 
saturation, the r.t. mobility more than doubles from the value at 0% coverage. 
Another order of magnitude increase in adsorbate partial pressure doubles the 
mobility again. This is the kind of response that can serve as the basis for a gas 
detector. It arises from a close match between the reorganization energies for the 
forward/reverse hops to/from a site with an adsorbed molecule. Since the 
fractional coverage increases with increasing |ΔG|, finding a substrate having 
similar crossover characteristics, but to which nitrobenzene binds more strongly, 
is key to designing a trace-level detector. 
 
Localized distortion effects: 
 As stated above, the present calculations assume a static cluster model of 
the material surface. The structure of the cluster is based on the crystal structure 
of the corresponding bulk material. It is important to consider the magnitude of 
localized distortion that results from the presence of a defect. To estimate the 
magnitude of such distortions, a method similar to that used to compute site 
energy difference was employed. First, a slab consisting of a central molecule 
and two complete shells was generated for naphthalene, such that the central 
molecule and its interacting neighbors (T1, T2, P, T1’, T2’, P’, shown in fig 3.1a.) 
were enclosed within another complete shell of naphthalene molecules. Each of 
these outermost molecules as well as the hydrogen atom of each naphthalene 
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farthest from the "surface" was frozen in place, and a geometry optimization 
carried out. Next, an identical geometry optimization was run, but with a single 
nitrobenzene placed above the central molecule. Finally, a model was 
constructed corresponding to 100% surface coverage of nitrobenzene, i.e., one 
nitrobenzene molecule was placed above each naphthalene molecule. In this 
final calculation, in addition to the aforementioned constraints on the naphthalene 
cluster, the outermost shell of nitrobenzene molecules was frozen in place, and 
the inner seven (one on the central molecule, one on each of its six nearest 
neighbors) structurally optimized. Because of the large size of these cluster 
models, these optimizations were carried out with a dispersion-corrected form23 
for the semi-empirical AM124 method that is parameterized for accurate modeling 
of π- π interactions by adding the empirical correction term described by 
Grimme.16  
 To compare directly the distortion effects, the FTI for each of the pair-wise 
naphthalene-naphthalene  monomer-monomer interactions (CM-T1, etc.) in the 
cluster was computed for the optimized defect-free cluster (from here on termed 
the “pure system”) and again for the cluster after optimization in the presence of 
the adsorbed nitrobenzene defect (henceforth called the “distorted system.”) To 
insure an unbiased comparison, the nitrobenzene defect was removed after 
optimization in the distorted system so that the variation in the FTI due to 
distortion was isolated and not influenced by the presence of the nitrobenzene.  
The difference in coupling matrix element values between the pure and 
distorted systems was at most 15% (Vaverage = 0.0039 in the pure system vs 
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0.0045 in the defect system, units Hartree). When the mobility was calculated 
based on the coupling matrix elements and structures of the optimized "pure" 
and "distorted" clusters, the distorted system had an overall higher mobility, 0.91 
cm2/Vs for the pure system versus 0.70 cm2/Vs for the distorted system, 
approximately 25% change to the mobility. This probably represents an upper 
limit, as the distortion seen due to the presence of nitrobenzene is likely 
overestimated by edge effects, i.e. the adsorbed nitrobenzene "feels" the 
influence of the edge of the cluster. In support of this claim we note that the 
nitrobenzene-naphthalene interaction observed after geometry optimization 
showed some distortion toward other structures presented by Tsuzuki et al.5, but, 
such structures are sterically not possible on an infinite surface, nor do they allow 
for multiple defects to occur within the cluster. It would be desirable to run similar 
calculations with larger clusters that more realistically approximate a semi-infinite 
surface, but such calculations are computationally too demanding. As an 
estimate of what might happen on a true semi-infinite surface, we performed 
calculations for a system in which a defect was placed at all locations in the slab, 
with the outermost nitrobenzenes frozen in place, and the inner seven (one on 
the central molecule, one on each of its six nearest neighbors) optimized. This 
resulted in a mobility value of 0.85 cm2/Vs, confirming the expected weakening of 
the distortion effect as the crystal becomes more homogenous.  
When computing these mobilities, it is important to note that the crystal 
symmetry is entirely broken by localized distortion effects. This requires an 
explicit solution of eqn. (3.2) with each interaction type treated as unique, rather 
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than having analogous interactions, such as T1 and T1’, set as identical by 
symmetry.2, 6 Therefore, each coupling matrix was evaluated independently and 
used independently in the mobility expression when treating the optimized pure 
and distorted clusters.  
To isolate the effect of adsorbate-induced distortion, the distorted system 
was compared to the optimized pure system rather than to the experimentally 
determined crystal structure because it is expected that full structural 
optimization of the undoped material will not lead exactly to the true crystal 
structure, and therefore some "distortion" would result that was not due to the 
presence of the defect. Indeed the computed mobility is 0.47 cm2/Vs for the 
known crystal vs. 0.70 cm2/Vs for the AM1-D optimized system, an approximately 
40% difference.  
The distortion effects of adsorbed nitrobenzene were studied, however, 
the vacancy-distortion effects were not. It is suspected vacancy distortion will be 
significantly greater than that caused by nitrobenzene presence, however, the 
vacancy-as-a-defect was merely a benchmark to test the viability of the modeling 
procedure; as vacancy frequency increases, mobility approaches zero.  
 
3.4 Conclusions: 
 We have presented a procedure for predicting hole mobility in thin film 
organic molecular solids in the presence of a surface adsorbate. The procedure 
is based on applying a hopping formalism to a cluster model of the surface 
molecular layer and treats molecules with an adsorbed species as a defect. The 
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hopping rate, (and therefore the mobility) is dependent on three main parameters: 
inter-monomer separation (r), reorganization energy (λ) and coupling matrix 
element (V). A careful analysis of several common methods of estimating the 
coupling matrix element reveals that the traditional "dimer-splitting" method is 
unreliable in many cases. Direct computation of the Fock Transfer Integral (FTI) 
is preferred. Application to defect-free naphthalene and 
α,ω-dihexylquaterthiophene confirms that the procedure produces predicted 
mobilities of the correct magnitude. Expressions are derived to relate mobility to 
defect density. The complexity of the expressions increases with the number of 
defects up to the point where 50% of sites contain defects. Applications to cases 
where the defect is taken to be a molecular vacancy in the surface layer exhibit 
proper monotonically decreasing mobility with increasing defect density.  
 To model mobility as a function of adsorbate partial pressure, the 
Langmuir model is applied to estimate surface coverage of the adsorbate. The 
µ(θ) curves for nitrobenzene adsorption on naphthalene, and pentacene, provide 
insight into the characteristics that render a substance suitable for use as a 
substrate for gas sensing. A close match between the reorganization energy of 
the adsorbate and the reorganization energy of the substrate species yields a 
large dynamic range over which the response of the mobility to adsorbate partial 
pressure is monotonically increasing. 
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Figure 3.1a: Schematic of naphthalene cluster (top-down view.) This cluster was 
constructed from the single-crystal configuration. In the cluster, there are three 
distinct interaction types, T1, T2, and P, in relation to the central molecule, with 
corresponding “mirror” terms. (For example, T1 and T1’ are mirrored across the 
central molecule.) 
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Figure 3.1b: Edge and side views of a  naphthalene molecule with an adsorbed 
nitrobenzene. 
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Figure 3.1c: The schematic shows a single nitrobenzene molecule adsorbed onto 
a monolayer of naphthalene molecules. The dashed circle represents a regular 
(non-defect-containing) "dimer", the dashed oval represents a "defect 
supermolecule", and the solid trapezoid denotes a "defect dimer". 
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Figure 3.2: Breakdown of the reorganization energy when charge transfer occurs 
between dissimilar sites. The vertical direction represents energy and the 
horizontal direction represents structural distortion of the molecules A and B. The 
reorganization energy is computed based on the vertical jumps during non-
adiabatic charge transfer. The relaxation energies shown (Δ values) are summed 
to calculate the reorganization energy of a jump in a particular direction. For 
instance, if the charge jump occurs from A → B, (i.e. electron hops from B to A) 
the associated reorganization energy is ΔA + ΔB+.  
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Figure 3.3: In an idealized system two isolated monomer HOMOs combine to 
form two molecular orbitals with distinct splitting. In a more realistic picture, 
multiple orbitals in close energetic proximity cause overlapping, and thus the 
splitting between the HOMO and HOMO-1 of the dimer may not directly relate to 
coupling of the monomer HOMOs. 
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Figure 3.4a: A comparison between the Δ value as computed by dimer splitting 
and the coupling matrix element as computed by the Fock Transfer Integral 
method for the naphthalene-(naphthalene-nitrobenzene) defect-dimer in the T1 
configuration. Ratio refers to the ratio of the actual inter-monomer separation to 
the equilibrium separation for adjacent molecules in the crystal. IME (dashed line) 
is the Isolated Monomer Energy difference, also known as the state energy 
difference. 
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Figure 3.4b: A comparison between the coupling matrix element as computed by 
the Fock Transfer Integral method (FTI) and dimer splitting in the symmetric, 
parallel naphthalene dimer. Axes denote coupling matrix element, V, as a 
function of intermolecular separation, R.  
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Figure 3.5: A methods comparison for the mobility of several species in the 
absence of defects.  
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of coupling matrix element V (log scale) as computed 
with the dimer splitting and Fock Transfer Integral methods for symmetric parallel 
naphthalene. The two FTI calculations, Hartree Fock (HF), and Density 
Functional Theory (DFT) show good agreement. 
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Figure 3.7: A comparison of the Fock Transfer Integral (FTI) as computed based 
on Hartree-Fock (HF) and Density Functional Theory (DFT) orbitals for 
symmetric parallel nitrobenzene. The results show good agreement. 
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Figure 3.8: Mobility for naphthalene relative to Θ, the fractional coverage of 
defects, contained in the model cluster. 
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Figure 3.9: Mobility for pentacene relative to Θ, the fractional coverage of defects 
contained in the model cluster. 
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Figure 3.10: Mobility of holes in the oligoacene species relative to Θ, the 
fractional coverage of vacancies in the model cluster. 
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Figure 3.11: Mobility as a function of nitrobenzene partial pressure for 
naphthalene.  
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Figure 3.12: Mobility as a function of nitrobenzene partial pressure for pentacene.  
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4. The Mobility of a Bistable [2]Rotaxane 
 
4.1 Introduction: 
 Thin-film organic materials have been, and continue to be, intensely 
studied for potential applications in electronic devices. One such application is 
large area displays, where thin-film organics are thought to present a significant 
potential cost advantage over existing materials.1 Another possible application of 
thin film materials is in gas detection.2 For a rotaxane-based system in which 
there is bistability, if the individual complexes can be manipulated with an 
external stimulus to switch between the stable states, (such as is the case for the 
complex examined here) one especially intriguing potential application is data 
storage. The basic idea is that the two stable states would be used as the basis 
for binary representation. Each complex can be considered a “bit”, and the 
density of such bits could theoretically be extremely large. Previous studies have 
demonstrated bit density in organic thin-film materials upwards of 1012/cm2.3 
Such high density in data storage is comparable to 500 Gb/in2, a density shown 
in other studies4 that is a considerable improvement over standard hard drive 
technology and larger than the superparamagnetic limit.5 Consider a standard 
CD-ROM, which has ~86 cm2 of writeable area; at the data densities that have 
been demonstrated for thin-film organics, a single disk could contain 6.5 Tb of 
data, or more than three times the largest current HDD capacity. 
 In the present work we study a switchable [2]rotaxane system consisting 
of two molecular components; a bi-functional shaft, (which possesses a 
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tetrathiafulvene (TTF) binding site at one end and a naphthalene (naph) binding 
site at the other end) and a cyclophane ring, which is physically but not 
chemically bound to the shaft. The binding sites differ in their affinities for the 
catenane ring, and the relative binding strengths can be altered by chemical 
oxidation of the system. It has been experimentally shown by Gao et al6 that a 
self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of these complexes possesses greatly different 
conductance properties in the two different states and therefore, such a 
[2]rotaxane system has potential for use in molecular-scale data storage because 
the state of the complex can be probed electronically. Herein we present a 
theoretical investigation into the origin of this difference in conductance between 
the normal and switched states of the [2]rotaxane. 
 
4.2 Theory: 
 Charge conduction in organic molecular solids is generally thought to be 
dominated by hole transport.7 A popular technique for describing hole mobility in 
molecular organic solids is Deng and Goddard’s implementation of Marcus hop 
rate theory.8 This approach requires three parameters: r, the intermolecular 
distance between molecules associated in the hop, V, the coupling matrix 
element, and λ, the reorganization energy. We adopt a generalization of this 
approach here.2, 9 
 The general expression for mobility, μ, attributed to Einstein, is given by: 
 
                                                            (4.1) 
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where e is the elementary charge, D is the diffusion coefficient, kB is the 
Boltzmann constant, and T is temperature. This diffusion coefficient, D, 
decomposes into a sum dependent on the number of interaction types between a 
representative monomer in the  film and its neighbors, 
 
                                                      (4.2) 
 
where n is the dimensionality, W is the hop rate, and P is the hopping probability 
(the hop rate to a specific neighbor over the sum of all hop rates). The subscript i 
denotes interaction type, based on the mutual orientation of the molecules 
involved in the jump. The hop rate, W, for a given jump is given by: 
 
                                               (4.3) 
 
From eqns. (4.2) & (4.3), it is apparent that V and r enter quadratically into the 
overall mobility. Reorganization energy, λ, however, has a very large effect on 
the overall mobility, entering as an exponential. Given the strong dependence of 
mobility on the the reorganization energy, the latter is the focal point of the 
present study. 
 The initial [2]rotaxane structures were provided by the Gao research 
group.10 Since the provided cyclophane rings were meta-bonded between phenyl 
rings, we modified the provided cyclophane to the known para-bonded structure 
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of cyclobis(paraquat-p-phenylene) (CBPQT4+), which has been used in the 
experimental work of Gao et al.3a, 6, 11 To find optimized structures and compute 
the parameters in the hop-rate expression, we employ the semiempirical AM112 
Hamiltonian. This choice is supported by previous successful AM1 investigations 
of macromolecular complexes that employ the same TTF/NAPH+cyclophane 
interaction chemistry as the present system.13 While it would be desirable to use 
first-principles methods, the [2]rotaxane system contains 137 atoms, rendering 
density functional theory (DFT) based optimizations impractical, especially given 
the large number of calculations required. Several DFT single-point calculations 
were performed though, to confirm the AM1 results. 
 To find the reorganization energy, one must consider the redox properties 
of the bistable [2]rotaxane system (figs. 4.1 & 4.2). In its "normal" state the 
complex carries a +4 charge since the cyclophane ring is a tetracation. In this 
state the cyclophane ring may bind at either the TTF site or the naph site on the 
shaft. Both structures represent local energy minima, but they are separated by a 
substantial energy barrier (see results section) and binding at the TTF site is 
energetically preferred,6, 14 vide infra. By contrast, in the oxidized (+5) state, the 
ring binds only at the naph site. In this state the TTF moiety carries positive 
charge leading to electrostatic repulsion between it and the cyclophane ring. 
When starting in the TTF-bound structure, oxidation introduces a positive charge 
in the system localized primarily on the TTF group, which strongly repels the +4 
charged cyclophane ring. In the oxidized state the only stable place for the ring to 
rest is the naph site. Since both the TTF and naph sites are local minima in the 
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reduced (+4) state and there is a barrier to movement of the ring back to the 
energetically preferred TTF site, the naph site remains a stable location for the 
ring after the shaft is reduced from the pentacation back to the normal (+4) state. 
This behavior has been presented in work by Collier et al.14b  
 
The reorganization energy is found by the scheme shown in fig. 4.3 and differs 
depending on whether the starting structure is either naph or TTF-bound. (See 
eqns. 4.4a & 4.5a.) For the reorganization energy of the naph-bound rotaxane, 
the standard formula8 applies: 
 
                                (4.4a) 
 
 
where ε is the total energy, and superscript +n refers to total system charge, and 
* denotes the energy after a non-adiabatic shift due to charge induction. Per 
figure 4.3, eqn 4.4a can be expressed as: 
 
                                                (4.4b) 
Note that in this case the cyclophane ring does not shift from its original position 
at the naph site during the redox process. 
 In the case of the TTF-bound ring, there is a very large difference between 
the adiabatic and non-adiabatic ionization processes because the optimized +5 
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state exists in an entirely different co-conformation than the optimized +4 state. 
Consequently, the reorganization energy becomes the following: 
 
                                (4.5a) 
 
Per figure 4.3, eqn. 4.5a can be expressed as: 
 
                                                (4.5b) 
 
Eqn. 4.5a reflects the adiabatic change in which the cyclophane ring shifts from 
the TTF site to the naph site. The “shift” of the ring between binding sites is a 
slow process, whereas polaron formation is fast. This mechanism of switching 
has been presented in previous studies,15 which defined the TTF-bound site as 
the “off” position, and the naph-bound as “on.” Note also, that upon reduction of 
the rotaxane, the ring remains at the naph site because of the large energy 
barrier (fig. 4.4) to its adiabatic return to the TTF site, vide infra, consistent with 
claims of bistability, based on experiments.6, 14b 
 
The addition of end-capping 
 The localization of the cationic charge to the TTF site strongly repels the 
highly-charged cyclophane ring. In fact, upon ionization and subsequent 
optimization of the TTF-bound structure the ring was spontaneously ejected from 
the shaft.  We note, however, that the shaft length in the structure provided by 
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Gao's group is significantly shorter than those of rotaxanes tested 
experimentally6. Therefore, end-capping the shaft was necessary to prevent such 
ejection via the addition of a t-ethylpentyl group to each end. (End-capping is 
included in figs. 4.1 & 4.2.) Large functionalized aryl “stopper” groups have been 
used to prevent ejection of the ring in experiments,6, 16 but, for computational 
efficiency, this simple branched alkyl chain was chosen to retain the ring on the 
shaft. This group does not change the chemical functionality of the switching 
mechanism, or impact the frontier molecular orbitals. 
 
Mapping the potential energy barrier 
 To further understand the switching mechanism, the potential energy 
barrier to co-conformational isomerism was mapped. Starting with the linear 
(naph+4) shaft, the ring was moved toward the TTF binding site in half-bond-
length increments. At each position, the ring was centered on either an atom, or 
the middle of a bond. In the case of an atom, the nominal plane of the 
cyclophane ring was set perpendicular to the overall shaft direction. When a 
bond center was at the ring com, the nominal plane of the cyclophane ring was 
set perpendicular to the bond. Constrained optimizations were performed, such 
that when atom-centered, non-adjacent nitrogens on the cyclophane ring and the 
centered-atom were frozen, with all other atoms allowed to move. In the case of 
bond-centered constrained optimization, the two atoms involved in the bond were 
frozen together with two non-adjacent nitrogens on the cyclophane.  
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 All AM112 calculations (structure optimization and vibrational frequency 
calculations) were performed in MOPAC200917. DFT calculations were 
performed in GAMESS18 using the B3LYP functional19 and 6-31G(d) basis set.20 
 
4.3 Results and Discussion: 
 
 For purposes of discussion we introduce the following simplified notation: 
Two oxidation states are considered, +4, and +5, which refer to the total charge 
of the system (the CBPQT ring carries a +4 charge). In addition, two co-
conformations are considered, one with the cyclophane ring bound to the TTF 
site and the second with the ring associated with the naph site. An example 
notation therefore is TTF+4, which denotes the complex in the tetracationic state 
with the ring bound around the TTF moiety. Other permutations follow this 
example. 
 AM1 results for both the open and end-capped [2]rotaxane systems 
exhibited local minima for both TTF+4 and naph+4. In the end-capped structures, 
however,  AM1 predicted a lower energy structure for naph+4 than TTF+4, 
contrary to experimental results.6, 14b, 15b Since it is impractical to perform DFT 
optimizations on these large systems, the optimized coordinates from the AM1 
calculations were assumed to provide reliable structures and an energy 
calculation was performed using DFT B3LYP 6-31G(d). Both the open and end-
capped [2]rotaxane systems exhibit lower total energy structures for TTF+4 than 
naph+4, consistent with experimental findings.6, 13a, 14b All subsequent work used 
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the end-capped species exclusively. Several starting structures of the shaft were 
optimized for both TTF+4 and naph+4. The lowest energy TTF+4 and naph+4 
structures (shown in figs. 4.1 & 4.2) were used for the remainder of the 
calculations. 
 To further verify the reliability of the structures provided by the AM1 
calculations, vibrational frequencies were computed for the two different 
co-conformations and identified from animated visualization of the vibrations. The 
results show several key differences between the TTF+4 and naph+4 systems. 
The naph+4 system exhibits stretching of the central C=C bond in TTF at 1520 
cm-1. The experimental value is 1615 cm-1.6 In the TTF+4 case, asymmetric 
stretching of the naph moiety occurs at 1382 cm-1, and torsional bending of the 
central C=C in the naph moiety occurs at 868 cm-1. Similar AM1 frequency 
analysis of free naphthalene shows nearly identical asymmetric stretching (at 
1391 cm-1) and central C=C torsion bending (at 754 cm-1). These spectral 
features are consistent with the Raman spectra reported by Gao et al.6, where a 
naph-centered vibration is seen at 1414 cm-1. That the AM1-optimized structures 
recover these key vibrational features in agreement with experimental results 
suggests that the structures are generally consistent with those sampled in the 
experiments. 
 The reorganization energy (RE) was computed using eqns. 4.4 & 4.5. The 
computed RE value for the TTF-bound system is 0.12 hartree (3.32 eV), and for 
the naph-bound system, 0.04 hartree (0.99 eV). 
 Consider the hoprate expression (eqn 3): 
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In this expression, all terms can be considered constants with the exception of V 
and λ; however, previous mobility calculations5, 10 have shown that the coupling 
matrix elements, V, can be affected by mutual orientation and interaction radius 
(note the appearance of V and r in eqn. 2); however, the effect of these changes 
does not approach changing the mobility by 1010, but instead leads to changes in 
the predicted mobility on the order of one or two orders-of-magnitude. Therefore, 
we can proceed to perform the following manipulations of hoprate: 
 
                                  (4.6a) 
 
                                (4.6b) 
 
Rather than solving each expression independently, we can instead solve the 
two expressions as a ratio: 
 
                                 (4.7) 
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which reduces to: 
 
                                       (4.8) 
 
upon insertion of the determined values for each respective reorganization 
energy, we arrive at: 
 
 
 
Such a large difference in reorganization energy between naph+4 and TTF+4 
therefore can explain why the region of high mobility corresponds to the 
[2]rotaxane switched to the “on,” or naph-bound state.  
 Previous work15 has proposed that the enhanced mobility when the 
system is in the naph-bound state is due to a decrease of the HOMO-LUMO gap. 
Indeed such a decrease is observed in our calculations. The HOMO-LUMO gap 
for naph+4 is 0.006 hartree (0.17 eV), and for TTF+4, 0.009 hartree (0.23 eV). 
The wider band gap we observe associated with the TTF+4 state is consistent 
with these prior results. It should be noted, however, that based on the theory of 
dimer splitting, 8 which holds that the monomer-monomer coupling is proportional 
to the splitting of the monomer HOMOs upon formation of the dimer, the orbitals 
of greatest significance in the +4 to +5 oxidation are the HOMO and HOMO-1, 
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not the HOMO and LUMO. Moreover, dimer splitting has been shown to provide 
an unreliable estimate of monomer-monomer coupling in complex, 
heterogeneous systems.2 Most importantly, as shown above, changes in 
reorganization energy have a very much greater influence on the overall mobility 
than changes in the coupling matrix element, so it is clear that the change in 
reorganization energy upon switching the system from the TTF-bound to naph-
bound co-conformations is at the root of the conductance change. 
 It has been experimentally observed6 that after switching, the cyclophane 
does not immediately return to the TTF site, but instead is resident on the naph. 
This can be attributed to the large energy barrier to shuttling  the cyclophane ring 
between binding sites (fig 4.4). From mapping the potential energy curve, the 
energy barrier is shown to be ca. 36 kcal/mol, which is large enough to prevent 
facile isomerism between the TTF and naph-bound states at ambient 
temperatures.  
4.4 Conclusions: 
 The difference in conductance between a SAM or surface-mounted 
rotaxanes in the normal (unswitched) state and the same in the switched state 
arises from a substantial difference in reorganization energy, λ. This conclusion 
supports the mechanism of switching through ionization proposed in previous 
work.6, 14b, 15a, b The difference is so large that it will dominate over any influence 
of changes to the inter-monomer separation distances (ri) or monomer-monomer 
coupling (Vi), the remaining two parameters in the three-parameter Marcus 
expression for mobility in a molecular material.  
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Figure 4.1: The [2]rotaxane system (with end-capping) when the cyclophane 
(CBPQT4+) ring is bound to the TTF site. 
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Figure 4.2: The [2]rotaxane system (with end capping) when the cyclophane 
(CBPQT4+) ring is bound to the naph site. 
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Figure 4.3: Schematic for computing reorganization energy. The reorganization 
energy is the energy associated with a non-adiabatic charge transfer, which 
results in an upward jump from the neutral to a charged excited state, and the 
downward jump from the charged to a neutral excited state. The resultant net 
energy difference is the reorganization energy. 
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Figure 4.4: Potential energy curve for isomerism between the on (naph+4) and 
off (TTF+4) states. The naph+4 and TTF+4 states are comparable in energy to 
each other, however, there is a significant energy barrier for ring transport near 
the middle of the shaft. 
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Appendix: FORTRAN Code 
 
 
 
The following program, TEXPMOB.f, is used to compute the mobility of a system 
affected by thermal vibrations and expansion. 
 
      Program TEXPMOB 
 
 
c     **************************************************************** 
c 
c     THIS PROGRAM UTILIZES 3-DIMENSIONAL SPACE WITHIN THE CRYSTAL 
C     STRUCTURE, WHICH WILL BE COMPARED TO A 1-DIMENSIONAL UNCOUPLED 
C     SYSTEM. THIS PROGRAM ACCOUNTS FOR SIMPLE THERMAL DISORDER AND 
c     THERMAL EXPANSION OF THE CRYSTAL. 
c      
c     **************************************************************** 
       
 
 
      implicit real*8 (a-h, o-z) 
 
      parameter(NPAR = 21) 
 
c     !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
c     !                                     ! 
c     ! Set Molecule Type Here For Later    ! 
c     ! Parameter Selection                 ! 
c     !                                     ! 
c     !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
      parameter(ISET = 7) 
 
c     !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
c     ! 1 = NAPH, 2 = ANTH, 3 = TETR, 4= PENT ! 
c     ! 5 = PUN, 6 = DMNBPDA, 7 = DH4T        ! 
c     !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
 
c     !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
c     ! NUMBER OF INTERACTION TYPES SET HERE  ! 
c     !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
      parameter(NTYPE = 3) 
      parameter(NPAIR = 2) 
c     NPAIR = 1 if non-symmetric/amorphous 
c     NPAIR = 2 if crystalline/symmetric 
 
 
c     **************************************************************** 
c     IF USING AM1 DATA, SET IAM1 = 1 
      parameter(IAM1 = 0) 
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c     IF USING B3LYP 6-311G**, SET IBAS = 311 
      parameter(IBAS = 0) 
c     IF USING HYBRID DFT/AM1 DATA, SET IHYBRID = 1 
c     SET IAM1 = 1 ALSO!!!! 
      parameter(IHYBRID = 0) 
 
c     IF USING MONOLAYER DATA, SET MONO = 1 
      parameter(MONO = 1) 
 
c     **************************************************************** 
c     IF THERMAL DISORDER SHOULD BE TURNED OFF, 
c     SET VALUE HERE (1 = TRUE, 0 = FALSE) 
c     (1 = DISORDER OFF) 
 
      parameter(ITDOFF = 1) 
 
c     **************************************************************** 
c     IF THERMAL EXPANSION DESIRED, SET HERE 
c     (1 = ON, 0 = OFF) 
 
      parameter(ITEXP = 0) 
 
c     **************************************************************** 
c     ICUBE is used as number of partitions in volumetric cube, 
c     which then becomes 2*n + 1 partitions, since volume is 
c     +/- ICUBE and includes zero. 
 
      parameter(ICUBE = 10) 
 
c     **************************************************************** 
 
      real*8 R(NPAR, 6) 
      real*8 S(NPAR, 6) 
      real*8 V(NPAR, 6) 
      real*8 U(NPAR, 6) 
      real*8 HOLEMO, DIFFCO 
      real*8 PI, BK, HBAR, EC, TEMP, XLAM, HRC1, HRC2 
      CHARACTER*3 CHECK 
  
c     RADIUS TAKES THE FOLLOWING FORM: 
c         RADIUS(-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,NTYPE,NPAIR) 
c                 ^ X-coord    ^ Y-coord    ^ Z-coord   ^     ^pairing 
c                                                       ^interaction 
 
      real*8 TOTU(-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE) 
      real*8 RHO3D(-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE) 
      real*8 RADIUS(-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,NTYPE,NPAIR) 
      real*8 EQCO(6,NPAIR,3), EQCO2(6,NPAIR,3) 
      real*8 TRANS(-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,NTYPE,NPAIR) 
      real*8 TERM(-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,NTYPE,NPAIR) 
      real*8 QINT(-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,NTYPE,NPAIR) 
      real*8 TERMSUM(-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE)      
 
      real*8 PROBDIS(-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE) 
 
      real*8 AVEC(3), BVEC(3), CVEC(3) 
      real*8 TESTVAL(NTYPE,NPAIR) 
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      COMMON /ARRAYS/ R, V, U 
      COMMON /PARAMS/ PI, BK, HBAR, EC 
      COMMON /VALUES/ TEMP, XLAM, HRC1, HRC2 
 
      PI = 3.141592653d0 
      BK = 3.1667437711D-6 
c     (Boltzmann) units - Hartree / K 
      HBAR = 1.0d0 
c     (Planck/2Pi) units - Hartree s 
      EC = 1.0d0 
c     (Elementary Charge) 
 
      if(((ISET.EQ.5).and.(NTYPE.EQ.6)).or. 
     >   ((IBAS.EQ.311).and.((ISET.NE.1).and.(ISET.NE.2))).or. 
     >   ((IBAS.EQ.311).and.(IAM1.EQ.1))) then 
        QQQQQ = 1.0d0 
        goto 999 
      end if 
 
 
 
      write(6,*) 'INITIAL CONDITIONS:' 
      write(6,*) '***************************************************' 
 
      write(6,*) 'SET = ' 
      if(ISET.eq.1) then 
        write(6,*) 'NAPHTHALENE' 
      end if 
      if(ISET.eq.2) then 
        write(6,*) 'ANTHRACENE' 
      end if 
      if(ISET.eq.3) then 
        write(6,*) 'TETRACENE' 
      end if 
      if(ISET.eq.4) then 
        write(6,*) 'PENTACENE' 
      end if 
      if(ISET.eq.5) then 
        write(6,*) '3-PHENYL-1-UREIDONITRILE' 
      end if 
      if(ISET.eq.6) then 
        write(6,*) 'DMNBPDA' 
      end if 
 
      write(6,*) 'BASIS = ' 
      if(IAM1+IBAS.eq.311) then 
        write(6,*) 'DFT B3LYP 6-311G**' 
      end if 
      if(IAM1+IBAS.eq.1) then 
        write(6,*) 'AM1' 
      end if 
      if(IAM1+IBAS.eq.0) then 
        write(6,*) 'DFT B3LYP 6-31G**' 
      end if 
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      if(IHYBRID.eq.1) then 
      write(6,*) '****HYBRID DFT/AM1 DATA USED****' 
      end if 
 
      write(6,*) 'INTS, PAIRING: ', NTYPE, NPAIR 
      write(6,*) 'THERMAL DISORDER' 
      if(ITDOFF.eq.1) then 
        write(6,*) 'OFF' 
      else 
        write(6,*) 'ON' 
      end if 
      write(6,*) 'THERMAL EXPANSION' 
      if(ITEXP.eq.1) then 
        write(6,*) 'ON' 
      else 
        write(6,*) 'OFF' 
      end if 
 
      write(6,*) '***************************************************' 
      write(6,*) '' 
      write(6,*) 'ARE THESE OKAY? (YES/NO)' 
      read(5,*) CHECK 
      if(CHECK.eq.'NO') then 
        goto 999 
      end if 
 
c      write(6,*) 'STARTING FILE SETUP...' 
 
      open(unit=90, file='TEXPMOB.dat', status='REPLACE') 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.1) then 
          if(IAM1.EQ.1) then 
            open(unit=41, file='AM1NAPHCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='AM1NAPHPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.0124453197d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            if(IHYBRID.EQ.1) then 
              XLAM = 0.0069974476d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            end if 
          end if 
          if(IAM1.EQ.0) then 
            open(unit=41, file='NAPHCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='NAPHPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.0069974476d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
          end if 
          if(IBAS.EQ.311) then 
            open(unit=41, file='BBNAPHCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='BBNAPHPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.007005256d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
          end if 
        end if 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.2) then 
          if(IAM1.EQ.1) then 
            open(unit=41, file='AM1ANTHCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='AM1ANTHPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.0104106050d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            if(IHYBRID.EQ.1) then 
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              XLAM = 0.0051161892d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            end if 
          end if 
          if(IAM1.EQ.0) then 
            open(unit=41, file='ANTHCME2.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='ANTHPOT2.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.0051161892d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
          end if 
          if(IBAS.EQ.311) then 
            open(unit=41, file='BBANTHCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='BBANTHPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.0052486727d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
 
          end if 
        end if 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.3) then 
          if(IAM1.EQ.1) then 
            open(unit=41, file='AM1TETRCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='AM1TETRPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM =0.0098449313d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            if(IHYBRID.EQ.1) then 
              XLAM = 0.0043164254d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            end if 
          end if 
          if(IAM1.EQ.0) then 
            open(unit=41, file='TETRCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='TETRPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.0043164254d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
          end if 
        end if 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.4) then 
          if(IAM1.EQ.1) then 
            open(unit=41, file='AM1PENTCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='AM1PENTPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.0050912206d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            if(IHYBRID.EQ.1) then 
              XLAM = 0.0034663113d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            end if 
          end if 
          if(IAM1.EQ.0) then 
            if(MONO.EQ.1) then 
              open(unit=41, file='MOPECME.dat', status='OLD') 
              open(unit=42, file='MOPEPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
c             XLAM = 0.0034663113d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
              XLAM = 0.003650755d0 
            else 
              open(unit=41, file='PENTCME.dat', status='OLD') 
              open(unit=42, file='PENTPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
              XLAM = 0.0034663113d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            end if 
          end if 
 
        end if 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.5) then 
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          if(IAM1.EQ.1) then 
            open(unit=41, file='AM1PUNCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='AM1PUNPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.0270541728d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            if(IHYBRID.EQ.1) then 
              XLAM = 0.0168497888d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            end if 
          end if 
          if(IAM1.EQ.0) then 
            open(unit=41, file='PUNCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='PUNPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.0168497888d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
          end if 
        end if 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.6) then 
          if(IAM1.EQ.1) then 
            open(unit=41, file='AM1DMNCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='AM1DMNPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.0245969937d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            if(IHYBRID.EQ.1) then 
              XLAM = 0.0153477832d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            end if 
          end if 
          if(IAM1.EQ.0) then 
            open(unit=41, file='DMNCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='DMNPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.0153477832d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
          end if 
        end if 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.7) then 
          open(unit=41, file='MODHCME.SE.dat', status='OLD') 
          open(unit=42, file='MODHPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
          XLAM =  0.006168426d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
        end if 
 
 
 
c      write(6,*) 'DONE.' 
c      write(6,*) '' 
c      write(6,*) '' 
c      write(6,*) 'LOADING FILES...' 
 
c     TESTFILE OUTPUT HERE -- FOR QUICK CONSISTENCY TESTING 
 
      open(unit=55, file='100Kdata.dat', status='REPLACE') 
      open(unit=56, file='300Kdata.dat', status='REPLACE') 
      open(unit=57, file='500Kdata.dat', status='REPLACE') 
 
 
      do j = 1, NPAR 
 
        if(NTYPE.EQ.3) then 
          read(41, *) V(j,1), V(j,2), V(j,3) 
          read(42, *) U(j,1), U(j,2), U(j,3) 
        end if 
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        if(NTYPE.EQ.6) then 
          read(41, *) V(j,1), V(j,2), V(j,3), V(j,4), V(j,5), V(j,6) 
          read(42, *) U(j,1), U(j,2), U(j,3), U(j,4), U(j,5), U(j,6) 
c          write(6, *) V(j,1), V(j,2), V(j,3), V(j,4), V(j,5), V(j,6) 
c          write(6, *) U(j,1), U(j,2), U(j,3), U(j,4), U(j,5), U(j,6) 
        end if 
 
      end do 
 
c      write(6,*) 'DONE.' 
 
      close(41) 
      close(42) 
 
 
c     !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
c     !                                                           ! 
c     ! CRYSTAL INFORMATION GOES HERE IN ORDER TO PROPERLY SET UP ! 
c     ! STRUCTURE FOR 3-D DISORDER (12 NEIGHBORS FOR OLIGOACENES) ! 
c     ! (PUN, DMNBPDA HAVE 6 NEIGHBORS)                           ! 
c     !                                                           ! 
c     !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
c     HERE WE GENERATE THE CUBE VOLUME FOR THE CENTRAL 
c     MOLECULE TO BE INTEGRATED OVER 
 
 
      if((ISET.EQ.1).or.(ISET.EQ.2)) then 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.1) then 
 
          UCA = 8.213d0/0.529177d0 
          UCB = 5.973d0/0.529177d0 
          UCC = 8.675d0/0.529177d0 
          CANG = 180.0d0-123.39d0 
  
        end if 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.2) then 
 
          UCA = 8.467d0/0.529177d0 
          UCB = 5.999d0/0.529177d0 
          UCC = 11.124d0/0.529177d0 
          CANG = 180.0d0-125.06d0 
      
        end if 
 
        EPx = 0.0d0 
        EPy = UCC*SIN(PI*CANG/180.0d0) 
        EPz = UCC*COS(PI*CANG/180.0d0) 
 
c        write(6,*) '***********************' 
c        write(6,*) EPx, EPy, EPz 
c        write(6,*) '***********************' 
 
c     EQCO(ITYPE, SUBTYPE, COORDINATE) 
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        EQCO(1,1,1) = -0.5d0*UCB 
        EQCO(1,1,2) = 0.5d0*UCA 
        EQCO(1,1,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(1,2,1) = 0.5d0*UCB 
        EQCO(1,2,2) = -0.5d0*UCA 
        EQCO(1,2,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(2,1,1) = -0.5d0*UCB 
        EQCO(2,1,2) = -0.5d0*UCA 
        EQCO(2,1,3) =  0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(2,2,1) = 0.5d0*UCB 
        EQCO(2,2,2) = 0.5d0*UCA 
        EQCO(2,2,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(3,1,1) = -1.0d0*UCB 
        EQCO(3,1,2) = 0.0d0 
        EQCO(3,1,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(3,2,1) = 1.0d0*UCB  
        EQCO(3,2,2) = 0.0d0 
        EQCO(3,2,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(4,1,1) = EQCO(1,2,1) - EPx 
        EQCO(4,1,2) = EQCO(1,2,2) - EPy 
        EQCO(4,1,3) = EQCO(1,2,3) - EPz 
 
        EQCO(4,2,1) = -EQCO(4,1,1) 
        EQCO(4,2,2) = -EQCO(4,1,2) 
        EQCO(4,2,3) = -EQCO(4,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(5,1,1) = EQCO(2,1,1) - EPx 
        EQCO(5,1,2) = EQCO(2,1,2) - EPy 
        EQCO(5,1,3) = EQCO(2,1,3) - EPz 
 
        EQCO(5,2,1) = -EQCO(5,1,1) 
        EQCO(5,2,2) = -EQCO(5,1,2) 
        EQCO(5,2,3) = -EQCO(5,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(6,1,1) = EQCO(3,2,1) - EPx 
        EQCO(6,1,2) = EQCO(3,2,2) - EPy 
        EQCO(6,1,3) = EQCO(3,2,3) - EPz 
 
        EQCO(6,2,1) = -EQCO(6,1,1) 
        EQCO(6,2,2) = -EQCO(6,1,2) 
        EQCO(6,2,3) = -EQCO(6,1,3) 
 
        do iq = 1,NTYPE,1 
          do ir = 1,NPAIR,1 
            do is = 1,3,1 
c              write(6,*) EQCO(iq,ir,is) 
            end do 
          end do 
        end do 
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      end if 
 
 
      if((ISET.EQ.3).or.(ISET.EQ.4)) then 
 
c     TETRACENE AND PENTACENE GEOMETRY 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.3) then 
 
          UCA = 7.90d0/0.529177d0 
          UCB = 6.03d0/0.529177d0 
          UCC = 13.53d0/0.529177d0 
 
          ALPHA = 100.3d0*PI/180.0d0 
          BETA = 113.2d0*PI/180.0d0 
          GAMMA = 86.3d0*PI/180.0d0 
 
        end if 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.4) then 
 
          UCA = 7.90d0/0.529177d0 
          UCB = 6.06d0/0.529177d0 
          UCC = 16.01d0/0.529177d0 
 
          ALPHA = 101.9d0*PI/180.0d0 
          BETA = 112.6d0*PI/180.0d0 
          GAMMA = 85.8d0*PI/180.0d0 
 
        end if 
 
        AVEC(1) = UCA*COS(GAMMA) 
        AVEC(2) = 0.0d0 
        AVEC(3) = UCA*SIN(GAMMA) 
 
        BVEC(1) = UCB 
        BVEC(2) = 0.0d0 
        BVEC(3) = 0.0d0 
 
        CVEC(1) = UCC*COS(PI-ALPHA) 
        CVEC(3) = UCC*COS(PI-BETA) 
        CVEC(2) = SQRT(UCC**2.0d0-CVEC(1)**2.0d0-CVEC(3)**2.0d0) 
 
        EQCO(1,1,1) = (AVEC(1)-BVEC(1))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(1,1,2) = (AVEC(2)-BVEC(2))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(1,1,3) = (AVEC(3)-BVEC(3))/2.0d0 
 
        EQCO(1,2,1) = -EQCO(1,1,1) 
        EQCO(1,2,2) = -EQCO(1,1,2) 
        EQCO(1,2,3) = -EQCO(1,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(2,1,1) = (AVEC(1)+BVEC(1))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(2,1,2) = (AVEC(2)+BVEC(2))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(2,1,3) = (AVEC(3)+BVEC(3))/2.0d0 
 
        EQCO(2,2,1) = -EQCO(2,1,1) 
        EQCO(2,2,2) = -EQCO(2,1,2) 
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        EQCO(2,2,3) = -EQCO(2,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(3,1,1) = UCB/2.0d0 
        EQCO(3,1,2) = 0.0d0 
        EQCO(3,1,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(3,2,1) = -EQCO(3,1,1) 
        EQCO(3,2,2) = -EQCO(3,1,2) 
        EQCO(3,2,3) = -EQCO(3,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(4,1,1) = -CVEC(1)+(AVEC(1)-BVEC(1))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(4,1,2) = CVEC(2)+(AVEC(2)-BVEC(2))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(4,1,3) = CVEC(3)+(AVEC(3)-BVEC(3))/2.0d0 
 
        EQCO(4,2,1) = -EQCO(4,1,1) 
        EQCO(4,2,2) = -EQCO(4,1,2) 
        EQCO(4,2,3) = -EQCO(4,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(5,1,1) = CVEC(1)+(AVEC(1)+BVEC(1))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(5,1,2) = CVEC(2)+(AVEC(2)+BVEC(2))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(5,1,3) = CVEC(3)+(AVEC(3)+BVEC(3))/2.0d0 
 
        EQCO(5,2,1) = -EQCO(5,1,1) 
        EQCO(5,2,2) = -EQCO(5,1,2) 
        EQCO(5,2,3) = -EQCO(5,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(6,1,1) = -CVEC(1) 
        EQCO(6,1,2) = CVEC(2) 
        EQCO(6,1,3) = CVEC(3) 
 
        EQCO(6,2,1) = -EQCO(6,1,1) 
        EQCO(6,2,2) = -EQCO(6,1,2) 
        EQCO(6,2,3) = -EQCO(6,1,3) 
 
c        do itest = 1,3,1 
c          write(6,*) AVEC(itest), BVEC(itest), CVEC(itest)           
c        end do 
 
c        do ik = 1,NTYPE,1 
c          do il = 1,NPAIR,1 
c            do im = 1,3,1 
c              write(6,*) EQCO(ik,il,im) 
c            end do 
c          end do 
c        end do 
 
c        do ik = 1,NTYPE,1 
c          do il = 1,NPAIR,1 
c          
TESTVAL(ik,il)=SQRT(EQCO(ik,il,1)**2.0d0+EQCO(ik,il,2)**2.0d0 
c     >                       +EQCO(ik,il,3)**2.0d0) 
c          write(6,*) TESTVAL(ik,il) 
c          end do 
c        end do 
 
      end if 
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      if(ISET.EQ.5) then 
 
        XUNIT = 11.528d0 
        YUNIT = 9.166d0 
        ZUNIT = 14.655d0 
       
        XEQCOCM = 0.75d0 
        YEQCOCM = 0.22d0 
        ZEQCOCM = 0.39d0 
       
        EQCO(1,1,1) = (0.25d0 - XEQCOCM)*XUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(1,1,2) = (0.22d0 - YEQCOCM)*YUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(1,1,3) = (0.11d0 - ZEQCOCM)*ZUNIT / 0.529177d0 
       
        EQCO(2,1,1) = (0.25d0 - XEQCOCM)*XUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(2,1,2) = (0.28d0 - YEQCOCM)*YUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(2,1,3) = (0.61d0 - ZEQCOCM)*ZUNIT / 0.529177d0 
 
        EQCO(3,1,1) = (0.75d0 - XEQCOCM)*XUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(3,1,2) = (0.72d0 - YEQCOCM)*YUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(3,1,3) = (0.39d0 - ZEQCOCM)*ZUNIT / 0.529177d0 
 
        EQCO(1,2,1) = -1.0d0*EQCO(1,1,1) 
        EQCO(1,2,2) = -1.0d0*EQCO(1,1,2) 
        EQCO(1,2,3) = -1.0d0*EQCO(1,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(2,2,1) = -1.0d0*EQCO(2,1,1) 
        EQCO(2,2,2) = -1.0d0*EQCO(2,1,2) 
        EQCO(2,2,3) = -1.0d0*EQCO(2,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(3,2,1) = -1.0d0*EQCO(3,1,1) 
        EQCO(3,2,2) = -1.0d0*EQCO(3,1,2) 
        EQCO(3,2,3) = -1.0d0*EQCO(3,1,3) 
 
      end if      
 
 
c     "IN-HOUSE RADII COMPUTATION OCCURS HERE" 
 
      qpiece = -1.0d0/0.529177d0 
 
      do ix = 1,NPAR,1 
        do ij = 1,NTYPE,1 
 
          R(ix,ij) = SQRT(EQCO(ij,1,1)**2.0d0+EQCO(ij,1,2)**2.0d0 
     >       + EQCO(ij,1,3)**2.0d0) + qpiece 
 
          S(ix,ij) = R(ix,ij)*0.529177d0 
 
c          write(6,*) S(ix,ij), S(ix,ij)/0.529177d0 
 
        end do 
 
        qpiece = qpiece + 0.1d0/0.529177d0 
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      end do 
 
 
c     THIS IS THE OUTER LOOP FOR TEMPERATURE!!!! 
c      write(6,*) 'Initializing Temperature Loops...' 
 
 
      do i = 300, 300, 10 
 
        TEMP = Dreal(i) 
 
      if(ITDOFF.EQ.1) then 
        TEMPX = 10.0d0 
      else 
        TEMPX = TEMP  
      end if 
 
        HRC1 = SQRT (PI / (XLAM * BK * TEMP) ) 
        HRC2 = EXP(-1.0d0 * XLAM / (4.0d0* BK * TEMP) ) 
 
c     SCALING OF CELL PARAMETERS BY TEMPERATURE OCCURS 
C     HERE, CALLING FUNCTION TEMPFUNC(TEMP, ISET) 
 
 
      if((ISET.EQ.1).or.(ISET.EQ.2)) then 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.1) then 
          UCA = 8.213d0/0.529177d0 
          UCB = 5.973d0/0.529177d0 
          UCC = 8.675d0/0.529177d0 
          CANG = 180.0d0-123.39d0 
        end if 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.2) then 
          UCA = 8.467d0/0.529177d0 
          UCB = 5.999d0/0.529177d0 
          UCC = 11.124d0/0.529177d0 
          CANG = 180.0d0-125.06d0 
 
c          write(6,*) UCA, UCB, UCC, CANG 
 
        end if 
 
        if(ITEXP.EQ.1) then 
          UCA = UCA*(TEMPFUNC(TEMP, ISET)**(1.0d0/3.0d0)) 
          UCB = UCB*(TEMPFUNC(TEMP, ISET)**(1.0d0/3.0d0)) 
          UCC = UCC*(TEMPFUNC(TEMP, ISET)**(1.0d0/3.0d0)) 
        end if 
 
        UCVOL = UCA*UCB*UCC*COS(PI*CANG/180.0d0) 
 
        EPx = 0.0d0 
        EPy = UCC*SIN(PI*CANG/180.0d0) 
        EPz = UCC*COS(PI*CANG/180.0d0) 
 
c        write(6,*) '***********************' 
c        write(6,*) EPx, EPy, EPz 
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c        write(6,*) '***********************' 
 
c     EQCO(ITYPE, SUBTYPE, COORDINATE) 
 
        EQCO(1,1,1) = -0.5d0*UCB 
        EQCO(1,1,2) = 0.5d0*UCA 
        EQCO(1,1,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(1,2,1) = 0.5d0*UCB 
        EQCO(1,2,2) = -0.5d0*UCA 
        EQCO(1,2,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(2,1,1) = -0.5d0*UCB 
        EQCO(2,1,2) = -0.5d0*UCA 
        EQCO(2,1,3) =  0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(2,2,1) = 0.5d0*UCB 
        EQCO(2,2,2) = 0.5d0*UCA 
        EQCO(2,2,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(3,1,1) = -1.0d0*UCB 
        EQCO(3,1,2) = 0.0d0 
        EQCO(3,1,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(3,2,1) = 1.0d0*UCB 
        EQCO(3,2,2) = 0.0d0 
        EQCO(3,2,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(4,1,1) = EQCO(1,2,1) - EPx 
        EQCO(4,1,2) = EQCO(1,2,2) - EPy 
        EQCO(4,1,3) = EQCO(1,2,3) - EPz 
 
        EQCO(4,2,1) = -EQCO(4,1,1) 
        EQCO(4,2,2) = -EQCO(4,1,2) 
        EQCO(4,2,3) = -EQCO(4,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(5,1,1) = EQCO(2,1,1) - EPx 
        EQCO(5,1,2) = EQCO(2,1,2) - EPy 
        EQCO(5,1,3) = EQCO(2,1,3) - EPz 
 
        EQCO(5,2,1) = -EQCO(5,1,1) 
        EQCO(5,2,2) = -EQCO(5,1,2) 
        EQCO(5,2,3) = -EQCO(5,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(6,1,1) = EQCO(3,2,1) - EPx 
        EQCO(6,1,2) = EQCO(3,2,2) - EPy 
        EQCO(6,1,3) = EQCO(3,2,3) - EPz 
 
        EQCO(6,2,1) = -EQCO(6,1,1) 
        EQCO(6,2,2) = -EQCO(6,1,2) 
        EQCO(6,2,3) = -EQCO(6,1,3) 
 
      end if 
 
 
      if((ISET.EQ.3).or.(ISET.EQ.4)) then 
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c     TETRACENE AND PENTACENE GEOMETRY 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.3) then 
 
          UCA = 7.90d0/0.529177d0 
          UCB = 6.03d0/0.529177d0 
          UCC = 13.53d0/0.529177d0 
 
          ALPHA = 100.3d0*PI/180.0d0 
          BETA = 113.2d0*PI/180.0d0 
          GAMMA = 86.3d0*PI/180.0d0 
 
        end if 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.4) then 
 
          UCA = 7.90d0/0.529177d0 
          UCB = 6.06d0/0.529177d0 
          UCC = 16.01d0/0.529177d0 
 
          ALPHA = 101.9d0*PI/180.0d0 
          BETA = 112.6d0*PI/180.0d0 
          GAMMA = 85.8d0*PI/180.0d0 
 
          if(MONO.eq.1) then 
            UCA = 7.588d0/0.529177d0 
            UCB = 5.916d0/0.529177d0 
            UCC = 100.0d0 
          end if 
 
          AXP1 = 1.0d0 
          AXP2 = 1.3427D-05 
          AXP3 = -4.5373D-08 
 
          BXP1 = 1.0d0 
          BXP2 = -9.2796D-05 
          BXP3 = 3.1744D-07 
 
          CXP1 = 1.0d0 
          CXP2 = -6.9245D-05 
          CXP3 = 2.3966D-07 
 
        end if 
 
        if(ITEXP.EQ.1) then 
 
          if(ISET.EQ.3) then 
 
            UCA = UCA*(4.188482D-06*TEMP + 1.0d0) 
            UCB = UCB*(9.109948D-05*TEMP + 1.0d0) 
            YSC = (2.617801D-05*TEMP + 1.0d0) 
 
c            write(6,*) UCA, UCB, UCC 
c            read(5,*) PAUSE 
 
          end if 
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          if(ISET.EQ.4) then 
 
            UCA = UCA*(AXP1 + AXP2*TEMP + AXP3*TEMP**2.0d0) 
            UCB = UCB*(BXP1 + BXP2*TEMP + BXP3*TEMP**2.0d0) 
            YSC = (CXP1 + CXP2*TEMP + CXP3*TEMP**2.0d0) 
 
c            write(6,*) UCA, UCB, UCC 
c            read(5,*) PAUSE 
         
          end if 
 
        end if 
 
        AVEC(1) = UCA*COS(GAMMA) 
        AVEC(2) = 0.0d0 
        AVEC(3) = UCA*SIN(GAMMA) 
 
        BVEC(1) = UCB 
        BVEC(2) = 0.0d0 
        BVEC(3) = 0.0d0 
 
        CVEC(1) = UCC*COS(PI-ALPHA) 
        CVEC(3) = UCC*COS(PI-BETA) 
        CVEC(2) = SQRT(UCC**2.0d0-CVEC(1)**2.0d0-CVEC(3)**2.0d0) 
 
        if(ITEXP.EQ.1) then 
          CVEC(2) = CVEC(2)*YSC 
        end if 
 
        UCVOL = UCA*UCB*UCC*COS(PI*GAMMA/180.0d0)*COS(PI*BETA/180.0d0) 
 
        EQCO(1,1,1) = (AVEC(1)-BVEC(1))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(1,1,2) = (AVEC(2)-BVEC(2))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(1,1,3) = (AVEC(3)-BVEC(3))/2.0d0 
 
        EQCO(1,2,1) = -EQCO(1,1,1) 
        EQCO(1,2,2) = -EQCO(1,1,2) 
        EQCO(1,2,3) = -EQCO(1,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(2,1,1) = (AVEC(1)+BVEC(1))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(2,1,2) = (AVEC(2)+BVEC(2))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(2,1,3) = (AVEC(3)+BVEC(3))/2.0d0 
 
        EQCO(2,2,1) = -EQCO(2,1,1) 
        EQCO(2,2,2) = -EQCO(2,1,2) 
        EQCO(2,2,3) = -EQCO(2,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(3,1,1) = UCB/2.0d0 
        EQCO(3,1,2) = 0.0d0 
        EQCO(3,1,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(3,2,1) = -EQCO(3,1,1) 
        EQCO(3,2,2) = -EQCO(3,1,2) 
        EQCO(3,2,3) = -EQCO(3,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(4,1,1) = -CVEC(1)+(AVEC(1)-BVEC(1))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(4,1,2) = CVEC(2)+(AVEC(2)-BVEC(2))/2.0d0 
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        EQCO(4,1,3) = CVEC(3)+(AVEC(3)-BVEC(3))/2.0d0 
 
        EQCO(4,2,1) = -EQCO(4,1,1) 
        EQCO(4,2,2) = -EQCO(4,1,2) 
        EQCO(4,2,3) = -EQCO(4,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(5,1,1) = CVEC(1)+(AVEC(1)+BVEC(1))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(5,1,2) = CVEC(2)+(AVEC(2)+BVEC(2))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(5,1,3) = CVEC(3)+(AVEC(3)+BVEC(3))/2.0d0 
 
        EQCO(5,2,1) = -EQCO(5,1,1) 
        EQCO(5,2,2) = -EQCO(5,1,2) 
        EQCO(5,2,3) = -EQCO(5,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(6,1,1) = -CVEC(1) 
        EQCO(6,1,2) = CVEC(2) 
        EQCO(6,1,3) = CVEC(3) 
 
        EQCO(6,2,1) = -EQCO(6,1,1) 
        EQCO(6,2,2) = -EQCO(6,1,2) 
        EQCO(6,2,3) = -EQCO(6,1,3) 
 
        do ia = 1,NTYPE,1 
          do ib = 1,NPAIR,1 
c            write(6,*) ia,ib,EQCO(ia,ib,1),EQCO(ia,ib,2),EQCO(ia,ib,3) 
          end do 
        end do 
 
      end if 
 
      if(ISET.EQ.5) then 
 
        XUNIT = 11.528d0 
        YUNIT = 9.166d0 
        ZUNIT = 14.655d0 
 
        XEQCOCM = 0.75d0 
        YEQCOCM = 0.22d0 
        ZEQCOCM = 0.39d0 
 
        if(ITEXP.EQ.1) then 
          XUNIT = XUNIT*(TEMPFUNC(TEMP,ISET)**(1.0d0/3.0d0)) 
          YUNIT = YUNIT*(TEMPFUNC(TEMP,ISET)**(1.0d0/3.0d0)) 
          ZUNIT = ZUNIT*(TEMPFUNC(TEMP,ISET)**(1.0d0/3.0d0)) 
        end if 
 
        EQCO(1,1,1) = (0.25d0 - XEQCOCM)*XUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(1,1,2) = (0.22d0 - YEQCOCM)*YUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(1,1,3) = (0.11d0 - ZEQCOCM)*ZUNIT / 0.529177d0 
 
        EQCO(2,1,1) = (0.25d0 - XEQCOCM)*XUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(2,1,2) = (0.28d0 - YEQCOCM)*YUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(2,1,3) = (0.61d0 - ZEQCOCM)*ZUNIT / 0.529177d0 
 
        EQCO(3,1,1) = (0.75d0 - XEQCOCM)*XUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(3,1,2) = (0.72d0 - YEQCOCM)*YUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(3,1,3) = (0.39d0 - ZEQCOCM)*ZUNIT / 0.529177d0 
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        EQCO(1,2,1) = -1.0d0*EQCO(1,1,1) 
        EQCO(1,2,2) = -1.0d0*EQCO(1,1,2) 
        EQCO(1,2,3) = -1.0d0*EQCO(1,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(2,2,1) = -1.0d0*EQCO(2,1,1) 
        EQCO(2,2,2) = -1.0d0*EQCO(2,1,2) 
        EQCO(2,2,3) = -1.0d0*EQCO(2,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(3,2,1) = -1.0d0*EQCO(3,1,1) 
        EQCO(3,2,2) = -1.0d0*EQCO(3,1,2) 
        EQCO(3,2,3) = -1.0d0*EQCO(3,1,3) 
 
      end if 
 
      if(ISET.EQ.7) then 
 
c       DH4T Geometry 
c       SUITABLE FOR MONOLAYER ONLY!!! 
 
        aside = 6.06d0 
        bside = 8.16d0 
        cside = 1000.0d0 
 
        EQCO(1,1,1) = -0.5d0*aside 
        EQCO(1,1,2) = 0.5d0*bside 
        EQCO(1,1,3) = 0.0d0 
         
        EQCO(2,1,1) = 0.5d0*aside 
        EQCO(2,1,2) = 0.5d0*bside 
        EQCO(2,1,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(3,1,1) = -aside 
        EQCO(3,1,2) = 0.0d0 
        EQCO(3,1,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(1,2,1) = -EQCO(1,1,1) 
        EQCO(1,2,2) = -EQCO(1,1,2) 
        EQCO(1,2,3) = -EQCO(1,1,3) 
         
        EQCO(2,2,1) = -EQCO(2,1,1) 
        EQCO(2,2,2) = -EQCO(2,1,2) 
        EQCO(2,2,3) = -EQCO(2,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(3,2,1) = -EQCO(3,1,1) 
        EQCO(3,2,2) = -EQCO(3,1,2) 
        EQCO(3,2,3) = -EQCO(3,1,3) 
 
      end if 
 
 
      QWIGGLE = 1.0d0/0.529177d0 
 
 
      QUMIN = 1D10 
 
      USUM = 0.0d0 
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      do k = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
        do L = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
          do m = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
 
          TOTU(k,L,m) = 0.0d0 
 
          end do 
        end do 
      end do 
 
      do k = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
        do L = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
          do m = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
            do im = 1, NTYPE, 1 
              do in = 1, NPAIR, 1 
 
          qk = real(k)/real(ICUBE)*QWIGGLE 
          qL = real(L)/real(ICUBE)*QWIGGLE 
          qm = real(m)/real(ICUBE)*QWIGGLE 
 
c     k,L,m are analagous to x,y,z, respectively 
 
          RADIUS(k,L,m,im,in) = SQRT( (EQCO(im,in,1)-qk)**2.0d0 
     >  + (EQCO(im,in,2)-qL)**2.0d0 + (EQCO(im,in,3)-qm)**2.0d0 ) 
 
c      if(RADIUS(k,L,m,im,in).LT.4.0d0) then 
c        write(6,*) 'RADIUS',k,L,m,im,in,'=',RADIUS(k,L,m,im,in) 
c      end if 
 
          CALL POTENT(RADIUS(k,L,m,im,in), UTERM, im) 
 
          TOTU(k,L,m) = UTERM + TOTU(k,L,m) 
 
              end do 
            end do 
 
c        if((TEMP.GT.250).and.(k.eq.0).and.(L.eq.0).and.(m.eq.0)) 
c     >    then 
c          write(6,*) TOTU(k,L,m) 
c        end if 
 
          if(TOTU(k,L,m).LT.QUMIN) then 
            QUMIN = TOTU(k,L,m) 
c            write(6,*) QUMIN 
          end if 
 
          end do 
        end do 
      end do 
 
c        write(90,*) TEMP, UCVOL, TOTU(0,0,0) 
 
c      if((TEMP.EQ.10).or.(TEMP.EQ.300).or.(TEMP.EQ.500)) then 
c        do m = -ICUBE,ICUBE,1 
c          write(6,*) m, TOTU(0,0,m) 
c        end do 
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c      end if 
 
 
      SUMRHO3D = 0.0d0 
 
 
      do k = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
        do L = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
          do m = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
 
            TOTU(k,L,m) = TOTU(k,L,m) - QUMIN 
 
          if(ITDOFF.EQ.1) then 
            if((k.ne.0).or.(L.ne.0).or.(m.ne.0)) then 
c              TOTU(k,L,m) = 50.0d0 
            end if 
            if(m.ne.0) then 
c              TOTU(k,L,m) = 50.0d0 
            end if 
c            if((k.eq.0).and.(L.eq.0).and.(m.eq.0)) then 
c              TOTU(k,L,m) = 0.0d0 
c            end if 
          end if 
 
c          if((k.eq.0).and.(L.eq.0).and.(m.eq.0)) then 
c            write(6,*) TOTU(k,L,m) 
c          end if 
 
          end do 
        end do 
      end do 
 
      do k = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
        do L = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
          do m = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
 
c     THIS LOGIC GROUP IS FOR PRINTING POTENTIAL VALUES UNDER CERTAIN 
c     CONDITIONS, USED IN COMPUTING THE SPRING CONSTANT FOR THE SHO           
 
            if((m.eq.0).and.(k.eq.0).and.(TEMP.eq.300)) then 
              qk = real(k)/real(ICUBE)*QWIGGLE 
              qL = real(L)/real(ICUBE)*QWIGGLE 
              qm = real(m)/real(ICUBE)*QWIGGLE 
              DISP = SQRT(qk**2.0d0 + qL**2.0d0 + qm**2.0d0) 
c              write(90,*) DISP, TOTU(k,L,m) 
            end if 
 
          end do 
        end do 
      end do 
 
      do k = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
        do L = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
          do m = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
 
            RHO3D(k,L,m) = EXP(-1.0d0*TOTU(k,L,m)/(BK*TEMPX)) 
            SUMRHO3D = SUMRHO3D + RHO3D(k,L,m) 
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          end do 
        end do 
      end do 
 
c     RHOTEST TESTS NORMALITY. 
 
      RHOTEST = 0.0d0 
     
      do k = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
        do L = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
          do m = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
 
            RHO3D(k,L,m) = RHO3D(k,L,m) / SUMRHO3D 
 
            RHOTEST = RHO3D(k,L,m) + RHOTEST 
 
            PROBDIS(k,L) = RHO3D(k,L,0) 
 
          end do 
        end do 
      end do 
 
      do k = -ICUBE,ICUBE,1 
 
c        if(TEMP.eq.100) then 
c          write(55,*) (PROBDIS(k,L), L=-ICUBE,ICUBE,1) 
c        end if 
c        if(TEMP.eq.300) then 
c          write(56,*) (PROBDIS(k,L), L=-ICUBE,ICUBE,1) 
c        end if 
c        if(TEMP.eq.500) then 
c          write(57,*) (PROBDIS(k,L), L=-ICUBE,ICUBE,1) 
c        end if 
 
      end do 
 
c      write(6,*) RHOTEST 
 
 
 
c      if((TEMP.EQ.10).or.(TEMP.EQ.300).or.(TEMP.EQ.500)) then 
c        do m = -ICUBE, ICUBE,1 
c          write(6,*) TEMP, ', 0, 0,', m, RHO3D(0,0,m) 
c          write(6,*) m,TOTU(0,0,m) 
c        end do 
c      end if 
 
 
c      write(6,*) RHOTEST 
 
      do k = -ICUBE,ICUBE,1 
        do L = -ICUBE,ICUBE,1 
          do m = -ICUBE,ICUBE,1 
  
      TERMSUM(k,L,m) = 0.0d0 
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          end do 
        end do 
      end do 
 
c     TERM REFERS TO THE P TERM, WHICH IS NORMALIZED CHARGE 
c     TRANSFER PROBABILITY (hoprate/sum of all hoprates) 
c     COMPUTED LATER AS TRANS 
 
      do k = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
        do L = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
          do m = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
            do im = 1, NTYPE, 1 
              do in = 1, NPAIR, 1 
 
              TERM(k,L,m,im,in) = HOPRATE(RADIUS(k,L,m,im,in), im) 
 
c              if((k.eq.0).and.(L.eq.0).and.(m.eq.0)) then 
c                write(6,*) TEMP, TERM(k,L,m,im,in), im, in 
c                write(6,*) R(21,in), TEMP, 'radius', 
RADIUS(k,L,m,im,in) 
c                write(6,*) TEMP, 'radius^2', 
RADIUS(k,L,m,im,in)**2.0d0 
c              end if 
 
              TERMSUM(k,L,m) = TERM(k,L,m,im,in) + TERMSUM(k,L,m) 
 
c              write(6,*) TERMSUM(k,L,m) 
 
              end do 
            end do 
          end do 
        end do 
      end do 
 
c      write(6,*) TERM(0,0,0,1,1)/TERMSUM(0,0,0) 
c      write(6,*) TERM(0,0,0,2,1)/TERMSUM(0,0,0) 
c      write(6,*) TERM(0,0,0,3,1)/TERMSUM(0,0,0) 
c      write(6,*) TERM(0,0,0,4,1)/TERMSUM(0,0,0) 
c      write(6,*) TERM(0,0,0,5,1)/TERMSUM(0,0,0) 
c      write(6,*) TERM(0,0,0,6,1)/TERMSUM(0,0,0) 
 
c     TTEST CHECKS NORMALITY OF P, THE HOPRATES DIVIDED BY THE SUM 
c     OF ALL HOPRATES 
 
      TTEST = 0.0d0 
      QINTSUM = 0.0d0 
 
c      write(6,*) 'TEMP, r^2*W, P, rho' 
 
      do k = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
        do L = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
          do m = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
            do im = 1, NTYPE, 1 
              do in = 1, NPAIR, 1 
               
          TRANS(k,L,m,im,in) = TERM(k,L,m,im,in) / TERMSUM(k,L,m) 
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c          TTEST = TTEST + TRANS(k,L,m,im,in) 
c          write(6,*) TRANS(k,L,m,im,in) 
 
c          TERM1 = WRSQ(RADIUS(k,L,m,im,in),im) 
 
         TERM1 = RADIUS(k,L,m,im,in)**2.0d0 * 
     >           HOPRATE(RADIUS(k,L,m,im,in), im) 
 
c        if((k.eq.0).and.(L.eq.0).and.(m.eq.0)) then 
c          write(6,*) TEMP, TERM1 
c        end if 
 
          TERM2 = RHO3D(k,L,m) 
          TERM3 = TRANS(k,L,m,im,in) 
 
          QINT(k,L,m,im,in) = TERM1*TERM2*TERM3 
 
c      if((k.eq.0).and.(L.eq.0).and.(m.eq.0)) then 
c        write(6,*) TEMP, VALUE, TRANS(k,L,m,im,in), RHO3D(k,L,m) 
c        write(6,*) QINT(k,L,m,im,in) 
c      end if 
 
 
          QINTSUM = QINT(k,L,m,im,in) + QINTSUM 
 
              end do 
            end do 
 
c          write(6,*) TTEST 
c          TTEST = TTEST - 1.0d0 
 
          end do 
        end do 
      end do 
 
c      write(6,*) TEMP, QINTSUM 
 
 
      DIFFCO = 1.0d0 / (2.0d0*3.0d0) * (QINTSUM) 
c     (units = Bohr^2 / ATU) 
      DGDIFF = DIFFCO * (0.529177D-8)**2.0d0 / (2.4D-17) 
c     (units = cm^2 / s) 
c      HOLEMO = EC / (BK * TEMP) * DGDIFF 
      HOLEMO = 1.6021765314D-19 / (1.3806504D-23*TEMP) * DGDIFF 
 
 
      write(90,*) TEMP, DGDIFF, HOLEMO 
      write(6,*) TEMP, DGDIFF, HOLEMO 
 
      end do 
 
  999 CONTINUE 
      if(QQQQQ.eq.1.0d0) then 
      write(6,*) 'ERROR IN PARAMETERS! CHECK VALUES!' 
      end if 
 
      close(55) 
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      close(56) 
      close(57) 
      close(90) 
 
      stop 
      end 
 
 
c     ********************************************************* 
 
      FUNCTION WRSQ(RADIUS, ITYPE) 
 
      implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
 
      WRSQ = RADIUS**2.0d0 * HOPRATE(RADIUS, ITYPE) 
 
      return 
      end 
 
c     ********************************************************* 
 
c     ********************************************************* 
 
 
      SUBROUTINE SUBINT(XVEC, YVEC, XVAL, YVAL) 
 
 
c     THIS SUBROUTINE SORTS DATA FROM A SET AND THEN INTERPOLATES 
c     DATA POINTS USING A QUADRATIC FUNCTION 
 
c     XVEC IS A VECTOR OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
C     YVEC IS A VECTOR OF THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
C     NPAR IS THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS IN THE DATA SET(21) 
C     XVAL IS THE POINT TO BE INTERPOLATED AT 
C     YVAL IS THE DETERMINED VALUE, TO BE RETURNED ON OUTPUT 
 
      implicit real*8 (A-H, O-Z) 
      parameter(KPAR = 3) 
      parameter(NPAR = 21) 
 
      integer NPAR 
      real*8 XVAL, YVAL, XVEC(NPAR), YVEC(NPAR) 
      real*8 QMINA, QMINB, QMINC, DIFFA, DIFFB, DIFFC 
      real*8 IXA, IXB, IXC 
 
c     HERE ARE THE VARIABLES FOR CURVE FITTING 
      REAL*8 a1, a2, a3, b1, b2, b3 
      real*8 COEF(KPAR) 
 
 
c     Here we sort the data for the three nearest points 
c     Using a bubble sort to find the first minimum 
 
      QMINA = 1D16 
      QMINB = 1D16 
      QMINC = 1D16 
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      do i = 1, NPAR 
 
        DIFFA = ABS(XVEC(i)-XVAL) 
        if(DIFFA.LT.QMINA) then 
          QMINA = DIFFA 
          IXA = i 
        end if 
 
      end do 
 
      do 20 i = 1, NPAR 
 
        DIFFB = ABS(XVEC(i)-XVAL) 
        if(i.EQ.IXA) then 
          GOTO 20 
        end if 
 
        if(DIFFB.LT.QMINB) then 
          QMINB = DIFFB 
          IXB = i 
        end if 
 
   20 continue 
 
      do 30 i = 1, NPAR 
 
        DIFFC = ABS(XVEC(i)-XVAL) 
        if(i.EQ.IXA) then 
          GOTO 30 
        end if 
        if(i.EQ.IXB) then 
          GOTO 30 
        end if 
        if(DIFFC.LT.QMINC) then 
          QMINC = DIFFC 
          IXC = i 
        end if 
 
   30 continue 
 
 
      a1 = XVEC(IXA) 
      a2 = XVEC(IXB) 
      a3 = XVEC(IXC) 
 
      b1 = YVEC(IXA) 
      b2 = YVEC(IXB) 
      b3 = YVEC(IXC) 
 
 
c     HERE WE GENERATE THE QUADRATIC FUNCTION TO INTERPOLATE 
 
      COEF(1) = a2 * a3 / (-a2 * a1 + a2 * a3 + a1 ** 2 - a3 * a1) * b1 
     # - a3 * a1 / (-a3 * a1 + a2 * a1 - a2 ** 2 + a2 * a3) * b2 + a2 * 
     # a1 / (-a3 * a1 + a2 * a1 + a3 ** 2 - a2 * a3) * b3 
      COEF(2) = -(a2 + a3) / (-a2 * a1 + a2 * a3 + a1 ** 2 - a3 * a1) 
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     #* b1 + (a1 + a3) / (-a3 * a1 + a2 * a1 - a2 ** 2 + a2 * a3) * b2 
- 
     # (a1 + a2) / (-a3 * a1 + a2 * a1 + a3 ** 2 - a2 * a3) * b3 
      COEF(3) = 0.1D1 / (-a2 * a1 + a2 * a3 + a1 ** 2 - a3 * a1) * b1 
     #- 0.1D1 / (-a3 * a1 + a2 * a1 - a2 ** 2 + a2 * a3) * b2 + 0.1D1 / 
     #(-a3 * a1 + a2 * a1 + a3 ** 2 - a2 * a3) * b3 
 
 
c     HERE WE INTERPOLATE AT THE VALUE OF X CHOSEN ABOVE: 
 
      YVAL = COEF(1) + XVAL*COEF(2) + XVAL**2.0d0*COEF(3) 
 
 
      return 
      end 
 
c     ********************************************************* 
 
      SUBROUTINE CME1(RAD, CMEVAL, ITYPE) 
 
c     THIS SUBROUTINE PROVIDES COUPLING MATRIX ELEMENTS CME, 
c     GIVEN A RADIUS RAD AND INTERACTION TYPE ITYPE 
c     THE DIMENSIONS OF CME ARE NPAR 
 
c     rad is the radius 
c     V is the coupling matrix element 
c     itype is the type of interaction 
 
      implicit real*8 (a-h, o-z) 
 
      parameter(NPAR = 21) 
 
      real*8 RAD, CMEVAL 
      integer ITYPE, NPAR 
      real*8 QRAD(NPAR) 
      real*8 VCM(NPAR) 
 
      real*8 R(NPAR,6), V(NPAR,6), U(NPAR,6) 
 
      COMMON /ARRAYS/ R, V, U 
      COMMON /PARAMS/ PI, BK, HBAR, EC 
      COMMON /VALUES/ TEMP, XLAM, HRC1, HRC2 
 
 
c     HERE, 1 = T1, 2 = T2, 3 = T3 
c           4 = LT1, 5 = LT2, 6 = LT3 
 
      do i = 1, NPAR 
 
        QRAD(i) = R(i, ITYPE) 
        VCM(i) = V(i, ITYPE) 
 
      end do 
 
      CALL SUBINT(QRAD, VCM, RAD, CMEVAL) 
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      return 
      end 
 
c     ********************************************************* 
 
 
      SUBROUTINE POTENT(RAD, ENERGY, ITYPE) 
 
      implicit real*8 (a-h, o-z) 
 
 
c     THIS SUBROUTINE TAKES A PROVIDED RADIUS, RAD, AND COMPUTES 
C     THE INTERPOLATED VALUE OF TOTAL ENERGY POTENTIAL. 
c     Here are the associated parameters with the program: 
 
      parameter(NPAR = 21) 
 
      real*8 RAD, RHO 
      real*8 QRAD(NPAR), UEN(NPAR) 
      real*8 R(NPAR,6), V(NPAR,6), U(NPAR,6) 
 
      COMMON /ARRAYS/ R, V, U 
      COMMON /PARAMS/ PI, BK, HBAR, EC 
      COMMON /VALUES/ TEMP, XLAM, HRC1, HRC2 
 
c     HERE, 1 = T1, 2 = T2, 3 = T3 
c           4 = LT1, 5 = LT2, 6 = LT3 
 
      do i = 1, NPAR, 1 
 
        QRAD(i) = R(i,ITYPE) 
        UEN(i) = U(i,ITYPE) 
 
c        write(6,*) QRAD(i), UEN(i) 
 
      end do 
         
 
      CALL SUBINT(QRAD, UEN, RAD, ENERGY) 
 
 
      return 
      end 
 
 
c     ********************************************************* 
 
 
      FUNCTION HOPRATE(RADIUS, ITYPE) 
 
c     HERE WE COMPUTE VALUES OF W(r) 
c     Here are the associated parameters with the program: 
 
      implicit real*8 (a-h, o-z) 
 
      parameter(NPAR = 21) 
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      real*8 HOPRATE, RADIUS, CMEVAL, HRC1, HRC2 
      real*8 SUMHOPT1, SUMHOPT2, SUMHOPP 
      real*8 HOPT1(NPAR), HOPT2(NPAR), HOPP(NPAR) 
      real*8 RADT1, RADT2, RADP 
 
      integer ITYPE, NPAR 
 
      COMMON /PARAMS/ PI, BK, HBAR, EC 
      COMMON /VALUES/ TEMP, XLAM, HRC1, HRC2 
 
 
      CALL CME1(RADIUS, CMEVAL, ITYPE) 
 
      HOPRATE = CMEVAL**2.0d0 / HBAR * HRC1 * HRC2 
 
c      QHOP = HOPRATE*(1.0d0/2.47D-17) 
 
c      write(6,*) RADIUS, ITYPE, HOPRATE, QHOP 
 
      return 
      end 
 
 
c     ********************************************************* 
 
      FUNCTION TEMPFUNC(TEMP, ISET) 
 
c     THIS FUNCTION INCORPORATES COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION 
c     INTO THE CODE FOR GEOMETRY CALCULATION 
 
      implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
 
 
      if(ISET.EQ.1) then 
        A1 = 4.3078D-7 
        A2 = 8.0725D-5 
        A3 = 1.0d0 
      end if 
 
      if(ISET.EQ.2) then 
        A1 = 5.3741D-7 
c        A2 = 0.0d0 
        A2 = -5.4343D-5 
        A3 = 1.0d0 
      end if 
 
      if(ISET.EQ.3) then 
        A1 = 0.0d0 
        A2 = 0.0d0 
        A3 = 0.0d0 
      end if 
 
      if(ISET.EQ.4) then 
        A1 = 0.0d0 
        A2 = 0.0d0 
        A3 = 0.0d0 
      end if 
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      if(ISET.EQ.5) then 
        A1 = 0.0d0 
        A2 = 0.0001d0 
        A3 = 1.0d0 
      end if 
 
      if(ISET.EQ.6) then 
        A1 = 0.0d0 
        A2 = 0.0d0 
        A3 = 0.0d0 
      end if 
 
 
      TEMPFUNC = A1*TEMP**2.0d0 + A2*TEMP + A3 
 
c     TEMPFUNC IS A SCALAR TO BE MULTIPLIED AGAINST LATTICE PARAMS 
c     TO ACCOUNT FOR THERMAL EXPANSION (ISOTROPICALLY) 
 
 
      return 
      end 
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The following program, PMTDEX.f, is used to compute the mobility of a system 
affected by thermal vibrations and expansion, including phonon modes. 
 
      Program PMTDEX 
 
 
c     **************************************************************** 
c 
c     THIS PROGRAM UTILIZES 3-DIMENSIONAL SPACE WITHIN THE CRYSTAL 
C     STRUCTURE, WHICH WILL BE COMPARED TO A 1-DIMENSIONAL UNCOUPLED 
C     SYSTEM. THIS PROGRAM ACCOUNTS FOR SIMPLE THERMAL DISORDER AND 
c     THERMAL EXPANSION OF THE CRYSTAL. 
c      
c     **************************************************************** 
       
 
 
      implicit real*8 (a-h, o-z) 
 
      parameter(NPAR = 21) 
 
c     !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
c     !                                     ! 
c     ! Set Molecule Type Here For Later    ! 
c     ! Parameter Selection                 ! 
c     !                                     ! 
c     !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
      parameter(ISET = 4) 
 
c     !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
c     ! 1 = NAPH, 2 = ANTH, 3 = TETR, 4= PENT ! 
c     ! 5 = PUN, 6 = DMNBPDA                  ! 
c     !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
 
c     !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
c     ! NUMBER OF INTERACTION TYPES SET HERE  ! 
c     !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
      parameter(NTYPE = 6) 
      parameter(NPAIR = 2) 
c     NPAIR = 1 if non-symmetric/amorphous 
c     NPAIR = 2 if crystalline/symmetric 
 
 
c     **************************************************************** 
c     IF USING AM1 DATA, SET IAM1 = 1 
      parameter(IAM1 = 0) 
c     IF USING B3LYP 6-311G**, SET IBAS = 311 
      parameter(IBAS = 0) 
c     IF USING HYBRID DFT/AM1 DATA, SET IHYBRID = 1 
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      parameter(IHYBRID = 0) 
 
c     **************************************************************** 
c     IF THERMAL DISORDER SHOULD BE TURNED OFF, 
c     SET VALUE HERE (1 = TRUE, 0 = FALSE) 
c     (1 = DISORDER OFF) 
 
      parameter(ITDOFF = 0) 
 
c     **************************************************************** 
c     IF THERMAL EXPANSION DESIRED, SET HERE 
c     (1 = ON, 0 = OFF) 
 
      parameter(ITEXP = 1) 
 
c     **************************************************************** 
c     ICUBE is used as number of partitions in volumetric cube, 
c     which then becomes 2*n + 1 partitions, since volume is 
c     +/- ICUBE and includes zero. 
 
      parameter(ICUBE = 5) 
 
c     **************************************************************** 
c     FOR USE WITH PHONON MODE CALCULATION 
c     SET PHONON MODE TYPE (IPHONON) 
c     (0 = OFF, 1 = COMPRESS-SIDES, 2 = SHEAR-SIDES, 
c      3 = COMPRESS-STACK, 4 = SHEAR-STACK) 
 
      parameter(IPHONON=2) 
 
c     **************************************************************** 
c     IPNUM IS THE VALUE OF THE PHONON NUMBER OF POINTS, WHICH 
c     ARE ALSO THE INDEX VALUE OF THE STORED COUPLED-POTENTIAL 
c     CREATED BY THE PHONON MODE POSITIONS FOR FUNCTION WEIGHTING. 
 
      parameter(IPNUM=20) 
 
c     **************************************************************** 
 
      real*8 R(NPAR, 6) 
      real*8 S(NPAR, 6) 
      real*8 V(NPAR, 6) 
      real*8 U(NPAR, 6) 
      real*8 HOLEMO, DIFFCO 
      real*8 PI, BK, HBAR, EC, TEMP, XLAM, HRC1, HRC2 
      CHARACTER*3 CHECK 
  
c     RADIUS TAKES THE FOLLOWING FORM: 
c         RADIUS(-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,NTYPE,NPAIR) 
c                 ^ X-coord    ^ Y-coord    ^ Z-coord   ^     ^pairing 
c                                                       ^interaction 
 
      real*8 TOTU(-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,-IPNUM:IPNUM) 
      real*8 RHO3D(-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,-IPNUM:IPNUM) 
      real*8 RADIUS(-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,NTYPE,NPAIR, 
     >-IPNUM:IPNUM) 
      real*8 EQCO(6,NPAIR,3), EQCO2(6,NPAIR,3) 
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      real*8 TRANS(-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,NTYPE,NPAIR,  
     >-IPNUM:IPNUM) 
      real*8 TERM(-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,NTYPE,NPAIR, 
     >-IPNUM:IPNUM) 
      real*8 QINT(-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,NTYPE,NPAIR, 
     >-IPNUM:IPNUM) 
      real*8 TERMSUM(-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE, 
     >-IPNUM:IPNUM)      
 
      real*8 PROBDIS(-ICUBE:ICUBE,-ICUBE:ICUBE) 
 
      real*8 AVEC(3), BVEC(3), CVEC(3) 
      real*8 TESTVAL(NTYPE,NPAIR) 
 
 
      COMMON /ARRAYS/ R, V, U 
      COMMON /PARAMS/ PI, BK, HBAR, EC 
      COMMON /VALUES/ TEMP, XLAM, HRC1, HRC2 
 
      PI = 3.141592653d0 
      BK = 3.1667437711D-6 
c     (Boltzmann) units - Hartree / K 
      HBAR = 1.0d0 
c     (Planck/2Pi) units - Hartree s 
      EC = 1.0d0 
c     (Elementary Charge) 
 
      if(((ISET.EQ.5).and.(NTYPE.EQ.6)).or. 
     >   ((IBAS.EQ.311).and.(ISET.NE.1)).or. 
     >   ((IBAS.EQ.311).and.(IAM1.EQ.1))) then 
        QQQQQ = 1.0d0 
        goto 999 
      end if 
 
 
 
      write(6,*) 'INITIAL CONDITIONS:' 
      write(6,*) '***************************************************' 
 
      write(6,*) 'SET = ' 
      if(ISET.eq.1) then 
        write(6,*) 'NAPHTHALENE' 
      end if 
      if(ISET.eq.2) then 
        write(6,*) 'ANTHRACENE' 
      end if 
      if(ISET.eq.3) then 
        write(6,*) 'TETRACENE' 
      end if 
      if(ISET.eq.4) then 
        write(6,*) 'PENTACENE' 
      end if 
      if(ISET.eq.5) then 
        write(6,*) '3-PHENYL-1-UREIDONITRILE' 
      end if 
      if(ISET.eq.6) then 
        write(6,*) 'DMNBPDA' 
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      end if 
 
      write(6,*) 'BASIS = ' 
      if(IAM1+IBAS.eq.311) then 
        write(6,*) 'DFT B3LYP 6-311G**' 
      end if 
      if(IAM1+IBAS.eq.1) then 
        write(6,*) 'AM1' 
      end if 
      if(IAM1+IBAS.eq.0) then 
        write(6,*) 'DFT B3LYP 6-31G**' 
      end if 
 
      if(IHYBRID.eq.1) then 
      write(6,*) '****HYBRID DFT/AM1 DATA USED****' 
      end if 
 
      write(6,*) 'INTS, PAIRING: ', NTYPE, NPAIR 
      write(6,*) 'THERMAL DISORDER' 
      if(ITDOFF.eq.1) then 
        write(6,*) 'OFF' 
      else 
        write(6,*) 'ON' 
      end if 
      write(6,*) 'THERMAL EXPANSION' 
      if(ITEXP.eq.1) then 
        write(6,*) 'ON' 
      else 
        write(6,*) 'OFF' 
      end if 
 
      write(6,*) 'PHONON MODES: ' 
      if(IPHONON.eq.0) then 
        write(6,*) 'OFF' 
      end if 
      if(IPHONON.eq.1) then 
        write(6,*) 'COMPRESS - SIDES' 
      end if 
      if(IPHONON.eq.2) then 
        write(6,*) 'SHEAR - SIDES' 
      end if 
      if(IPHONON.eq.3) then 
        write(6,*) 'COMPRESS - STACK' 
      end if 
      if(IPHONON.eq.4) then 
        write(6,*) 'SHEAR - STACK' 
      end if 
 
 
      write(6,*) '***************************************************' 
      write(6,*) '' 
      write(6,*) 'ARE THESE OKAY? (YES/NO)' 
c      read(5,*) CHECK 
      if(CHECK.eq.'NO') then 
        goto 999 
      end if 
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c      write(6,*) 'STARTING FILE SETUP...' 
 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.1) then 
          if(IAM1.EQ.1) then 
            open(unit=41, file='AM1NAPHCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='AM1NAPHPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.0124453197d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            if(IHYBRID.EQ.1) then 
              XLAM = 0.0069974476d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            end if 
          end if 
          if(IAM1.EQ.0) then 
            open(unit=41, file='NAPHCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='NAPHPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.0069974476d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
          end if 
          if(IBAS.EQ.311) then 
            open(unit=41, file='BBNAPHCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='BBNAPHPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.007005256d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
          end if 
        end if 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.2) then 
          if(IAM1.EQ.1) then 
            open(unit=41, file='AM1ANTHCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='AM1ANTHPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.0104106050d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            if(IHYBRID.EQ.1) then 
              XLAM = 0.0051161892d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            end if 
          end if 
          if(IAM1.EQ.0) then 
            open(unit=41, file='ANTHCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='ANTHPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.0051161892d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
          end if 
        end if 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.3) then 
          if(IAM1.EQ.1) then 
            open(unit=41, file='AM1TETRCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='AM1TETRPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM =0.0098449313d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            if(IHYBRID.EQ.1) then 
              XLAM = 0.0043164254d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            end if 
          end if 
          if(IAM1.EQ.0) then 
            open(unit=41, file='TETRCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='TETRPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.0043164254d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
          end if 
        end if 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.4) then 
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          if(IAM1.EQ.1) then 
            open(unit=41, file='AM1PENTCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='AM1PENTPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.0050912206d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            if(IHYBRID.EQ.1) then 
              XLAM = 0.0034663113d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            end if 
          end if 
          if(IAM1.EQ.0) then 
            open(unit=41, file='PENTCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='PENTPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.0034663113d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
          end if 
        end if 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.5) then 
          if(IAM1.EQ.1) then 
            open(unit=41, file='AM1PUNCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='AM1PUNPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.0270541728d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            if(IHYBRID.EQ.1) then 
              XLAM = 0.0168497888d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            end if 
          end if 
          if(IAM1.EQ.0) then 
            open(unit=41, file='PUNCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='PUNPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.0168497888d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
          end if 
        end if 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.6) then 
          if(IAM1.EQ.1) then 
            open(unit=41, file='AM1DMNCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='AM1DMNPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.0245969937d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            if(IHYBRID.EQ.1) then 
              XLAM = 0.0153477832d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
            end if 
          end if 
          if(IAM1.EQ.0) then 
            open(unit=41, file='DMNCME.dat', status='OLD') 
            open(unit=42, file='DMNPOT.dat', status='OLD') 
            XLAM = 0.0153477832d0  !(Units = HARTREE) 
          end if 
        end if 
 
c      write(6,*) 'DONE.' 
c      write(6,*) '' 
c      write(6,*) '' 
c      write(6,*) 'LOADING FILES...' 
 
c     TESTFILE OUTPUT HERE -- FOR QUICK CONSISTENCY TESTING 
 
      open(unit=55, file='100Kdata.dat', status='REPLACE') 
      open(unit=56, file='300Kdata.dat', status='REPLACE') 
      open(unit=57, file='500Kdata.dat', status='REPLACE') 
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      open(unit=90, file='PHONONdata.dat', status='REPLACE') 
 
      do j = 1, NPAR 
 
        if(NTYPE.EQ.3) then 
          read(41, *) V(j,1), V(j,2), V(j,3) 
          read(42, *) U(j,1), U(j,2), U(j,3) 
        end if 
 
        if(NTYPE.EQ.6) then 
          read(41, *) V(j,1), V(j,2), V(j,3), V(j,4), V(j,5), V(j,6) 
          read(42, *) U(j,1), U(j,2), U(j,3), U(j,4), U(j,5), U(j,6) 
c          write(6, *) V(j,1), V(j,2), V(j,3), V(j,4), V(j,5), V(j,6) 
c          write(6, *) U(j,1), U(j,2), U(j,3), U(j,4), U(j,5), U(j,6) 
        end if 
 
      end do 
 
c      write(6,*) 'DONE.' 
 
      close(41) 
      close(42) 
 
 
c     !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
c     !                                                           ! 
c     ! CRYSTAL INFORMATION GOES HERE IN ORDER TO PROPERLY SET UP ! 
c     ! STRUCTURE FOR 3-D DISORDER (12 NEIGHBORS FOR OLIGOACENES) ! 
c     ! (PUN, DMNBPDA HAVE 6 NEIGHBORS)                           ! 
c     !                                                           ! 
c     !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
 
 
c     HERE WE GENERATE THE CUBE VOLUME FOR THE CENTRAL 
c     MOLECULE TO BE INTEGRATED OVER 
 
 
      if((ISET.EQ.1).or.(ISET.EQ.2)) then 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.1) then 
 
          UCA = 8.213d0/0.529177d0 
          UCB = 5.973d0/0.529177d0 
          UCC = 8.675d0/0.529177d0 
          CANG = 180.0d0-123.39d0 
  
        end if 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.2) then 
 
          UCA = 8.467d0/0.529177d0 
          UCB = 5.999d0/0.529177d0 
          UCC = 11.124d0/0.529177d0 
          CANG = 180.0d0-125.06d0 
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        end if 
 
        EPx = 0.0d0 
        EPy = UCC*SIN(PI*CANG/180.0d0) 
        EPz = UCC*COS(PI*CANG/180.0d0) 
 
c        write(6,*) '***********************' 
c        write(6,*) EPx, EPy, EPz 
c        write(6,*) '***********************' 
 
c     EQCO(ITYPE, SUBTYPE, COORDINATE) 
 
        EQCO(1,1,1) = -0.5d0*UCB 
        EQCO(1,1,2) = 0.5d0*UCA 
        EQCO(1,1,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(1,2,1) = 0.5d0*UCB 
        EQCO(1,2,2) = -0.5d0*UCA 
        EQCO(1,2,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(2,1,1) = -0.5d0*UCB 
        EQCO(2,1,2) = -0.5d0*UCA 
        EQCO(2,1,3) =  0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(2,2,1) = 0.5d0*UCB 
        EQCO(2,2,2) = 0.5d0*UCA 
        EQCO(2,2,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(3,1,1) = -1.0d0*UCB 
        EQCO(3,1,2) = 0.0d0 
        EQCO(3,1,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(3,2,1) = 1.0d0*UCB  
        EQCO(3,2,2) = 0.0d0 
        EQCO(3,2,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(4,1,1) = EQCO(1,2,1) - EPx 
        EQCO(4,1,2) = EQCO(1,2,2) - EPy 
        EQCO(4,1,3) = EQCO(1,2,3) - EPz 
 
        EQCO(4,2,1) = -EQCO(4,1,1) 
        EQCO(4,2,2) = -EQCO(4,1,2) 
        EQCO(4,2,3) = -EQCO(4,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(5,1,1) = EQCO(2,1,1) - EPx 
        EQCO(5,1,2) = EQCO(2,1,2) - EPy 
        EQCO(5,1,3) = EQCO(2,1,3) - EPz 
 
        EQCO(5,2,1) = -EQCO(5,1,1) 
        EQCO(5,2,2) = -EQCO(5,1,2) 
        EQCO(5,2,3) = -EQCO(5,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(6,1,1) = EQCO(3,2,1) - EPx 
        EQCO(6,1,2) = EQCO(3,2,2) - EPy 
        EQCO(6,1,3) = EQCO(3,2,3) - EPz 
 
        EQCO(6,2,1) = -EQCO(6,1,1) 
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        EQCO(6,2,2) = -EQCO(6,1,2) 
        EQCO(6,2,3) = -EQCO(6,1,3) 
 
      end if 
 
 
      if((ISET.EQ.3).or.(ISET.EQ.4)) then 
 
c     TETRACENE AND PENTACENE GEOMETRY 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.3) then 
 
          UCA = 7.90d0/0.529177d0 
          UCB = 6.03d0/0.529177d0 
          UCC = 13.53d0/0.529177d0 
 
          ALPHA = 100.3d0*PI/180.0d0 
          BETA = 113.2d0*PI/180.0d0 
          GAMMA = 86.3d0*PI/180.0d0 
 
        end if 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.4) then 
 
          UCA = 7.90d0/0.529177d0 
          UCB = 6.06d0/0.529177d0 
          UCC = 16.01d0/0.529177d0 
 
          ALPHA = 101.9d0*PI/180.0d0 
          BETA = 112.6d0*PI/180.0d0 
          GAMMA = 85.8d0*PI/180.0d0 
 
        end if 
 
        AVEC(1) = UCA*COS(GAMMA) 
        AVEC(2) = 0.0d0 
        AVEC(3) = UCA*SIN(GAMMA) 
 
        BVEC(1) = UCB 
        BVEC(2) = 0.0d0 
        BVEC(3) = 0.0d0 
 
        CVEC(1) = UCC*COS(PI-ALPHA) 
        CVEC(3) = UCC*COS(PI-BETA) 
        CVEC(2) = SQRT(UCC**2.0d0-CVEC(1)**2.0d0-CVEC(3)**2.0d0) 
 
        EQCO(1,1,1) = (AVEC(1)-BVEC(1))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(1,1,2) = (AVEC(2)-BVEC(2))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(1,1,3) = (AVEC(3)-BVEC(3))/2.0d0 
 
        EQCO(1,2,1) = -EQCO(1,1,1) 
        EQCO(1,2,2) = -EQCO(1,1,2) 
        EQCO(1,2,3) = -EQCO(1,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(2,1,1) = (AVEC(1)+BVEC(1))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(2,1,2) = (AVEC(2)+BVEC(2))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(2,1,3) = (AVEC(3)+BVEC(3))/2.0d0 
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        EQCO(2,2,1) = -EQCO(2,1,1) 
        EQCO(2,2,2) = -EQCO(2,1,2) 
        EQCO(2,2,3) = -EQCO(2,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(3,1,1) = UCB/2.0d0 
        EQCO(3,1,2) = 0.0d0 
        EQCO(3,1,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(3,2,1) = -EQCO(3,1,1) 
        EQCO(3,2,2) = -EQCO(3,1,2) 
        EQCO(3,2,3) = -EQCO(3,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(4,1,1) = -CVEC(1)+(AVEC(1)-BVEC(1))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(4,1,2) = CVEC(2)+(AVEC(2)-BVEC(2))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(4,1,3) = CVEC(3)+(AVEC(3)-BVEC(3))/2.0d0 
 
        EQCO(4,2,1) = -EQCO(4,1,1) 
        EQCO(4,2,2) = -EQCO(4,1,2) 
        EQCO(4,2,3) = -EQCO(4,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(5,1,1) = CVEC(1)+(AVEC(1)+BVEC(1))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(5,1,2) = CVEC(2)+(AVEC(2)+BVEC(2))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(5,1,3) = CVEC(3)+(AVEC(3)+BVEC(3))/2.0d0 
 
        EQCO(5,2,1) = -EQCO(5,1,1) 
        EQCO(5,2,2) = -EQCO(5,1,2) 
        EQCO(5,2,3) = -EQCO(5,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(6,1,1) = -CVEC(1) 
        EQCO(6,1,2) = CVEC(2) 
        EQCO(6,1,3) = CVEC(3) 
 
        EQCO(6,2,1) = -EQCO(6,1,1) 
        EQCO(6,2,2) = -EQCO(6,1,2) 
        EQCO(6,2,3) = -EQCO(6,1,3) 
 
c        do itest = 1,3,1 
c          write(6,*) AVEC(itest), BVEC(itest), CVEC(itest)           
c        end do 
 
c        do ik = 1,NTYPE,1 
c          do il = 1,NPAIR,1 
c            do im = 1,3,1 
c              write(6,*) EQCO(ik,il,im) 
c            end do 
c          end do 
c        end do 
 
c        do ik = 1,NTYPE,1 
c          do il = 1,NPAIR,1 
c          
TESTVAL(ik,il)=SQRT(EQCO(ik,il,1)**2.0d0+EQCO(ik,il,2)**2.0d0 
c     >                       +EQCO(ik,il,3)**2.0d0) 
c          write(6,*) TESTVAL(ik,il) 
c          end do 
c        end do 
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      end if 
 
 
 
      if(ISET.EQ.5) then 
 
        XUNIT = 11.528d0 
        YUNIT = 9.166d0 
        ZUNIT = 14.655d0 
       
        XEQCOCM = 0.75d0 
        YEQCOCM = 0.22d0 
        ZEQCOCM = 0.39d0 
       
        EQCO(1,1,1) = (0.25d0 - XEQCOCM)*XUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(1,1,2) = (0.22d0 - YEQCOCM)*YUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(1,1,3) = (0.11d0 - ZEQCOCM)*ZUNIT / 0.529177d0 
       
        EQCO(2,1,1) = (0.25d0 - XEQCOCM)*XUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(2,1,2) = (0.28d0 - YEQCOCM)*YUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(2,1,3) = (0.61d0 - ZEQCOCM)*ZUNIT / 0.529177d0 
 
        EQCO(3,1,1) = (0.75d0 - XEQCOCM)*XUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(3,1,2) = (0.72d0 - YEQCOCM)*YUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(3,1,3) = (0.39d0 - ZEQCOCM)*ZUNIT / 0.529177d0 
 
        EQCO(1,2,1) = -1.0d0*EQCO(1,1,1) 
        EQCO(1,2,2) = -1.0d0*EQCO(1,1,2) 
        EQCO(1,2,3) = -1.0d0*EQCO(1,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(2,2,1) = -1.0d0*EQCO(2,1,1) 
        EQCO(2,2,2) = -1.0d0*EQCO(2,1,2) 
        EQCO(2,2,3) = -1.0d0*EQCO(2,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(3,2,1) = -1.0d0*EQCO(3,1,1) 
        EQCO(3,2,2) = -1.0d0*EQCO(3,1,2) 
        EQCO(3,2,3) = -1.0d0*EQCO(3,1,3) 
 
      end if      
 
 
 
c     "IN-HOUSE RADII COMPUTATION OCCURS HERE" 
 
      qpiece = -1.0d0/0.529177d0 
 
      do ix = 1,NPAR,1 
        do ij = 1,NTYPE,1 
 
          R(ix,ij) = SQRT(EQCO(ij,1,1)**2.0d0+EQCO(ij,1,2)**2.0d0 
     >       + EQCO(ij,1,3)**2.0d0) + qpiece 
 
          S(ix,ij) = R(ix,ij)*0.529177d0 
 
c          write(6,*) S(ix,ij), S(ix,ij)/0.529177d0 
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        end do 
 
        qpiece = qpiece + 0.1d0/0.529177d0 
 
      end do 
 
 
 
 
 
 
c     THIS IS THE OUTER LOOP FOR TEMPERATURE!!!! 
c      write(6,*) 'Initializing Temperature Loops...' 
 
 
      do i = 10, 500, 10 
 
        TEMP = Dreal(i) 
 
      if(ITDOFF.EQ.1) then 
        TEMPX = 10.0d0 
      else 
        TEMPX = TEMP  
      end if 
 
        HRC1 = SQRT (PI / (XLAM * BK * TEMP) ) 
        HRC2 = EXP(-1.0d0 * XLAM / (4.0d0* BK * TEMP) ) 
 
 
c     HERE WE BEGIN THE OUTER LOOP FOR PHONON MODE POTENTIAL 
c     CALCULATION, WHERE PSCALE IS THE SCALAR VALUE BEING VARIED. 
c     PHONON MODE 4 (X-SHEAR) REQUIRES SECONDARY VALUE, QSCALE. 
 
      do iscale = -IPNUM,IPNUM,1 
 
        pscale = (dreal(iscale)+dreal(IPNUM))/(2.0d0*5.29177d0) 
        qscale = dreal(iscale)/5.29177d0 
 
c        write(6,*) pscale, qscale 
 
 
c     SCALING OF CELL PARAMETERS BY TEMPERATURE OCCURS 
C     HERE, CALLING FUNCTION TEMPFUNC(TEMP, ISET) 
 
 
      if((ISET.EQ.1).or.(ISET.EQ.2)) then 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.1) then 
          UCA = 8.213d0/0.529177d0 
          UCB = 5.973d0/0.529177d0 
          UCC = 8.675d0/0.529177d0 
          CANG = 180.0d0-123.39d0 
        end if 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.2) then 
          UCA = 8.467d0/0.529177d0 
          UCB = 5.999d0/0.529177d0 
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          UCC = 11.124d0/0.529177d0 
          CANG = 180.0d0-125.06d0 
        end if 
 
        if(ITEXP.EQ.1) then 
          UCA = UCA*(TEMPFUNC(TEMP, ISET)**(1.0d0/3.0d0)) 
          UCB = UCB*(TEMPFUNC(TEMP, ISET)**(1.0d0/3.0d0)) 
          UCC = UCC*(TEMPFUNC(TEMP, ISET)**(1.0d0/3.0d0)) 
        end if 
 
c        UCVOL = UCA*UCB*UCC*COS(PI*CANG/180.0d0) 
c        write(6,*) TEMP, UCVOL   
 
        EPx = 0.0d0 
        EPy = UCC*SIN(PI*CANG/180.0d0) 
        EPz = UCC*COS(PI*CANG/180.0d0) 
 
c        write(6,*) '***********************' 
c        write(6,*) EPx, EPy, EPz 
c        write(6,*) '***********************' 
 
c     EQCO(ITYPE, SUBTYPE, COORDINATE) 
 
        EQCO(1,1,1) = -0.5d0*UCB 
        EQCO(1,1,2) = 0.5d0*UCA 
        EQCO(1,1,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(1,2,1) = 0.5d0*UCB 
        EQCO(1,2,2) = -0.5d0*UCA 
        EQCO(1,2,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(2,1,1) = -0.5d0*UCB 
        EQCO(2,1,2) = -0.5d0*UCA 
        EQCO(2,1,3) =  0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(2,2,1) = 0.5d0*UCB 
        EQCO(2,2,2) = 0.5d0*UCA 
        EQCO(2,2,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(3,1,1) = -1.0d0*UCB 
        EQCO(3,1,2) = 0.0d0 
        EQCO(3,1,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(3,2,1) = 1.0d0*UCB 
        EQCO(3,2,2) = 0.0d0 
        EQCO(3,2,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(4,1,1) = EQCO(1,2,1) - EPx 
        EQCO(4,1,2) = EQCO(1,2,2) - EPy 
        EQCO(4,1,3) = EQCO(1,2,3) - EPz 
 
        EQCO(4,2,1) = -EQCO(4,1,1) 
        EQCO(4,2,2) = -EQCO(4,1,2) 
        EQCO(4,2,3) = -EQCO(4,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(5,1,1) = EQCO(2,1,1) - EPx 
        EQCO(5,1,2) = EQCO(2,1,2) - EPy 
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        EQCO(5,1,3) = EQCO(2,1,3) - EPz 
 
        EQCO(5,2,1) = -EQCO(5,1,1) 
        EQCO(5,2,2) = -EQCO(5,1,2) 
        EQCO(5,2,3) = -EQCO(5,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(6,1,1) = EQCO(3,2,1) - EPx 
        EQCO(6,1,2) = EQCO(3,2,2) - EPy 
        EQCO(6,1,3) = EQCO(3,2,3) - EPz 
 
        EQCO(6,2,1) = -EQCO(6,1,1) 
        EQCO(6,2,2) = -EQCO(6,1,2) 
        EQCO(6,2,3) = -EQCO(6,1,3) 
 
 
 
c    COMPRESSING SIDES (X-AXIS CONTRACT) 
 
        if(IPHONON.EQ.1) then 
          EQCO(1,1,2) = EQCO(1,1,2) + PSCALE 
          EQCO(1,2,2) = EQCO(1,2,2) - PSCALE 
          EQCO(2,1,2) = EQCO(2,1,2) + PSCALE 
          EQCO(2,2,2) = EQCO(2,2,2) - PSCALE 
          EQCO(3,1,2) = EQCO(3,1,2) + PSCALE 
          EQCO(3,2,2) = EQCO(3,2,2) - PSCALE 
          EQCO(4,1,2) = EQCO(4,1,2) + PSCALE 
          EQCO(4,2,2) = EQCO(4,2,2) - PSCALE 
          EQCO(5,1,2) = EQCO(5,1,2) + PSCALE 
          EQCO(5,2,2) = EQCO(5,2,2) - PSCALE 
          EQCO(6,1,2) = EQCO(6,1,2) + PSCALE 
          EQCO(6,2,2) = EQCO(6,2,2) - PSCALE 
        end if 
 
c     SHEARING SIDES (Y-AXIS +/-) 
 
        if(IPHONON.EQ.2) then 
          EQCO(1,1,2) = EQCO(1,1,2) + QSCALE 
          EQCO(1,2,2) = EQCO(1,2,2) - QSCALE 
          EQCO(2,1,2) = EQCO(2,1,2) + QSCALE 
          EQCO(2,2,2) = EQCO(2,2,2) - QSCALE 
          EQCO(3,1,2) = EQCO(3,1,2) + QSCALE 
          EQCO(3,2,2) = EQCO(3,2,2) - QSCALE 
          EQCO(4,1,2) = EQCO(4,1,2) + QSCALE 
          EQCO(4,2,2) = EQCO(4,2,2) - QSCALE 
          EQCO(5,1,2) = EQCO(5,1,2) + QSCALE 
          EQCO(5,2,2) = EQCO(5,2,2) - QSCALE 
          EQCO(6,1,2) = EQCO(6,1,2) + QSCALE 
          EQCO(6,2,2) = EQCO(6,2,2) - QSCALE 
        end if 
 
c     COMPRESSING STACK (Y-AXIS CONTRACT) 
c     P-interaction must remain unchanged 
 
        if(IPHONON.EQ.3) then 
          EQCO(1,1,2) = EQCO(1,1,2) - PSCALE 
          EQCO(1,2,2) = EQCO(1,2,2) + PSCALE 
          EQCO(2,1,2) = EQCO(2,1,2) + PSCALE 
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          EQCO(2,2,2) = EQCO(2,2,2) - PSCALE 
          EQCO(4,1,2) = EQCO(4,1,2) - PSCALE 
          EQCO(4,2,2) = EQCO(4,2,2) + PSCALE 
          EQCO(5,1,2) = EQCO(5,1,2) + PSCALE 
          EQCO(5,2,2) = EQCO(5,2,2) - PSCALE 
        end if 
 
c     SHEARING STACK (X-AXIS +/-) 
c     P-interaction must remain unchanged 
 
         if(IPHONON.EQ.4) then 
            EQCO(1,1,1) = EQCO(1,1,1) + QSCALE 
            EQCO(1,2,1) = EQCO(1,2,1) - QSCALE 
            EQCO(2,1,1) = EQCO(2,1,1) - QSCALE 
            EQCO(2,2,1) = EQCO(2,2,1) + QSCALE 
            EQCO(4,1,1) = EQCO(4,1,1) + QSCALE 
            EQCO(4,2,1) = EQCO(4,2,1) - QSCALE 
            EQCO(5,1,1) = EQCO(5,1,1) - QSCALE 
            EQCO(5,2,1) = EQCO(5,2,1) + QSCALE 
        end if 
 
      end if 
 
 
 
 
      if((ISET.EQ.3).or.(ISET.EQ.4)) then 
 
c     TETRACENE AND PENTACENE GEOMETRY 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.3) then 
 
          UCA = 7.90d0/0.529177d0 
          UCB = 6.03d0/0.529177d0 
          UCC = 13.53d0/0.529177d0 
 
          ALPHA = 100.3d0*PI/180.0d0 
          BETA = 113.2d0*PI/180.0d0 
          GAMMA = 86.3d0*PI/180.0d0 
 
        end if 
 
        if(ISET.EQ.4) then 
 
          UCA = 7.90d0/0.529177d0 
          UCB = 6.06d0/0.529177d0 
          UCC = 16.01d0/0.529177d0 
 
          ALPHA = 101.9d0*PI/180.0d0 
          BETA = 112.6d0*PI/180.0d0 
          GAMMA = 85.8d0*PI/180.0d0 
 
          AXP1 = 1.0d0 
          AXP2 = 1.3427D-05 
          AXP3 = -4.5373D-08 
 
          BXP1 = 1.0d0 
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          BXP2 = -9.2796D-05 
          BXP3 = 3.1744D-07 
 
          CXP1 = 1.0d0 
          CXP2 = -6.9245D-05 
          CXP3 = 2.3966D-07 
 
        end if 
 
        if(ITEXP.EQ.1) then 
 
          if(ISET.EQ.3) then 
 
            UCA = UCA*(4.188482D-06*TEMP + 1.0d0) 
            UCB = UCB*(9.109948D-05*TEMP + 1.0d0) 
            YSC = (2.617801D-05*TEMP + 1.0d0) 
 
c            write(6,*) UCA, UCB, UCC 
c            read(5,*) PAUSE 
 
          end if 
 
          if(ISET.EQ.4) then 
 
            UCA = UCA*(AXP1 + AXP2*TEMP + AXP3*TEMP**2.0d0) 
            UCB = UCB*(BXP1 + BXP2*TEMP + BXP3*TEMP**2.0d0) 
            YSC = (CXP1 + CXP2*TEMP + CXP3*TEMP**2.0d0) 
 
c            write(6,*) UCA, UCB, UCC 
c            read(5,*) PAUSE 
         
          end if 
 
        end if 
 
        AVEC(1) = UCA*COS(GAMMA) 
        AVEC(2) = 0.0d0 
        AVEC(3) = UCA*SIN(GAMMA) 
 
        BVEC(1) = UCB 
        BVEC(2) = 0.0d0 
        BVEC(3) = 0.0d0 
 
        CVEC(1) = UCC*COS(PI-ALPHA) 
        CVEC(3) = UCC*COS(PI-BETA) 
        CVEC(2) = SQRT(UCC**2.0d0-CVEC(1)**2.0d0-CVEC(3)**2.0d0) 
 
        if(ITEXP.EQ.1) then 
          CVEC(2) = CVEC(2)*YSC 
        end if 
 
 
        EQCO(1,1,1) = (AVEC(1)-BVEC(1))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(1,1,2) = (AVEC(2)-BVEC(2))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(1,1,3) = (AVEC(3)-BVEC(3))/2.0d0 
 
        EQCO(1,2,1) = -EQCO(1,1,1) 
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        EQCO(1,2,2) = -EQCO(1,1,2) 
        EQCO(1,2,3) = -EQCO(1,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(2,1,1) = (AVEC(1)+BVEC(1))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(2,1,2) = (AVEC(2)+BVEC(2))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(2,1,3) = (AVEC(3)+BVEC(3))/2.0d0 
 
        EQCO(2,2,1) = -EQCO(2,1,1) 
        EQCO(2,2,2) = -EQCO(2,1,2) 
        EQCO(2,2,3) = -EQCO(2,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(3,1,1) = UCB/2.0d0 
        EQCO(3,1,2) = 0.0d0 
        EQCO(3,1,3) = 0.0d0 
 
        EQCO(3,2,1) = -EQCO(3,1,1) 
        EQCO(3,2,2) = -EQCO(3,1,2) 
        EQCO(3,2,3) = -EQCO(3,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(4,1,1) = -CVEC(1)+(AVEC(1)-BVEC(1))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(4,1,2) = CVEC(2)+(AVEC(2)-BVEC(2))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(4,1,3) = CVEC(3)+(AVEC(3)-BVEC(3))/2.0d0 
 
        EQCO(4,2,1) = -EQCO(4,1,1) 
        EQCO(4,2,2) = -EQCO(4,1,2) 
        EQCO(4,2,3) = -EQCO(4,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(5,1,1) = CVEC(1)+(AVEC(1)+BVEC(1))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(5,1,2) = CVEC(2)+(AVEC(2)+BVEC(2))/2.0d0 
        EQCO(5,1,3) = CVEC(3)+(AVEC(3)+BVEC(3))/2.0d0 
 
        EQCO(5,2,1) = -EQCO(5,1,1) 
        EQCO(5,2,2) = -EQCO(5,1,2) 
        EQCO(5,2,3) = -EQCO(5,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(6,1,1) = -CVEC(1) 
        EQCO(6,1,2) = CVEC(2) 
        EQCO(6,1,3) = CVEC(3) 
 
        EQCO(6,2,1) = -EQCO(6,1,1) 
        EQCO(6,2,2) = -EQCO(6,1,2) 
        EQCO(6,2,3) = -EQCO(6,1,3) 
 
 
 
        if(IPHONON.EQ.1) then 
 
c       COMPRESS SIDES 
 
          EQCO(1,1,1) = EQCO(1,1,1) + PSCALE 
          EQCO(1,2,1) = EQCO(1,2,1) - PSCALE 
          EQCO(2,1,1) = EQCO(2,1,1) - PSCALE 
          EQCO(2,2,1) = EQCO(2,2,1) + PSCALE 
          EQCO(3,1,1) = EQCO(3,1,1) - PSCALE 
          EQCO(3,2,1) = EQCO(3,2,1) + PSCALE 
          EQCO(4,1,1) = EQCO(4,1,1) + PSCALE 
          EQCO(4,2,1) = EQCO(4,2,1) - PSCALE 
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          EQCO(5,1,1) = EQCO(5,1,1) - PSCALE 
          EQCO(5,2,1) = EQCO(5,2,1) + PSCALE 
          EQCO(6,1,1) = EQCO(6,1,1) - PSCALE 
          EQCO(6,2,1) = EQCO(6,2,1) + PSCALE 
 
        end if 
 
        if(IPHONON.EQ.2) then 
 
c       SHEAR SIDES 
 
          EQCO(1,1,3) = EQCO(1,1,3) + QSCALE 
          EQCO(1,2,3) = EQCO(1,2,3) - QSCALE 
          EQCO(2,1,3) = EQCO(2,1,3) - QSCALE 
          EQCO(2,2,3) = EQCO(2,2,3) + QSCALE 
          EQCO(3,1,3) = EQCO(3,1,3) - QSCALE 
          EQCO(3,2,3) = EQCO(3,2,3) + QSCALE 
          EQCO(4,1,3) = EQCO(4,1,3) + QSCALE 
          EQCO(4,2,3) = EQCO(4,2,3) - QSCALE 
          EQCO(5,1,3) = EQCO(5,1,3) - QSCALE 
          EQCO(5,2,3) = EQCO(5,2,3) + QSCALE 
          EQCO(6,1,3) = EQCO(6,1,3) - QSCALE 
          EQCO(6,2,3) = EQCO(6,2,3) + QSCALE 
 
        end if 
 
        if(IPHONON.EQ.3) then 
 
c       COMPRESS STACK 
 
          EQCO(1,1,3) = EQCO(1,1,3) - PSCALE 
          EQCO(1,2,3) = EQCO(1,2,3) + PSCALE 
          EQCO(2,1,3) = EQCO(2,1,3) - PSCALE 
          EQCO(2,2,3) = EQCO(2,2,3) + PSCALE 
          EQCO(4,1,3) = EQCO(4,1,3) - PSCALE 
          EQCO(4,2,3) = EQCO(4,2,3) + PSCALE 
          EQCO(5,1,3) = EQCO(5,1,3) - PSCALE 
          EQCO(5,2,3) = EQCO(5,2,3) + PSCALE 
 
        end if 
 
        if(IPHONON.EQ.4) then 
 
c       SHEAR STACK 
       
          EQCO(1,1,1) = EQCO(1,1,1) + QSCALE 
          EQCO(1,2,1) = EQCO(1,2,1) - QSCALE 
          EQCO(2,1,1) = EQCO(2,1,1) + QSCALE 
          EQCO(2,2,1) = EQCO(2,2,1) - QSCALE 
          EQCO(4,1,1) = EQCO(4,1,1) + QSCALE 
          EQCO(4,2,1) = EQCO(4,2,1) - QSCALE 
          EQCO(5,1,1) = EQCO(5,1,1) + QSCALE 
          EQCO(5,2,1) = EQCO(5,2,1) - QSCALE 
 
        end if 
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      end if 
 
      if(ISET.EQ.5) then 
 
        XUNIT = 11.528d0 
        YUNIT = 9.166d0 
        ZUNIT = 14.655d0 
 
        XEQCOCM = 0.75d0 
        YEQCOCM = 0.22d0 
        ZEQCOCM = 0.39d0 
 
        if(ITEXP.EQ.1) then 
          XUNIT = XUNIT*(TEMPFUNC(TEMP,ISET)**(1.0d0/3.0d0)) 
          YUNIT = YUNIT*(TEMPFUNC(TEMP,ISET)**(1.0d0/3.0d0)) 
          ZUNIT = ZUNIT*(TEMPFUNC(TEMP,ISET)**(1.0d0/3.0d0)) 
        end if 
 
        EQCO(1,1,1) = (0.25d0 - XEQCOCM)*XUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(1,1,2) = (0.22d0 - YEQCOCM)*YUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(1,1,3) = (0.11d0 - ZEQCOCM)*ZUNIT / 0.529177d0 
 
        EQCO(2,1,1) = (0.25d0 - XEQCOCM)*XUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(2,1,2) = (0.28d0 - YEQCOCM)*YUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(2,1,3) = (0.61d0 - ZEQCOCM)*ZUNIT / 0.529177d0 
 
        EQCO(3,1,1) = (0.75d0 - XEQCOCM)*XUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(3,1,2) = (0.72d0 - YEQCOCM)*YUNIT / 0.529177d0 
        EQCO(3,1,3) = (0.39d0 - ZEQCOCM)*ZUNIT / 0.529177d0 
 
        EQCO(1,2,1) = -1.0d0*EQCO(1,1,1) 
        EQCO(1,2,2) = -1.0d0*EQCO(1,1,2) 
        EQCO(1,2,3) = -1.0d0*EQCO(1,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(2,2,1) = -1.0d0*EQCO(2,1,1) 
        EQCO(2,2,2) = -1.0d0*EQCO(2,1,2) 
        EQCO(2,2,3) = -1.0d0*EQCO(2,1,3) 
 
        EQCO(3,2,1) = -1.0d0*EQCO(3,1,1) 
        EQCO(3,2,2) = -1.0d0*EQCO(3,1,2) 
        EQCO(3,2,3) = -1.0d0*EQCO(3,1,3) 
 
      end if 
 
 
 
      QWIGGLE = 1.0d0/0.529177d0 
 
      do k = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
        do L = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
          do m = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
            do im = 1, NTYPE, 1 
              do in = 1, NPAIR, 1 
 
          qk = real(k)/real(ICUBE)*QWIGGLE 
          qL = real(L)/real(ICUBE)*QWIGGLE 
          qm = real(m)/real(ICUBE)*QWIGGLE 
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          RADIUS(k,L,m,im,in,iscale) = SQRT( (EQCO(im,in,1)-qk)**2.0d0 
     >  + (EQCO(im,in,2)-qL)**2.0d0 + (EQCO(im,in,3)-qm)**2.0d0 ) 
 
              end do 
            end do 
          end do 
        end do 
      end do 
      end do 
  
 
      do iscale = -IPNUM,IPNUM,1 
      do k = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
        do L = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
          do m = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
 
          TOTU(k,L,m,iscale) = 0.0d0 
 
          end do 
        end do 
      end do 
      end do 
 
      QUMIN = 1D10 
 
      USUM = 0.0d0 
 
      do iscale = -IPNUM,IPNUM,1 
      do k = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
        do L = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
          do m = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
            do im = 1,NTYPE,1 
              do in = 1,NPAIR,1 
 
          CALL POTENT(RADIUS(k,L,m,im,in,iscale), UTERM, im) 
          TOTU(k,L,m,iscale) = UTERM + TOTU(k,L,m,iscale) 
 
              end do 
            end do 
 
          if(TOTU(k,L,m,iscale).LT.QUMIN) then 
            QUMIN = TOTU(k,L,m,iscale) 
c            write(6,*) QUMIN 
          end if 
 
          end do 
        end do 
      end do 
      end do 
 
      SUMRHO3D = 0.0d0 
 
 
 
 
      do iscale = -IPNUM,IPNUM,1 
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      do k = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
        do L = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
          do m = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
 
            TOTU(k,L,m,iscale) = TOTU(k,L,m,iscale) - QUMIN 
 
            if(ITDOFF.EQ.1) then 
              if((k.ne.0).or.(L.ne.0).or.(m.ne.0)) then 
c                TOTU(k,L,m,iscale) = 50.0d0 
              end if 
              if(m.ne.0) then 
                TOTU(k,L,m,iscale) = 50.0d0 
              end if 
            end if 
 
          end do 
        end do 
      end do 
      end do 
 
 
      if(TEMP.eq.300) then 
        do iscale = -IPNUM,IPNUM,1 
          write(90,*) TEMP, iscale, TOTU(0,0,0,iscale) 
        end do 
      end if 
 
 
 
      do iscale = -IPNUM,IPNUM,1 
      do k = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
        do L = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
          do m = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
 
            RHO3D(k,L,m,iscale) = 
     >      EXP(-1.0d0*TOTU(k,L,m,iscale)/(BK*TEMPX)) 
            SUMRHO3D = SUMRHO3D + RHO3D(k,L,m,iscale) 
 
          end do 
        end do 
      end do 
      end do 
 
c     RHOTEST TESTS NORMALITY. 
 
      RHOTEST = 0.0d0 
     
      do iscale = -IPNUM,IPNUM,1 
      do k = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
        do L = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
          do m = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
 
            RHO3D(k,L,m,iscale) = RHO3D(k,L,m,iscale) / SUMRHO3D 
            RHOTEST = RHO3D(k,L,m,iscale) + RHOTEST 
 
          end do 
        end do 
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      end do 
      end do 
 
c      write(6,*) RHOTEST 
 
 
      do iscale = -IPNUM,IPNUM,1 
      do k = -ICUBE,ICUBE,1 
        do L = -ICUBE,ICUBE,1 
          do m = -ICUBE,ICUBE,1 
  
      TERMSUM(k,L,m,iscale) = 0.0d0 
 
          end do 
        end do 
      end do 
      end do 
 
c     TERM REFERS TO THE P TERM, WHICH IS NORMALIZED CHARGE 
c     TRANSFER PROBABILITY (hoprate/sum of all hoprates) 
c     COMPUTED LATER AS TRANS 
 
 
      do iscale = -IPNUM,IPNUM,1 
      do k = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
        do L = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
          do m = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
            do im = 1, NTYPE, 1 
              do in = 1, NPAIR, 1 
 
              TERM(k,L,m,im,in,iscale) = 
     >        HOPRATE(RADIUS(k,L,m,im,in,iscale), im) 
 
c              if((k.eq.0).and.(L.eq.0).and.(m.eq.0)) then 
c                write(6,*) TEMP, TERM(k,L,m,im,in,iscale), im, in 
c                write(6,*) R(21,in), TEMP, 'radius', 
c    >                      RADIUS(k,L,m,im,in,iscale) 
c                write(6,*) TEMP, 'radius^2', 
c    >                      RADIUS(k,L,m,im,in,iscale)**2.0d0 
c              end if 
 
              TERMSUM(k,L,m,iscale) = TERM(k,L,m,im,in,iscale) + 
     >                                TERMSUM(k,L,m,iscale) 
 
c              write(6,*) TERMSUM(k,L,m,iscale) 
 
              end do 
            end do 
          end do 
        end do 
      end do 
      end do 
 
      QINTSUM = 0.0d0 
 
c      write(6,*) 'TEMP, r^2*W, P, rho' 
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      do iscale = -IPNUM,IPNUM,1 
      do k = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
        do L = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
          do m = -ICUBE, ICUBE, 1 
            do im = 1, NTYPE, 1 
              do in = 1, NPAIR, 1 
               
          TRANS(k,L,m,im,in,iscale) = TERM(k,L,m,im,in,iscale) 
     >                              / TERMSUM(k,L,m,iscale) 
 
          TERM1 = RADIUS(k,L,m,im,in,iscale)**2.0d0 * 
     >           HOPRATE(RADIUS(k,L,m,im,in,iscale), im) 
 
          TERM2 = RHO3D(k,L,m,iscale) 
          TERM3 = TRANS(k,L,m,im,in,iscale) 
 
          QINT(k,L,m,im,in,iscale) = TERM1*TERM2*TERM3 
 
      if((k.eq.0).and.(L.eq.0).and.(m.eq.0)) then 
c        write(90,*) TEMP,im,in,iscale,TRANS(k,L,m,im,in,iscale), 
c     >             RHO3D(k,L,m,iscale) 
c        write(6,*) QINT(k,L,m,im,in,iscale) 
      end if 
 
 
          QINTSUM = QINT(k,L,m,im,in,iscale) + QINTSUM 
 
              end do 
            end do 
          end do 
        end do 
      end do 
      end do 
 
c      write(6,*) TEMP, QINTSUM 
 
 
 
 
 
      DIFFCO = 1.0d0 / (2.0d0*3.0d0) * (QINTSUM) 
c     (units = Bohr^2 / ATU) 
      DGDIFF = DIFFCO * (0.529177D-8)**2.0d0 / (2.4D-17) 
c     (units = cm^2 / s) 
c      HOLEMO = EC / (BK * TEMP) * DGDIFF 
      HOLEMO = 1.6021765314D-19 / (1.3806504D-23*TEMP) * DGDIFF 
 
c      write(90,*) TEMP, DGDIFF, HOLEMO 
c      write(6,*) TEMP, DGDIFF, HOLEMO 
 
 
 
c     CLOSE THE TEMP LOOP HERE 
      end do 
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  999 CONTINUE 
      if(QQQQQ.eq.1.0d0) then 
      write(6,*) 'ERROR IN PARAMETERS! CHECK VALUES!' 
      end if 
 
      close(55) 
      close(56) 
      close(57) 
      close(90) 
 
      stop 
      end 
 
 
c     ********************************************************* 
 
      FUNCTION WRSQ(RADIUS, ITYPE) 
 
      implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
 
      WRSQ = RADIUS**2.0d0 * HOPRATE(RADIUS, ITYPE) 
 
      return 
      end 
 
c     ********************************************************* 
 
c     ********************************************************* 
 
 
      SUBROUTINE SUBINT(XVEC, YVEC, XVAL, YVAL) 
 
 
c     THIS SUBROUTINE SORTS DATA FROM A SET AND THEN INTERPOLATES 
c     DATA POINTS USING A QUADRATIC FUNCTION 
 
c     XVEC IS A VECTOR OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
C     YVEC IS A VECTOR OF THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
C     NPAR IS THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS IN THE DATA SET(21) 
C     XVAL IS THE POINT TO BE INTERPOLATED AT 
C     YVAL IS THE DETERMINED VALUE, TO BE RETURNED ON OUTPUT 
 
      implicit real*8 (A-H, O-Z) 
      parameter(KPAR = 3) 
      parameter(NPAR = 21) 
 
      integer NPAR 
      real*8 XVAL, YVAL, XVEC(NPAR), YVEC(NPAR) 
      real*8 QMINA, QMINB, QMINC, DIFFA, DIFFB, DIFFC 
      real*8 IXA, IXB, IXC 
 
c     HERE ARE THE VARIABLES FOR CURVE FITTING 
      REAL*8 a1, a2, a3, b1, b2, b3 
      real*8 COEF(KPAR) 
 
 
c     Here we sort the data for the three nearest points 
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c     Using a bubble sort to find the first minimum 
 
      QMINA = 1D16 
      QMINB = 1D16 
      QMINC = 1D16 
 
      do i = 1, NPAR 
 
        DIFFA = ABS(XVEC(i)-XVAL) 
        if(DIFFA.LT.QMINA) then 
          QMINA = DIFFA 
          IXA = i 
        end if 
 
      end do 
 
      do 20 i = 1, NPAR 
 
        DIFFB = ABS(XVEC(i)-XVAL) 
        if(i.EQ.IXA) then 
          GOTO 20 
        end if 
 
        if(DIFFB.LT.QMINB) then 
          QMINB = DIFFB 
          IXB = i 
        end if 
 
   20 continue 
 
      do 30 i = 1, NPAR 
 
        DIFFC = ABS(XVEC(i)-XVAL) 
        if(i.EQ.IXA) then 
          GOTO 30 
        end if 
        if(i.EQ.IXB) then 
          GOTO 30 
        end if 
        if(DIFFC.LT.QMINC) then 
          QMINC = DIFFC 
          IXC = i 
        end if 
 
   30 continue 
 
 
      a1 = XVEC(IXA) 
      a2 = XVEC(IXB) 
      a3 = XVEC(IXC) 
 
      b1 = YVEC(IXA) 
      b2 = YVEC(IXB) 
      b3 = YVEC(IXC) 
 
 
c     HERE WE GENERATE THE QUADRATIC FUNCTION TO INTERPOLATE 
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      COEF(1) = a2 * a3 / (-a2 * a1 + a2 * a3 + a1 ** 2 - a3 * a1) * b1 
     # - a3 * a1 / (-a3 * a1 + a2 * a1 - a2 ** 2 + a2 * a3) * b2 + a2 * 
     # a1 / (-a3 * a1 + a2 * a1 + a3 ** 2 - a2 * a3) * b3 
      COEF(2) = -(a2 + a3) / (-a2 * a1 + a2 * a3 + a1 ** 2 - a3 * a1) 
     #* b1 + (a1 + a3) / (-a3 * a1 + a2 * a1 - a2 ** 2 + a2 * a3) * b2 
- 
     # (a1 + a2) / (-a3 * a1 + a2 * a1 + a3 ** 2 - a2 * a3) * b3 
      COEF(3) = 0.1D1 / (-a2 * a1 + a2 * a3 + a1 ** 2 - a3 * a1) * b1 
     #- 0.1D1 / (-a3 * a1 + a2 * a1 - a2 ** 2 + a2 * a3) * b2 + 0.1D1 / 
     #(-a3 * a1 + a2 * a1 + a3 ** 2 - a2 * a3) * b3 
 
 
c     HERE WE INTERPOLATE AT THE VALUE OF X CHOSEN ABOVE: 
 
      YVAL = COEF(1) + XVAL*COEF(2) + XVAL**2.0d0*COEF(3) 
 
 
      return 
      end 
 
c     ********************************************************* 
 
      SUBROUTINE CME1(RAD, CMEVAL, ITYPE) 
 
c     THIS SUBROUTINE PROVIDES COUPLING MATRIX ELEMENTS CME, 
c     GIVEN A RADIUS RAD AND INTERACTION TYPE ITYPE 
c     THE DIMENSIONS OF CME ARE NPAR 
 
c     rad is the radius 
c     V is the coupling matrix element 
c     itype is the type of interaction 
 
      implicit real*8 (a-h, o-z) 
 
      parameter(NPAR = 21) 
 
      real*8 RAD, CMEVAL 
      integer ITYPE, NPAR 
      real*8 QRAD(NPAR) 
      real*8 VCM(NPAR) 
 
      real*8 R(NPAR,6), V(NPAR,6), U(NPAR,6) 
 
      COMMON /ARRAYS/ R, V, U 
      COMMON /PARAMS/ PI, BK, HBAR, EC 
      COMMON /VALUES/ TEMP, XLAM, HRC1, HRC2 
 
 
c     HERE, 1 = T1, 2 = T2, 3 = T3 
c           4 = LT1, 5 = LT2, 6 = LT3 
 
      do i = 1, NPAR 
 
        QRAD(i) = R(i, ITYPE) 
        VCM(i) = V(i, ITYPE) 
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      end do 
 
      CALL SUBINT(QRAD, VCM, RAD, CMEVAL) 
 
 
      return 
      end 
 
c     ********************************************************* 
 
 
      SUBROUTINE POTENT(RAD, ENERGY, ITYPE) 
 
      implicit real*8 (a-h, o-z) 
 
 
c     THIS SUBROUTINE TAKES A PROVIDED RADIUS, RAD, AND COMPUTES 
C     THE INTERPOLATED VALUE OF TOTAL ENERGY POTENTIAL. 
c     Here are the associated parameters with the program: 
 
      parameter(NPAR = 21) 
 
      real*8 RAD, RHO 
      real*8 QRAD(NPAR), UEN(NPAR) 
      real*8 R(NPAR,6), V(NPAR,6), U(NPAR,6) 
 
      COMMON /ARRAYS/ R, V, U 
      COMMON /PARAMS/ PI, BK, HBAR, EC 
      COMMON /VALUES/ TEMP, XLAM, HRC1, HRC2 
 
c     HERE, 1 = T1, 2 = T2, 3 = T3 
c           4 = LT1, 5 = LT2, 6 = LT3 
 
      do i = 1, NPAR, 1 
 
        QRAD(i) = R(i,ITYPE) 
        UEN(i) = U(i,ITYPE) 
 
c        write(6,*) QRAD(i), UEN(i) 
 
      end do 
         
 
      CALL SUBINT(QRAD, UEN, RAD, ENERGY) 
 
 
      return 
      end 
 
 
c     ********************************************************* 
 
 
      FUNCTION HOPRATE(RADIUS, ITYPE) 
 
c     HERE WE COMPUTE VALUES OF W(r) 
c     Here are the associated parameters with the program: 
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      implicit real*8 (a-h, o-z) 
 
      parameter(NPAR = 21) 
 
      real*8 HOPRATE, RADIUS, CMEVAL, HRC1, HRC2 
      real*8 SUMHOPT1, SUMHOPT2, SUMHOPP 
      real*8 HOPT1(NPAR), HOPT2(NPAR), HOPP(NPAR) 
      real*8 RADT1, RADT2, RADP 
 
      integer ITYPE, NPAR 
 
      COMMON /PARAMS/ PI, BK, HBAR, EC 
      COMMON /VALUES/ TEMP, XLAM, HRC1, HRC2 
 
 
      CALL CME1(RADIUS, CMEVAL, ITYPE) 
 
      HOPRATE = CMEVAL**2.0d0 / HBAR * HRC1 * HRC2 
 
c      QHOP = HOPRATE*(1.0d0/2.47D-17) 
 
c      write(6,*) RADIUS, ITYPE, HOPRATE, QHOP 
 
      return 
      end 
 
 
c     ********************************************************* 
 
      FUNCTION TEMPFUNC(TEMP, ISET) 
 
c     THIS FUNCTION INCORPORATES COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION 
c     INTO THE CODE FOR GEOMETRY CALCULATION 
 
      implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
 
 
      if(ISET.EQ.1) then 
        A1 = 4.3078D-7 
        A2 = 8.0725D-5 
        A3 = 1.0d0 
      end if 
 
      if(ISET.EQ.2) then 
        A1 = 5.3741D-7 
c        A2 = 0.0d0 
        A2 = -5.4343D-5 
        A3 = 1.0d0 
      end if 
 
      if(ISET.EQ.3) then 
        A1 = 0.0d0 
        A2 = 0.0d0 
        A3 = 0.0d0 
      end if 
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      if(ISET.EQ.4) then 
        A1 = 0.0d0 
        A2 = 0.0d0 
        A3 = 0.0d0 
      end if 
 
      if(ISET.EQ.5) then 
        A1 = 0.0d0 
        A2 = 0.0001d0 
        A3 = 1.0d0 
      end if 
 
      if(ISET.EQ.6) then 
        A1 = 0.0d0 
        A2 = 0.0d0 
        A3 = 0.0d0 
      end if 
 
 
      TEMPFUNC = A1*TEMP**2.0d0 + A2*TEMP + A3 
 
c     TEMPFUNC IS A SCALAR TO BE MULTIPLIED AGAINST LATTICE PARAMS 
c     TO ACCOUNT FOR THERMAL EXPANSION (ISOTROPICALLY) 
 
 
      return 
      end 
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The following program, DEFECT.f, is used to compute the mobility of a system 
including defects. 
 
      Program DEFECT 
 
 
c     THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES MOBILITY WITH DEFECTS IN THE SINGLE CRYSTAL 
c     CASE.  
 
      implicit real*8 (A-H, O-Z) 
      real*8 PI, BK, HBAR, EC, TEMP 
      integer NDEF 
 
 
c     EMPIRICAL? (1=TRUE) 
c     parameter(IEMP = 1) 
 
c     TEST? (1=TRUE) 
      parameter(ITEST = 0) 
 
c     BASE Type NAPH=1 ANTH=2 TETR=3 PENT=4 
c      parameter(IBAS=2) 
 
c     DEFECT Type  VACANCY=1 OLIG-NB=2 
c      parameter(IDTY = 1) 
 
c     CONSTANTS       
      parameter(PI = 3.141592653d0) 
      parameter(BK = 3.1667437711D-6) 
c     units - Hartree/K 
c      parameter(BK = 8.61734315D-5) 
c     units - eV/K 
      parameter(HBAR = 1.0d0) 
c     units - Hartree s 
c      parameter(HBAR = 6.5821191556D-16) 
c     units - eV s 
      parameter(EC = 1.0d0) 
c      parameter(EC = 1.6021765314D-19) 
c     units - C 
      parameter(TEMP = 300.0d0) 
c     units - K 
c     Angstrom -> cm 
      parameter(ATC=1.0D-8) 
     
 
      write(6,*) 'WHAT SYSTEM DO YOU WANT?' 
      write(6,*) '(1=NAPH, 2=ANTH, 3=TETR, 4=PENT)' 
      read(5,*) IBAS 
 
      write(6,*) 'WHAT IS THE DEFECT?' 
      write(6,*) '(1=VACANCY, 2=NITROBENZENE ADSORB)' 
      read(5,*) IDTY 
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      write(6,*) 'SEMI-EMPIRICAL, DIMER SPLITTING, FTI?' 
      write(6,*) '(1=SE, 2=DS 3=FTI)' 
      read(5,*) IEMP 
 
 
      do NDEF=0,7,1 
 
c     INTERACTION VALUES 
c     CMEs are in Hartree 
c     RADs are in Angstrom 
 
 
      if(IBAS.EQ.1) then 
        if(IEMP.EQ.1) then 
          CMT1 = -0.000430d0 
          CMT2 = -0.005027d0 
          CMP = 0.001642d0 
        end if 
        if(IEMP.EQ.2) then 
          CMT1 = 0.00535d0 
          CMT2 = 0.00540d0 
          CMP = 0.00120d0  
        end if 
        iF(IEMP.EQ.3) then 
          CMT1 = -0.0003d0 
          CMT2 = -0.0035d0 
          CMP = 0.0013d0 
        end if 
        if(IDTY.EQ.1) then 
          CMDT1 = 0.0d0 
          DCMT1 = 0.0d0 
          DCMDT1 = 0.0d0 
          CMDT2 = 0.0d0 
          DCMT2 = 0.0d0 
          DCMDT2 = 0.0d0 
          CMDP = 0.0d0 
          DCMP = 0.0d0 
          DCMDP = 0.0d0 
        end if 
        if(IDTY.EQ.2) then 
          if(IEMP.EQ.1) then 
            CMDT1 = 0.000466d0 
            CMDT2 = 0.004888d0 
            CMDP = 0.001596d0 
            DCMT1 = 0.000323d0 
            DCMT2 = 0.005409d0 
            DCMP = 0.001708d0 
            DCMDT1 = 0.000431d0 
            DCMDT2 = 0.005781d0 
            DCMDP = 0.001500d0 
          elseif(IEMP.EQ.3) then 
            CMDT1 = 0.0003d0 
            CMDT2 = 0.0033d0 
            CMDP = -0.0012d0 
            DCMT1 = 0.0002d0 
            DCMT2 = 0.0035d0 
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            DCMP = -0.0013d0 
            DCMDT1 = 0.0002d0 
            DCMDT2 = 0.0037d0 
            DCMDP = -0.0011d0 
          end if 
        end if 
        RADT1 = 5.078d0  
        RADT2 = 5.078d0  
        RADP = 5.973d0  
      end if 
 
      if(IBAS.EQ.2) then 
        if(IEMP.EQ.1) then 
          CMT1 = -0.000067d0 
          CMT2 = 0.000109d0 
          CMP = -0.000036d0 
        else if(IEMP.EQ.2) then 
          CMT1 = 0.00455d0 
          CMT2 = 0.00275d0 
          CMP = 0.00005d0 
        else if(IEMP.EQ.3) then 
          CMT1 = 0.000714242d0 
          CMT2 = 0.000122385d0 
          CMP = -4.06935d-05 
        end if 
        if(IDTY.EQ.1) then 
          CMDT1 = 0.0d0 
          DCMT1 = 0.0d0 
          DCMDT1 = 0.0d0 
        end if 
        if(IDTY.EQ.2) then 
          CMDT1 = 0 
          DCMT1 = 0 
          DCMDT1 = 0 
        end if 
        RADT1 = 5.188d0 
        if(IDTY.EQ.1) then 
          CMDT2 = 0.0d0 
          DCMT2 = 0.0d0 
          DCMDT2 = 0.0d0 
        end if 
        if(IDTY.EQ.2) then 
          CMDT2 = 0 
          DCMT2 = 0 
          DCMDT2 = 0 
        end if 
        RADT2 = 5.188d0 
        if(IDTY.EQ.1) then 
          CMDP = 0.0d0 
          DCMP = 0.0d0 
          DCMDP = 0.0d0 
        end if 
        if(IDTY.EQ.2) then 
          CMDP = 0 
          DCMP = 0 
          DCMDP = 0 
        end if 
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        RADP = 5.999d0 
      end if 
 
      if(IBAS.EQ.3) then 
        if(IEMP.EQ.1) then 
          CMT1 = -0.001029d0 
          CMT2 = -0.000118d0 
          CMP = -0.000048d0 
        else if(IEMP.EQ.2) then 
          CMT1 = 0.00705d0 
          CMT2 = 0.00630d0 
          CMP = 0.00005d0 
        else if(IEMP.EQ.3) then 
          CMT1 = -0.000776586d0 
          CMT2 = -0.000267173d0 
          CMP = -7.98855d-05 
        end if 
        if(IDTY.EQ.1) then 
          CMDT1 = 0.0d0 
          DCMT1 = 0.0d0 
          DCMDT1 = 0.0d0 
        end if 
        if(IDTY.EQ.2) then 
          CMDT1 = 0 
          DCMT1 = 0 
          DCMDT1 = 0 
        end if 
        RADT1 = 4.774d0 
        if(IDTY.EQ.1) then 
          CMDT2 = 0.0d0 
          DCMT2 = 0.0d0 
          DCMDT2 = 0.0d0 
        end if 
        if(IDTY.EQ.2) then 
          CMDT2 = 0 
          DCMT2 = 0 
          DCMDT2 = 0 
        end if 
        RADT2 = 5.126d0 
        if(IDTY.EQ.1) then 
          CMDP = 0.0d0 
          DCMP = 0.0d0 
          DCMDP = 0.0d0 
        end if 
        if(IDTY.EQ.2) then 
          CMDP = 0 
          DCMP = 0 
          DCMDP = 0 
        end if 
        RADP = 6.030d0 
      end if 
 
 
 
      if(IBAS.EQ.4) then 
        if(IEMP.EQ.1) then 
          CMT1 = -0.003717d0 
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          CMT2 = -0.003727d0 
          CMP = 0.000323d0 
        else if(IEMP.EQ.2) then 
          CMT1 = 0.00755d0 
          CMT2 = 0.00755d0 
          CMP = 0.00115d0 
        else if(IEMP.EQ.3) then 
          CMT1 = -0.002487d0 
          CMT2 = -0.002499d0 
          CMP = 0.000593d0 
        end if 
        RADT1 = 5.734d0  
        RADT2 = 5.199d0 
        RADP = 6.253d0 
        if(IDTY.EQ.1) then 
          CMDT1 = 0.0d0 
          CMDT2 = 0.0d0 
          CMDP = 0.0d0 
          DCMT1 = 0.0d0 
          DCMT2 = 0.0d0 
          DCMP = 0.0d0 
          DCMDT1 = 0.0d0 
          DCMDT2 = 0.0d0 
          DCMDP = 0.0d0 
        end if 
        if(IDTY.EQ.2) then 
          if(IEMP.EQ.1) then 
            CMDT1 = 0.005622d0 
            CMDT2 = 0.000218d0 
            CMDP = -0.000118d0 
            DCMT1 = 0.000367d0 
            DCMT2 = 0.000106d0 
            DCMP = -0.000487d0 
            DCMDT1 = -0.007797d0 
            DCMDT2 = -0.007769d0 
            DCMDP = 0.000316d0 
          else if(IEMP.EQ.3) then 
            CMDT1 = 0.004979d0 
            CMDT2 = -0.000125d0 
            CMDP = 0.000108d0 
            DCMT1 = -0.000247d0 
            DCMT2 = 0.009424d0 
            DCMP = -0.000457d0 
            DCMDT1 = -0.006072d0 
            DCMDT2 = -0.006026d0 
            DCMDP = 0.000594d0 
          end if 
        end if 
      end if 
 
 
 
c      write(6,*) RADT1, RADT2, RADP 
 
      if(NDEF.GE.4) then 
        a1=CMT1 
        a2=CMDT1 
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        a3=DCMT1 
        a4=DCMDT1 
 
        b1=CMT2 
        b2=CMDT2 
        b3=DCMT2 
        b4=DCMDT2 
 
        c1=CMP 
        c2=CMDP 
        c3=DCMP 
        c4=DCMDP 
 
        CMT1=a4 
        CMDT1=a3 
        DCMT1=a2 
        DCMDT1=a1 
  
        CMT2=b4 
        CMDT2=b3 
        DCMT2=b2 
        DCMDT2=b1 
 
        CMP=c4 
        CMDP=c3 
        DCMP=c2 
        DCMDP=c1 
      end if 
 
 
 
c     Other parameters 
 
      if(IBAS.EQ.1) then 
c       PURE NAPH 
        SED1 = 0.0d0 
        ACTE1 = 0.006997448d0/4.0d0 
 
c       MIXED SYSTEM 
        SED2 = 0.016194198d0 
        ACTEND = 0.007526199d0/4.0d0 
        ACTEDN = 0.024580055d0/4.0d0 
 
c       PURE NANB 
        SED3 = 0.0d0 
        ACTE3 = 0.010056408d0/4.0d0 
      end if 
 
      if(IBAS.EQ.2) then 
c       PURE ANTH 
        SED1 = 0.0d0 
        ACTE1 = 0.0051161892d0/4.0d0 
 
c       MIXED SYSTEM 
        SED2 = 1000 
        ACTEND = 1000  
        ACTEDN = 1000 
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c       PURE ANNB 
        SED3 = 1000 
        ACTE3 = 1000 
      end if 
 
      if(IBAS.EQ.3) then 
c       PURE TETR 
        SED1 = 0.0d0 
        ACTE1 = 0.0043164254d0/4.0d0 
 
c       MIXED SYSTEM 
        SED2 = 1000 
        ACTEND = 1000 
        ACTEDN = 1000 
 
c       PURE TENB 
        SED3 = 1000 
        ACTE3 = 1000 
      end if 
 
 
      if(IBAS.EQ.4) then 
c       PURE PENT 
        SED1 = 0.0d0 
        ACTE1 = 0.003650755d0/4.0d0 
 
c       MIXED SYSTEM 
        SED2 = 0.011389617d0 
        ACTEND = 0.007952139d0 
        ACTEDN = 0.014754964d0 
 
c       PURE PENB 
        SED3 = 0.0d0 
        ACTE3 = 0.00315207d0/4.0d0 
      end if 
 
 
      if(IDTY.EQ.1) then 
        SED2=SED1 
        SED3=SED1 
        ACTEND=ACTE1 
        ACTEDN=ACTE1 
        ACTE3=ACTE1 
      end if 
 
 
      CON11 = SQRT(PI/(4.0d0*ACTE1*BK*TEMP)) 
      CON12 = EXP(-1.0d0*ACTE1/(BK*TEMP)) 
      CON13 = EXP(-1.0d0*SED1/(2.0d0*BK*TEMP) 
     >           -SED1**2.0d0/(16.0d0*ACTE1*BK*TEMP)) 
 
      CONN21 = SQRT(PI/(4.0d0*ACTEND*BK*TEMP)) 
      CONN22 = EXP(-1.0d0*ACTEND/(BK*TEMP)) 
      CONN23 = EXP(-1.0d0*SED2/(2.0d0*BK*TEMP) 
     >           -SED2**2.0d0/(16.0d0*ACTEND*BK*TEMP)) 
c      CONN23 = 1.0d0 
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      COND21 = SQRT(PI/(4.0d0*ACTEDN*BK*TEMP)) 
      COND22 = EXP(-1.0d0*ACTEDN/(BK*TEMP)) 
      COND23 = EXP(-1.0d0*SED2/(2.0d0*BK*TEMP) 
     >           -SED2**2.0d0/(16.0d0*ACTEDN*BK*TEMP)) 
c      COND23 = 1.0d0 
 
      CON31 = SQRT(PI/(4.0d0*ACTE3*BK*TEMP)) 
      CON32 = EXP(-1.0d0*ACTE3/(BK*TEMP)) 
      CON33 = EXP(-1.0d0*SED3/(2.0d0*BK*TEMP) 
     >           -SED3**2.0d0/(16.0d0*ACTE3*BK*TEMP)) 
 
      TERM1 = CON11*CON12*CON13 
      TERMN = CONN21*CONN22*CONN23 
      TERMD = COND21*COND22*COND23 
      TERM3 = CON31*CON32*CON33 
 
       
c      write(6,*) CONN21, CONN22, CONN23, TERMN 
c      write(6,*) COND21, COND22, COND23, TERMD 
 
 
      WCMT1 = CMT1**2.0d0/HBAR*TERM1 
      WCMT2 = CMT2**2.0d0/HBAR*TERM1 
      WCMP = CMP**2.0d0/HBAR*TERM1 
      WCMDT1 = CMDT1**2.0d0/HBAR*TERMN 
      WCMDT2 = CMDT2**2.0d0/HBAR*TERMN 
      WCMDP = CMDP**2.0d0/HBAR*TERMN 
      WDCMT1 = DCMT1**2.0d0/HBAR*TERMD 
      WDCMT2 = DCMT2**2.0d0/HBAR*TERMD 
      WDCMP = DCMP**2.0d0/HBAR*TERMD 
      WDCMDT1 = DCMDT1**2.0d0/HBAR*TERM3 
      WDCMDT2 = DCMDT2**2.0d0/HBAR*TERM3 
      WDCMDP = DCMDP**2.0d0/HBAR*TERM3 
 
c      write(6,*) WCMDT1, WCMDT2, WCMDP 
c      write(6,*) WDCMT1, WDCMT2, WDCMP 
c      write(6,*) WDCMDT1, WDCMDT2, WDCMDP 
 
      WCMT1b = WCMT1 
      WCMDT1b = WCMDT1 
      WDCMT1b = WDCMT1 
      WDCMDT1b = WDCMDT1 
      WCMT2b = WCMT2 
      WCMDT2b = WCMDT2 
      WDCMT2b = WDCMT2 
      WDCMDT2b = WDCMDT2 
      WCMPb = WCMP 
      WCMDPb = WCMDP 
      WDCMPb = WDCMP 
      WDCMDPb = WDCMDP 
 
 
c     COMPUTING HOP PROBABILITY 
 
      if((NDEF.EQ.0).or.(NDEF.EQ.7)) then 
        den1 = WCMT1+WCMT2+WCMP+WCMT1b+WCMT2b+WCMPb 
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        if((IDTY.EQ.1).and.(NDEF.EQ.7)) then 
          den1 = den1+1.0d0 
        end if 
        qnum1 = RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        DIFFCO = (1.0d0/3.0d0)*(qnum1/den1) 
 
c        write(6,*) den1, qnum1, DIFFCO 
 
      end if 
 
      if((NDEF.EQ.1).or.(NDEF.EQ.6)) then 
        den1 = WCMDT1+WCMT2+WCMP+WCMT1b+WCMT2b+WCMPb 
        den2 = WCMT1+WCMDT2+WCMP+WCMT1b+WCMT2b+WCMPb 
        den3 = WCMT1+WCMT2+WCMDP+WCMT1b+WCMT2b+WCMPb 
        den4 = WCMT1+WCMT2+WCMP+WCMDT1b+WCMT2b+WCMPb 
        den5 = WCMT1+WCMT2+WCMP+WCMT1b+WCMDT2b+WCMPb 
        den6 = WCMT1+WCMT2+WCMP+WCMT1b+WCMT2b+WCMDPb 
        den7 = WDCMT1+WDCMT2+WDCMP+WDCMT1b+WDCMT2b+WDCMPb 
 
c        write(6,*) den1,den2,den3,den4,den5,den6,den7 
 
        if(IDTY.EQ.1) then 
          if(NDEF.EQ.1) then 
            den7 = den7+1.0d0 
          end if 
          if(NDEF.EQ.6) then 
        den1 = den1+1.0d0 
        den2 = den2+1.0d0 
        den3 = den3+1.0d0 
        den4 = den4+1.0d0 
        den5 = den5+1.0d0 
        den6 = den6+1.0d0 
        den7 = den7+1.0d0 
          end if 
        end if 
 
         
        qnum1 = RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >         +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >         +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum2 = RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2**2.0d0 
     >         +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >         +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum3 = RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >         +RADP**2.0d0*WCMDP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >         +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum4 = RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >         +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1b**2.0d0 
     >         +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum5 = RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >         +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >         +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum6 = RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >         +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >         +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMDPb**2.0d0 
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        qnum7 = RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2**2.0d0 
     >         +RADP**2.0d0*WDCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >         +RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WDCMPb**2.0d0 
 
 
c        write(6,*) qnum1,qnum2,qnum3,qnum4,qnum5,qnum6,qnum7 
c        write(6,*) den1,den2,den3,den4,den5,den6,den7 
 
c         write(6,*) qnum1/den1, qnum2/den2, qnum3/den3, qnum4/den4 
c         write(6,*) qnum5/den5, qnum6/den6, qnum7/den7 
 
c      write(6,*) qnum7, den7, qnum7/den7 
 
        DIFFCO = 
(1.0d0/(3.0d0*7.0d0))*(qnum1/den1+qnum2/den2+qnum3/den3 
     >           +qnum4/den4+qnum5/den5+qnum6/den6+qnum7/den7) 
 
      end if 
 
      if((NDEF.EQ.2).or.(NDEF.EQ.5)) then 
        den1 = WCMDT1+WCMDT2+WCMP+WCMT1b+WCMT2b+WCMPb 
        den2 = WCMDT1+WCMT2+WCMDP+WCMT1b+WCMT2b+WCMPb 
        den3 = WCMDT1+WCMT2+WCMP+WCMDT1b+WCMT2b+WCMPb 
        den4 = WCMDT1+WCMT2+WCMP+WCMT1b+WCMDT2b+WCMPb 
        den5 = WCMDT1+WCMT2+WCMP+WCMT1b+WCMT2b+WCMDPb 
        den6 = WCMT1+WCMDT2+WCMDP+WCMT1b+WCMT2b+WCMPb 
        den7 = WCMT1+WCMDT2+WCMP+WCMDT1b+WCMT2b+WCMPb 
        den8 = WCMT1+WCMDT2+WCMP+WCMT1b+WCMDT2b+WCMPb 
        den9 = WCMT1+WCMDT2+WCMP+WCMT1b+WCMT2b+WCMDPb 
        den10 = WCMT1+WCMT2+WCMDP+WCMDT1b+WCMT2b+WCMPb 
        den11 = WCMT1+WCMT2+WCMDP+WCMT1b+WCMDT2b+WCMPb 
        den12 = WCMT1+WCMT2+WCMDP+WCMT1b+WCMT2b+WCMDPb 
        den13 = WCMT1+WCMT2+WCMP+WCMDT1b+WCMDT2b+WCMPb 
        den14 = WCMT1+WCMT2+WCMP+WCMDT1b+WCMT2b+WCMDPb 
        den15 = WCMT1+WCMT2+WCMP+WCMT1b+WCMDT2b+WCMDPb 
        den16 = WDCMDT1+WDCMT2+WDCMP+WDCMT1b+WDCMT2b+WDCMPb 
        den17 = WDCMT1+WDCMDT2+WDCMP+WDCMT1b+WDCMT2b+WDCMPb 
        den18 = WDCMT1+WDCMT2+WDCMDP+WDCMT1b+WDCMT2b+WDCMPb 
        den19 = WDCMT1+WDCMT2+WDCMP+WDCMDT1b+WDCMT2b+WDCMPb 
 den20 = WDCMT1+WDCMT2+WDCMP+WDCMT1b+WDCMDT2b+WDCMPb 
        den21 = WDCMT1+WDCMT2+WDCMP+WDCMT1b+WDCMT2b+WDCMDPb 
 
        if(IDTY.EQ.1) then 
          if(NDEF.EQ.2) then 
          den16=den16+1.0d0 
          den17=den17+1.0d0 
          den18=den18+1.0d0 
          den19=den19+1.0d0 
          den20=den20+1.0d0 
          den21=den21+1.0d0 
          end if 
          if(NDEF.eq.5) then 
          den1=den1+1.0d0 
          den2=den2+1.0d0 
          den3=den3+1.0d0 
          den4=den4+1.0d0 
          den5=den5+1.0d0 
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          den6=den6+1.0d0 
          den7=den7+1.0d0 
          den8=den8+1.0d0 
          den9=den9+1.0d0 
          den10=den10+1.0d0 
          den11=den11+1.0d0 
          den12=den12+1.0d0 
          den13=den13+1.0d0 
          den14=den14+1.0d0 
          den15=den15+1.0d0 
          end if 
        end if 
 
        qnum1 = RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2**2.0d0 
     >         +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >         +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum2 = RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >         +RADP**2.0d0*WCMDP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >         +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum3 = RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >         +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1b**2.0d0 
     >         +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum4 = RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >         +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >         +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum5 = RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >         +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >         +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMDPb**2.0d0 
        qnum6 = RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2**2.0d0 
     >         +RADP**2.0d0*WCMDP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >         +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum7 = RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2**2.0d0 
     >         +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1b**2.0d0 
     >         +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum8 = RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2**2.0d0 
     >         +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >         +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum9 = RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2**2.0d0 
     >         +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >         +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMDPb**2.0d0 
        qnum10 = RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >          +RADP**2.0d0*WCMDP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1b**2.0d0 
     >          +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum11 = RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >          +RADP**2.0d0*WCMDP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >          +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum12 = RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >          +RADP**2.0d0*WCMDP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >          +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMDPb**2.0d0 
        qnum13 = RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >          +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1b**2.0d0 
     >          +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum14 = RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >          +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1b**2.0d0 
     >          +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMDPb**2.0d0 
        qnum15 = RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >          +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
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     >          +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMDPb**2.0d0 
        qnum16 = RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMDT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2**2.0d0 
     >          +RADP**2.0d0*WDCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >          +RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WDCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum17 = RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMDT2**2.0d0 
     >          +RADP**2.0d0*WDCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >          +RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WDCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum18 = RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2**2.0d0 
     >          +RADP**2.0d0*WDCMDP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >          +RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WDCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum19 = RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2**2.0d0 
     >          +RADP**2.0d0*WDCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMDT1b**2.0d0 
     >          +RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WDCMPb**2.0d0 
 qnum20 = RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2**2.0d0 
     >          +RADP**2.0d0*WDCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >          +RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMDT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WDCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum21 = RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2**2.0d0 
     >          +RADP**2.0d0*WDCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >          +RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WDCMDPb**2.0d0 
 
 
        DIFFCO = (1.0d0/(3.0d0*21.0d0))*(qnum1/den1+qnum2/den2 
     >          +qnum3/den3+qnum4/den4+qnum5/den5+qnum6/den6 
     >          +qnum7/den7+qnum8/den8+qnum9/den9+qnum10/den10 
     >          +qnum11/den11+qnum12/den12+qnum13/den13+qnum14/den14 
     >          +qnum15/den15+qnum16/den16+qnum17/den17+qnum18/den18 
     >          +qnum19/den19+qnum20/den20+qnum21/den21) 
 
 
      end if 
 
      if((NDEF.EQ.3).or.(NDEF.EQ.4)) then 
        den1=WCMDT1+WCMDT2+WCMDP+WCMT1b+WCMT2b+WCMPb 
        den2=WCMDT1+WCMDT2+WCMP+WCMDT1b+WCMT2b+WCMPb 
        den3=WCMDT1+WCMDT2+WCMP+WCMT1b+WCMDT2b+WCMPb 
        den4=WCMDT1+WCMDT2+WCMP+WCMT1b+WCMT2b+WCMDPb 
        den5=WCMDT1+WCMT2+WCMDP+WCMDT1b+WCMT2b+WCMPb 
        den6=WCMDT1+WCMT2+WCMDP+WCMT1b+WCMDT2b+WCMPb 
        den7=WCMDT1+WCMT2+WCMDP+WCMT1b+WCMT2b+WCMDPb 
        den8=WCMDT1+WCMT2+WCMP+WCMDT1b+WCMDT2b+WCMPb 
        den9=WCMDT1+WCMT2+WCMP+WCMDT1b+WCMT2b+WCMDPb 
        den10=WCMDT1+WCMT2+WCMP+WCMT1b+WCMDT2b+WCMDPb 
        den11=WCMT1+WCMDT2+WCMDP+WCMDT1b+WCMT2b+WCMPb 
        den12=WCMT1+WCMDT2+WCMDP+WCMT1b+WCMDT2b+WCMPb 
        den13=WCMT1+WCMDT2+WCMDP+WCMT1b+WCMT2b+WCMDPb 
        den14=WCMT1+WCMDT2+WCMP+WCMDT1b+WCMDT2b+WCMPb 
        den15=WCMT1+WCMDT2+WCMP+WCMDT1b+WCMT2b+WCMDPb 
        den16=WCMT1+WCMDT2+WCMP+WCMT1b+WCMDT2b+WCMDPb 
        den17=WCMT1+WCMT2+WCMDP+WCMDT1b+WCMDT2b+WCMPb 
        den18=WCMT1+WCMT2+WCMDP+WCMDT1b+WCMT2b+WCMDPb 
        den19=WCMT1+WCMT2+WCMDP+WCMT1b+WCMDT2b+WCMDPb 
        den20=WCMT1+WCMT2+WCMP+WCMDT1b+WCMDT2b+WCMDPb 
        den21=WDCMDT1+WDCMDT2+WDCMP+WDCMT1b+WDCMT2b+WDCMPb 
        den22=WDCMDT1+WDCMT2+WDCMDP+WDCMT1b+WDCMT2b+WDCMPb 
        den23=WDCMDT1+WDCMT2+WDCMP+WDCMDT1b+WDCMT2b+WDCMPb 
        den24=WDCMDT1+WDCMT2+WDCMP+WDCMT1b+WDCMDT2b+WDCMPb 
        den25=WDCMDT1+WDCMT2+WDCMP+WDCMT1b+WDCMT2b+WDCMDPb 
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        den26=WDCMT1+WDCMDT2+WDCMDP+WDCMT1b+WDCMT2b+WDCMPb 
        den27=WDCMT1+WDCMDT2+WDCMP+WDCMDT1b+WDCMT2b+WDCMPb 
        den28=WDCMT1+WDCMDT2+WDCMP+WDCMT1b+WDCMDT2b+WDCMPb 
        den29=WDCMT1+WDCMDT2+WDCMP+WDCMT1b+WDCMT2b+WDCMDPb 
        den30=WDCMT1+WDCMT2+WDCMDP+WDCMDT1b+WDCMT2b+WDCMPb 
        den31=WDCMT1+WDCMT2+WDCMDP+WDCMT1b+WDCMDT2b+WDCMPb 
        den32=WDCMT1+WDCMT2+WDCMDP+WDCMT1b+WDCMT2b+WDCMDPb 
        den33=WDCMT1+WDCMT2+WDCMP+WDCMDT1b+WDCMDT2b+WDCMPb 
        den34=WDCMT1+WDCMT2+WDCMP+WDCMDT1b+WDCMT2b+WDCMDPb 
        den35=WDCMT1+WDCMT2+WDCMP+WDCMT1b+WDCMDT2b+WDCMDPb 
 
        if(IDTY.EQ.1) then 
          if(NDEF.EQ.3) then 
          den21=den21+1.0d0 
          den22=den22+1.0d0 
          den23=den23+1.0d0 
          den24=den24+1.0d0 
          den25=den25+1.0d0 
          den26=den26+1.0d0 
          den27=den27+1.0d0 
          den28=den28+1.0d0 
          den29=den29+1.0d0 
          den30=den30+1.0d0 
          den31=den31+1.0d0 
          den32=den32+1.0d0 
          den33=den33+1.0d0 
          den34=den34+1.0d0 
          den35=den35+1.0d0 
          end if 
          if(NDEF.EQ.4) then 
          den1=den1+1.0d0 
          den2=den2+1.0d0 
          den3=den3+1.0d0 
          den4=den4+1.0d0 
          den5=den5+1.0d0 
          den6=den6+1.0d0 
          den7=den7+1.0d0 
          den8=den8+1.0d0 
          den9=den9+1.0d0 
          den10=den10+1.0d0 
          den11=den11+1.0d0 
          den12=den12+1.0d0 
          den13=den13+1.0d0 
          den14=den14+1.0d0 
          den15=den15+1.0d0 
          den16=den16+1.0d0 
          den17=den17+1.0d0 
          den18=den18+1.0d0 
          den19=den19+1.0d0 
          den20=den20+1.0d0 
          end if 
        end if 
 
        qnum1=RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2**2.0d0 
     >       +RADP**2.0d0*WCMDP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >       +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum2=RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2**2.0d0 
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     >       +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1b**2.0d0 
     >       +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum3=RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2**2.0d0 
     >       +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >       +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum4=RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2**2.0d0 
     >       +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >       +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMDPb**2.0d0 
        qnum5=RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >       +RADP**2.0d0*WCMDP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1b**2.0d0 
     >       +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum6=RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >       +RADP**2.0d0*WCMDP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >       +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum7=RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >       +RADP**2.0d0*WCMDP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >       +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMDPb**2.0d0 
        qnum8=RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >       +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1b**2.0d0 
     >       +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum9=RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >       +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1b**2.0d0 
     >       +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMDPb**2.0d0 
        qnum10=RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMDPb**2.0d0 
        qnum11=RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WCMDP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum12=RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WCMDP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum13=RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WCMDP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMDPb**2.0d0 
        qnum14=RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum15=RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMDPb**2.0d0 
        qnum16=RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMDPb**2.0d0 
        qnum17=RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WCMDP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum18=RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WCMDP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMDPb**2.0d0 
        qnum19=RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WCMDP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMDPb**2.0d0 
        qnum20=RADT1**2.0d0*WCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WCMT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WCMDT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WCMDT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WCMDPb**2.0d0 
        qnum21=RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMDT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMDT2**2.0d0 
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     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WDCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WDCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum22=RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMDT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WDCMDP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WDCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum23=RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMDT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WDCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMDT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WDCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum24=RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMDT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WDCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMDT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WDCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum25=RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMDT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WDCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WDCMDPb**2.0d0 
        qnum26=RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMDT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WDCMDP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WDCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum27=RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMDT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WDCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMDT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WDCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum28=RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMDT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WDCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMDT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WDCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum29=RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMDT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WDCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WDCMDPb**2.0d0 
        qnum30=RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WDCMDP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMDT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WDCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum31=RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WDCMDP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMDT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WDCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum32=RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WDCMDP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WDCMDPb**2.0d0 
        qnum33=RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WDCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMDT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMDT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WDCMPb**2.0d0 
        qnum34=RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WDCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMDT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WDCMDPb**2.0d0 
        qnum35=RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1**2.0d0+RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMT2**2.0d0 
     >        +RADP**2.0d0*WDCMP**2.0d0+RADT1**2.0d0*WDCMT1b**2.0d0 
     >        +RADT2**2.0d0*WDCMDT2b**2.0d0+RADP**2.0d0*WDCMDPb**2.0d0 
 
c      write(6,*) den1,den2,den3,den4,den5,den6,den7,den8,den9,den10 
c      write(6,*) den11,den12,den13,den14,den15,den16,den17,den18,den19 
c      write(6,*) den20,den21,den22,den23,den24,den25,den26,den27,den28 
c      write(6,*) den29,den30,den31,den32,den33,den34,den35 
 
c       write(6,*) qnum1,qnum2,qnum3,qnum4,qnum5,qnum6,qnum7,qnum8, 
c     >   qnum9,qnum10 
c       write(6,*) qnum11,qnum12,qnum13,qnum14,qnum15,qnum16,qnum17, 
c     >   qnum18,qnum19 
c       write(6,*) qnum20,qnum21,qnum22,qnum23,qnum24,qnum25,qnum26, 
c     >   qnum27,qnum28 
c       write(6,*) qnum29,qnum30,qnum31,qnum32,qnum33,qnum34,qnum35 
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c      write(6,*) 
qnum1/den1,qnum2/den2,qnum3/den3,qnum4/den4,qnum5/den5 
c      write(6,*) qnum6/den6,qnum7/den7,qnum8/den8,qnum9/den9, 
c     >  qnum10/den10 
c      write(6,*) qnum11/den11,qnum12/den12,qnum13/den13,qnum14/den14, 
c     >  qnum15/den15 
c      write(6,*) qnum16/den16,qnum17/den17,qnum18/den18,qnum19/den19, 
c     >  qnum20/den20 
c      write(6,*) qnum21/den21,qnum22/den22,qnum23/den23,qnum24/den24, 
c     >  qnum25/den25 
c      write(6,*) qnum26/den26,qnum27/den27,qnum28/den28,qnum29/den29, 
c     >  qnum30/den30 
c      write(6,*) qnum31/den31,qnum32/den32,qnum33/den33,qnum34/den34, 
c     >  qnum35/den35 
 
c       write(6,*) qnum19, den19, qnum19/den19 
c       write(6,*) qnum34, den34, qnum34/den34 
 
 
        DIFFCO=(1.0d0/(3.0d0*35.0d0))*(qnum1/den1+qnum2/den2+qnum3/den3 
     >        +qnum4/den4+qnum5/den5+qnum6/den6+qnum7/den7+qnum8/den8+ 
     >        qnum9/den9+qnum10/den10+qnum11/den11+qnum12/den12+qnum13/ 
     >        den13+qnum14/den14+qnum15/den15+qnum16/den16+qnum17/den17 
     >        +qnum18/den18+qnum19/den19+qnum20/den20+qnum21/den21 
     >        +qnum22/den22+qnum23/den23+qnum24/den24+qnum25/den25+ 
     >        qnum26/den26+qnum27/den27+qnum28/den28+qnum29/den29+ 
     >        qnum30/den30+qnum31/den31+qnum32/den32+qnum33/den33+  
     >        qnum34/den34+qnum35/den35) 
 
      end if 
 
      if(ITEST.EQ.1) then 
        write(6,*) DIFFCO 
      end if 
 
      write(6,*) DIFFCO 
 
      DGDIFF = DIFFCO * (0.529177D-8)**2.0d0 / (2.4D-17) 
c     (units = cm^2 / s) 
c      HOLEMO = EC / (BK * TEMP) * DGDIFF 
      HOLEMO = 1.6021765314D-19 / (1.3806504D-23*TEMP) * DGDIFF 
c     (units = cm^2 / V s) 
 
      write(6,*) '# of defects =',NDEF, HOLEMO 
 
      end do 
 
      stop 
      end 
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